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The Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society

has for its objects:—

1. The Practical Study of Natural Science.

i

2 . The protection, by its influence with landowners and others, of

indigenous species requiring protection, and the circulation

of information which may dispel prejudices leading to their

destruction.

*

3. The discouragement of the practice of destroying the rarer

species of birds that occasionally visit the County, and of

exterminating rare plants in their native localities.

4-. The record of facts and traditions connected with the habits,

distribution, and former abundance or otherwise of animals

and plants which have become extinct in the County; and the

use of all legitimate means to prevent the extermination of

existing species, more especially those known to be diminishing

in numbers.

5. The publication of Papers on Natural History, contributed to

the Society, especially such as relate to the County of Norfolk.

6. The facilitating a friendly intercourse between local Naturalists,

by means of Meetings for the reading and discussion of

papers and for the exhibition of specimens, supplemented by

Field-meetings and Excursions, with a view to extend the

study of Natural Science on a sound and systematic basis.
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Adams (Lionel E., B. A.). A Pica for Owls and Kestrels. June, 1898.

From the Author.

Alston (E. R.). In Memoriatn. From Col. H. W. Feilden.

American Falconidm and Ornithology of Guadeloupe Island. R.

Ridgway. Washington, 1876. From Col. H. W. Feilden.

Antarctic Exploration; A Plea for a National Expedition, by Sir

Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S. 1898.

From Mr. 11. G. Barclay, F.R.G.S.

Barkers. Ornithologies Specimen Novum. Perpiniani. 1740.

From Professor Newton, F.R.S.

Barrett (Charles G., F.E.S.). The Lepidoptera of the British

Islands. Vol. v. 8vo. Lond., 1899. From the Author.

Barrow Naturalists’ Field Club, etc. Annual Report. Vol. xii.

1898. Fro), I tin Club.

Bennett (Arthur, F.L.S.). Records of Scottish Plants for 1898,

additional to Watson’s “Topographical Botany,” 2nd Edition.

[1883.] From the Author.

Berwickshire Naturalists’ Club. Proceedings. Vol. xvi., No. *2.

Bombay. Catalogue of Birds of the Southern Portion of the

Presidency. Capt. E. A. Butler. Bombay, 1880.

From Col. H. IT. Feilden.

British Association. Report of the Bristol Meeting. 1898. London,
1899. From the Association.

Brussels. Bulletin de la Societe Beige de Microscopie. 1897—98.

From the Society.

Cabanis (J.). Ornithologische Notizen. Berlin, 1817.

From Professor Newton, F.R.S.

Cardiff Naturalists’ Society. Report and Transactions. Vol. xxx.

1897—98. Cardiff, 1899. From the Society.

Challenger Expedition. Deep Sea Explorations. 16 Pamphlets.
From Col. II. W. Feilden.

List of Observing Stations Printed for the use of the
Naturalists engaged in preparing the Account of the Voyage.

From Col. H. W. Feilden.

Chilian Birds, New List of, Compiled by the late Harry Berkeley
James, F.L.S., etc. London, 1899. From Col. H. W. Feilden.

Ealing Natural Science aud Microscopical Society. 1897—98.
Ealing, 1898. From the Society.
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Edinburgh. Proceedings of Royal Physical Society. 1897—98.

Edinburgh, 1899. From the Society.
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ADDRESS.
Read by the President

,
Mr. J. H. Gurney, F.Z.S., to the

Members of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society,

at their Thirtieth Annual Meeting
,

held at the Norwich

Castle-Museum, March 28th, 1800.

Ladies and Gentlemen— I need not say that I was greatly

complimented by being for the third time elected President of the

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ .Society, which in the thirty years

of its existence has done so much to foster a taste for Natural

History in this county, having incontestably achieved as great

things as any local Society of its kind in England.

It is impossible not to congratulate ourselves on the Society's

extreme good fortune when the Norfolk and Norwich Library

was reduced almost to ashes on August 1st, in not losing any of our

scientific books, which were in a room by themselves. The back

stock of ‘ The Transactions ’ which were elsewhere, unfortunately,

were so much damaged that Volume 2 is now out of print, and of

Vols. 1, 3 and 4, there are not many left, a loss to be regretted

from many points of view, and only in some degree compensated

by the payment of L3S 11s. 6d. insurance money.

For additions to our shelves last year the thanks of the Society

are again due to Professor Newton, Mr. G. F. Buxton, Mr. H. G.

Barclay, Colonel Feilden, and Mr. Butterfield
;
but these donations

are at present retained by the Honorary Secretary, until accommoda-

tion is found for them.

In rebuilding the Library, it is believed the Library Committee

will be able to assign the Naturalists' Society a larger room for our

valuable books, which have been crowded for lack of space, and

for their scientific value deserve better treatment than to be stowed

away in a confined space.
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I will now, in accordance with our usual practice, briefly glance

at the papers read and the work done during the session, which

has been in all ways a prosperous one.

In April, Dr. C. B. Plowright sent a note on Paraselenae or

Mock Moons, observed at King’s Lynn on the 9th March, and

Mr. Geldart exhibited a Grass (Pleuropogon sabinii), brought from

Novaya Zemlya by Colonel Feilden. Mr. Mottram showed under

the microscope specimens of Sponge Spicules, and gave an account

of Dr. Ilinde’s work in connection with these objects, also alluding

to the Prince of Monaco’s paper on Deep-Sea Dredging. Mr. E.

Corder exhibited the circulation of the protoplasm in Nitella, and

made some remarks on the sudden disappearance of this plant in

certain localities.

In May, a portrait of the late Sir Edward Newton, President of

the Society in 1887, was presented by Professor Newton, and

Mr. Francis Sutton read his “ Development of the Protective

Instinct in Fishes,” a subject of much interest. Mr. W. G. Clarke

sent an extract from the ‘Norwich Mercury,’ of 1777, describing

Pobert Marsham’s experiments in washing the bark of trees

(cf. vol. ii. pp. 133 to 195).

Mr. Bidwell laid on the table a new fruit from the Cape of

Good Hope, known as the Melon Pear, of a pale yellow colour, and

in taste resembling a Banana. Mr. Patterson showed drawings

of a Plaice with an extra fin, and a Crab with two extra claws, and

read his monthly notes on Fishes and Birds. On March 28th

a Shag was brought him from the sea, which for three weeks

proved an interesting pet, for it soon answered to call and would catch

fish when thrown to it as neatly as a Pelican. “ When hungry,”

continues Mr. Patterson, “ it uttered a harsh discordant trumpet

note, and would peck at my boots, more especially at the shoe

strings, when demanding attention. It ate 2| lbs. of fish a day.

On one occasion it ate three ten-inch Whiting one after the other,

and a handful of Dabs’ heads. It was no hard task to swallow

a fish larger than its own head. Gurnards’ heads were particularly

liked. All the indigestible bones were vomited in a compact mass,

reminding one of the pellets of the Owl.”
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At the October meeting Mr. Patterson again read his monthly

notes, and some account was given of the ilight of Crossbills in

August, and the Scaup Ducks which appeared at the beginning of

October, chiefly near the coast (vide ‘Zoologist,’ pp. 122, 125).

Mr. H. E. Harris of Leighton Buzzard, also sent us a series of

photographs of birds from life, some taken in Norfolk, and others

at llavenglass in Cumberland. Those representing Terns and

Ringed Dotterel on their eggs were the most appreciated, as such

birds are seldom tame enough to be caught with the camera when

in the act of incubating.

In November, Mr. Burrell’s paper on Mycetozoa brought a good

audience, and the subject was rendered doubly attractive by lantern

slides of the Slime Funguses, shown on the screen by Mr. Bid well.

Mr. Nicholson produced some rootlets of liobinia and Sweet Pea,

which showed tubercles, and gave an account of what is known of

the connection between the tubercles and the absorption of nitro-

genous compounds by the plant; and 1 gave a dissertation on the

bill of the Great Auk, which is shown to vary considerably in

different specimens, exhibiting a model of the specimen in Durham

Museum.

Our January meeting was rendered additionally agreeable by the

presence of Mr. Caton llaigh, who brought with him the, at present,

only known specimen of Kadde’s Bush Warbler which has occurred

in Europe, while Mr. Heard of Norwich exhibited a chestnut-

coloured Partridge, a variety which has received the name of

Perdix montana, and of which some account is given in ‘ The

Zoologist,’ and a specimen of which has been presented to the

Museum by Mr. d’Arcy.

Mr. Geldart’s valuable contribution to our knowledge of the

Mistletoe was listened to with particular interest, while Mr. Bidwell

had for inspection a section of a Beech tree, felled near Norwich,

which some inches beneath its surface showed some initials and

other carving executed many years ago and grown over afterwards.

Mr. Nicholson read a note on Luminous Wood, samples of which,

locally obtained, had been lately brought to notice by Mr. Bidwell.

In February, we had highly valuable papers from Mr. A. Bennett,

G G 2
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Mr. Preston, and Mr. Clarke, which will appear in full, and

Mr. Southwell exhibited the Head of a Musk Ox, which he had

secured for the Museum, which had been obtained in Greenland,

and which is of great rarity, very few specimens existing in any

European Museum.

The meetings have been well attended, with an average of about

seventeen, and ladies several times. Two summer excursions have

taken place, the first on June 23rd, to Castleacre, in conjunction

with the Science Gossip Club
;
and the second on September 1st, to

Salhouse and Wroxham, with the Yarmouth section of our Society.

On July 23rd, a scientific conference to promote friendly

co-operative action between the Natural History Societies of Essex,

Norfolk and Suffolk was held at Witham in Essex, when our

Society was ably represented by Mr. Southwell. He expressed himself

in favour of any movement which should tend to keep together the

records of the three counties, and Mr. W. Cole and Professor

Meldola spoke in the same sense, and suggested that an annual

congress should take place, when papers could be read and subjects

of mutual interest to Naturalists be debated. Mr. Cole also

thought that an ‘ East Anglian ’ Natural History publication to

embody the researches of the three Societies might be set on foot.

Mr. Miller Christy and Mr. Whitaker also gave their testimony in

favour of a three-county federation, but a fuller account of the

congress will be found in ‘The Essex Naturalist’ (p. 360), for

a copy of which I am indebted to Mr. Southwmll.

At the Bristol Meeting of the British Association in September,

Mr. Clement Reid, F.G.S., acted as our delegate on the “ Corres-'

ponding Societies’ ” Committee. Mr. Reid reports that
,

“ one

meeting was taken up with a discussion as to size of publications

of local Societies, and the form in which reprints should be issued.

Various complaints were made
;
but it turned out, at the end, that

the offending Societies were comparatively few, and that the

Norfolk Naturalists were not among the offenders. The second

meeting was principally devoted to the subject of coast-erosion and

coastal changes, but no working scheme for the co-operation of

local observers has yet been formulated.”
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Financially, as you have heard from the honorary treasurer,

Mr. Bidwell, our position remains much the same as it was last

year, sufficient for our moderate needs and a balance in hand, but

little more is to be had in future from the sale of back ‘Transactions.’

Mr. Nicholson finds the number of members at the present

time to be 25G
;
eight have died, four have resigned, and nine

new members have been elected. Of four of those removed by

death, Mr. Colman, Mr. Harwell, the Revs. C. R. Manning and

J. M. Du Port, Mr. Southwell has kindly prepared the following

obituary notices.

“ By the death of Mr. J. J. Colman, which took place on the

18th of September last, the Society has lost one of its original and

most valued members; in early life Mr. Colman devoted much

time to the study of Natural History, especially to Entomology.

He was also an active member of the Norwich Microscopical Society,

but after the death of his father, which took [dace shortly after his

marriage in 1856, the chief care of an enormously increasing

business left him little leisure for such pursuits, not that his interest

in Natural Science diminished in the least, for although unable to

givo his time, both his sympathy and liberal support were always

forthcoming when required, and in the old days when the history

of our Museum was one continuous struggle for want of means, he

was one of its most liberal supporters, retaining a seat on the

Committee of Management till the last, his final act being the

bequeathal of a number of Pictures to the value of £5000, part of

the unrivalled collection of examples of the Norwich School of

Ai’tists, which he had got together at Carrow. Mr. Colman was

Mayor of Norwich in 1867, when the British Association visited

the City, and won the esteem of all who came in contact with

him by his genial manners and unbounded hospitality. He also

represented the City in Parliament for twenty-one consecutive vears,

and took a leading part in agriculture, being most successful as an

exhibitor of Red-polled Cattle, both at Smithfield and elsewhere.

Many of us, doubtless, remember the princely reception given

by Mr. Colman to the members of this Society at Corton, on

the 31st July, 1879, when he entertained us with his usual
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hospitality, causing a section of the Forest-bed to he uncovered

for the geologists, and interesting all whether by the fine

collection of animal remains from the Norfolk coast (now by

the liberality of his son, Mr. Russell Colman, forming part of

the extensive collection in the Castle-Museum) or the treasures

in all the branches of art collected in his beautiful sea-side

residence. I have already mentioned Mr. Colman’s liberality

to the Norwich Museum, it is impossible to enumerate all the

instances in which the institution is indebted to him, but I may

mention that to him we owe the re-stuffing and casing of the

beautiful group of Norfolk-killed Bustards in the centre of the

British Bird-room.”

“ Mr. H. G. Barwell died on July 9th. He joined our Society in

1875, but never took an active part in its work, although an ardent

lover of nature, the beauties of which, as an artist, he was very

successful in delineating. Mr. Barwell was for many years Honorary

Secretary of the Norwich Government School of Art, where his

valuable services will be much missed. We have also to deplore

the death of the Rev. C. R. Manning, for forty-two years Rector of

Diss, and an Honorary Canon of Norwich Cathedral. Mr. Manning

joined our Society in 1871, but was chiefly distinguished as an

accomplished archaeologist, having been for forty-three years one of

the Secretaries of the Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society,

and one of its most frequent and valued contributors.”

“The Rev. J. M. Du Port died at Denver Rectory, on 21st of

February, having been for some time in declining health.

Mr. Du Port joined the Society in 1877, being at that time Vicar

of Mattishall, and was an active member, frequently attending the

excursions
;

his genial manners and extensive knowledge of all

connected with natural history rendered him on such occasions

a most delightful companion, but it was Fungology which he

made his special study, and in this branch of botany he attained

considerable eminence; his assistance was readily and cheerfully

rendered to all who sought it. In 1881, Mr Du Port succeeded

to the Rectory of Denver, having been made Honorary Canon of

Norwich in 1881, and subsequently in 1890 was appointed Rural
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Dean of Fincham. Greatly interested in educational matters, he

will long be remembered by some of our younger members on the

occasions when he acted as examiner in the King Edward \ I. and

the Girls’ High School, where his bright and sympathetic bearing

removed half the terrors of the examination, and put all at their

ease, thereby obtaining the best results. Mr. Du Port contributed

to our Society two papers in 1880, one on “ The Fungoid Diseases

of Cereals,” the other on some “Pare Fungi found near Mattishall,”

and a third in 1803, on a “ Remarkable appearance of Fungi in a

Field at Ryston, in West Norfolk,” all of which will be found

printed in the ‘Transactions.’”

Mr. William Borrer, who died at Cowfold, Sussex, in October last,

at the advanced age of eighty-four, became a member of our Society

in 1881. lie published ‘The Birds of Sussex,’ a substantial volume

of 385 pages, with illustrations, embodying the observations of

a life-time, and the notes of many friends, only a few years before

his death. On the few occasions on which he visited Norfolk, he

manifested great interest in the Museum, regretting that his own

ornithological collection had not been equally well preserved at

Cowfold from the ravages of moths.

Possibly it will bo in your memory that in a former presidential

address I lamented the growing scarcity of the rarer denizens of our

Broads, and after seventeen years the subject presents itself still

more forcibly to my mind, and there is one bird above all others

whose decrease every true ornithologist laments, the Bearded

Titmouse. It would make some amends if this were spared to us

for all our other losses, though we can ill spare the Bittern, the

Marsh Harrier, and the Ruff, which like the Avocet, the Black-tailed

God wit, and the Black Tern are gone, it is feared, never to return.

With the extinction of the Ruff (last nest in 1889 or 1890) Norfolk

loses fourteen breeding species, or if the Crane, Grey Lag Goose,

Eared Grebe, Savi’s Warbler and Little Bittern be reckoned, nineteen

species which once bred within its limits. To these may, perhaps,

be added the Hobby, there being no authenticated nest since those

which Mr. Norgate found several years ago in Foxley Wood, where,

at different times, there have been several nests. On the other
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hand, there is some increase of Shoveller Ducks, which is a slight

compensation, as the following extract from a letter from the Rev.

M. C. Bird testifies :

“ I have only seen one pair of Shovellers as

yet [up to February 26th, 1899] ;
there were live or six pairs nesting

last year. There is no doubt that the decrease of the Garganey

Teal coincides with the increase of the Shoveller, but they both

probably began to decrease some twenty odd years ago [he., about

1875—8], and since then I doubt whether more than two pairs of

Garganey have bred in the district [Hickling and adjoining Broads]

in any one year, the Shovellers perhaps for a year or two falling

even below that average, then rapidly rising again within the last

five years, whereas the Garganeys have never meanwhile shown any

increase, and are now reduced to the question whether a single pair

will stay to breed or no.” On March 15th the Shovellers at

Hickling had increased to two pair, and several Wigeon, but no

Garganey Teal.

Hot much is to be said for any of our other Broad-land species,

but the Black-headed Gull is happily still very common, and some

successful photographs of their nests at Hoveton have been lately

taken by Mr. Corder.

My subject, if I took one this evening, would be Norfolk Broads

and the Bearded Titmouse
;
but I have so much to say about this

little beauty, and the subject has so grown on my pen, that I think

it will be best treated as a separate article. The last report from

Mr. Bird is, I am happy to say favourable, he seeing three pairs as

recently as the 15th March, in one of their best known resorts : to

him and to Mr. Southwell I am much indebted for their assistance

in completing the following account of its habits and distribution.
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I.

THE BEARDED TITMOUSE

PAN U li US BIARMICUS (LIN.).

By J. H. Gurney, F.Z.S.

Read 28th March, 1899.

The Bearded Titmouse—Mesange a mountache of the French

—

is one of the twenty species for which the British List is indebted

to the productive County of Norfolk. Here it was discovered by

Sir Thomas Browne, who, through Ray, brought it to notice in 1074.

The learned Norwich physician could not have known of its

existence, when about two years earlier he wrote his invaluable

‘Birds found in Norfolk,’ but subsequently ho communicated it

to Ray, and I drew attention to this passage in 1869. Neither

did Ray know it soon enough to include in the posthumously

published ‘ Ornithology ’ of Francis Willoughby (1670), so the bird

was overlooked until Sir Robert Abdy rediscovered it in Essex.

Practically, the Bearded Titmouse is limited at the present day

to the Norfolk Broad district, an area twenty-live miles by thirteen,

of which part is marsh. Here it still breeds annually, and is found

in little llocks throughout the autumn and winter, but whether all

these flocks are the same individuals which summer on the Norfolk

Broads may be doubted : reasoning from the analogous case of the

Wild Duck, Snipe, and Redshank, they probably are not. It is

stated to be a summer visitant to some of its Dutch and German

habitats, and migratory
;
and there is a good deal in common

between Dutch Fens and Norfolk Broads. So scarce has the

Bearded Tit become that scores of visitors to the Norfolk Broads,

on Natural History thoughts intent, go away without seeing one.

Self-interested marshmen would have strangers believe that this

scarcity is owing to hard winters, but their own cupidity is one

cause of the decrease, for the truth is, Bearded Tits are not nearly

so delicate as their frail appearance would seem to betoken, indeed,
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Mr. E. T. Booth, than whom no one knew our Norfolk Broads

better thirty years ago, calls them “remarkably hardy.” It is,

however, satisfactory to learn from the Kev. M. C. Bird that there

has been an increase since 1882, from when to about 18S7 their

numbers, owing to systematic egg-taking, were very low on the

Thurne, and in 1893 it was reported at one of our meetings that

they were rather more abundant. With his help I have compiled

an estimate of the number of nests hatched off last summer on

each broad, which only gives a total for them all of thirty-three.

Premising that there were probably no nests on Wroxham, Breydon,

Fritton, Burnt Fen, Calthorp, Flixton, and Oulton, the list is

as follows :

—

Hickling Broad
nests (or 7) hatched off

Heigham ,,

... 6

Hoveton ,,
. . . 3 nests hatched off.

Little Hoveton

Rollesby Broad

Broad 2
5 ) 55

Ormesby ,,

Filby „ .

... 3 55 51

Salhouse
,,

2 55 55

Woodbastwick Broad ] 2 55 55

Horsey Broad 2
55 55

Panworth
,,

2
55 55

Rockland „ 1 55 55

Catfield „ 1 55 55

Sutton „ . . . 1 55 15

Barton „ 1
55 55

Oliver ,,
1 1 55 55

Somerton
,

,

1 55 55

Womack
,,

1
55 55

Walsham
,,

1 55 55

Belaugh ,, ? 1 55 55

Surlingham „ 1 55 51

Buckenham,, 1

33

55 55

If thirty-three nests hatched off we may assess the number of adult

Boarded Tits in April and May on all our Broads as certainly nearly

one hundred, which is so far satisfactory, but it is a diminishing
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quantity, and is regarded as such by several gentlemen in Norfolk

who are now interested in protecting them. The annexed table

is an approximate estimate of their decrease in five decennial

periods since 1848:

—

1848. 1858. 1868. 1878. 1888. 1898.

Number of Nests... 1G0 140 125 90 45 33

The chief cause of their decrease is that the East Anglian Broads

are gradually but surely growing up, but there is another reason.

Eor years there used to be a systematic trade in their eggs, the

recognised price of which was fourpence each, and Mr. Macpherson

even ascertained that Norfolk eggs were being exported to continental

egg dealers, a most unnecessary piece of robbery. Mr. G. Smith

of Yarmouth also supplied a great number to Mr. Marsden, and

from that source many collections in different parts of England

were supplied with authenticated eggs. Both birds (in the summer)

and eggs are now protected by law, and it is satisfactory to learn that

the remnant are already feeling benefit from the protection afforded

by this salutary measure, which came into force on May 1st, 1895
;

and there is a desire on all hands to see the law enforced.

The Broads where the Bearded Tits have to some extent escaped

persecution are the small private ones, and those places where

the proprietors have allowed the reeds to grow instead of cutting

them, thereby providing thick and high cover, which is an asylum

where many a nest escape the keenest eye. Unfortunately it is

rather an easy nest to find, because, as Lubbock remarks, a pair

will choose one particular bed of reeds year after year, rather than

move away to what may seem equally good quarters.

Since the drainage of Salthouse Sea-broad in 1851 the Bearded

Tit has ceased to breed there, if indeed it ever did so. It is possible

that the examples obtained of recent years (in January, 1895, and

on several previous occasions) in the adjoining parish of Cley, and

at Burnham and Morston further along the coast, as well as on

a large pond at Ilolt, in September, 1898, were migrants which

had crossed the German Ocean. Frail as it is, it is capable of an

over-sea flight, as is proved by its turning up on six occasions in

the Island of Heligoland (Giitke).

Among the wings received from floating lightships by East Coast

naturalists it has never been detected, and there are few mentions in

the 4 Reports of the Migration of Birds,’ but in ‘The Report’ for 1887
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there are two paragraphs suggestive of migration :
—

“

A Bearded

Reedling was seen at the Landguard Lighthouse [on the coast of

Suffolk, on February 10th, 1887] at 7.40 a.in.”—and again from

Yarmouth, on November 13th : “nice lot of Bearded Tits are said

to have come in at a great height, and from the east,” but the

correspondent’s name is not given (probably Mr. G. Smith). As

further evidence of its migratory nature two have been taken in

Cornwall, and it is said to have been seen in Pembrokeshire

(Mathew).

In its nest and all that concerns the Bearded Tit, a protective

colour may be traced. The old cock’s black moustaches (which

are not double as erroneously represented in Yarrell B. B.) are like

the dark corners in the reeds, and his tawny colouring harmonises

with the brown tints of autumn. Nowhere is the harmony of

nature better seen than in the blending colours of the birds, insects,

and flowers of Norfolk Broads, where every thing seems made to suit

its surroundings. Push your boat into the reeds and lie still, and

then a more beautiful object than a cock Bearded Tit, clinging tail

uppermost to a tall reed stem, gently waving in the wind, it is

difficult to imagine. Except in the vicinity of their nests, or when

curiosity gets the better of them, they are decidedly shy, and

inclined to hide low, but by their nests they are better to be

seen, as they flit restlessly across one mown open space after

another, and sometimes in their anxiety for their eggs, betray their

whereabouts. They become more unsuspecting when they have

young, their care for whom causes them to defy danger and go

straight to the very nest in the presence of spectators,—yet they

have instinct enough to creep to it, rather than to fly. If there is

the least wind, the ‘ Peed Pheasants,’ as they are called by the

natives, are not very likely to show themselves, for strange to

say what will wave the tops of the reeds will keep them at

the bottom. I have been surprised when walking with an old

marshman, an experienced “ egger,” to notice how often he heard

their note when neither of us could see the bird, long experience

in looking for them having sharpened his ear
;
but it is not loud at

any time, though described by some persons as shrill, and by

Stevenson as ringing and silvery. Indeed, Lord Lilford, who was

fond of the Norfolk Broads, says its note once heard can never be

mistaken for that of any other European bird by a good ear, which
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no doubt lie had. Several authors have alluded to the clear ringing

of their call notes, which one admirer (Crespon) compares to the

sounds produced by the cords of a French mandolin.

I have been told by our reed-cutters that it is not unusual to

see Bearded Tits searching the freshly severed “ rands ” of reed, as

they float lightly on the water, probably for small mollusks and

aquatic Hies. The late E. T. Booth, when collecting at Iliekling

for his museum had Bearded Tits in cages, and fed the young ones

on flies, and the skinned body of one shot at Ely (where they used

to be found), and sent to Mr. Cordeaux, contained very small seeds

and river sand in its muscular gizzard, but no Hies. Since 1743,

when the Countess of Albemarle brought a cage full
%
from

Copenhagen (Edwards), it has been popular with bird-fanciers. It

is a bird in every way to be recommended for the cage, and Dutch

ones can be bought, without infringing on our native stock.

Mr. Young, who has written one of the best accounts of the

habits of this charming species in captivity (Trans. Norfolk and

Norwich Nat. Soc. vol. iii. p. 519), and who kept one nearly live

years, says they have a way of scratching in the sand like a fowl,

and that there is no spring moult. Other particulars are given in

J. G. Keulemans’ ‘Cage Birds,’ and directions for bringing up the

young on bread moistened with milk, and mealworms cut into

pieces, ants’ eggs and gentles. Also a woodcut of the leg as com-

pared with the leg of a Great Titmouse and a Ked-backed Shrike,

the latter of which it more nearly resembles in the curve of the hind

claw, indeed it was called by Edwards “ The least Butcher Bird.”

The flight of the Bearded Tit may be described as somewhat

laboured, as it Hits rather than flies with its heavy half-spread tail,

surely incommoding rapid progress, yet this frail little bird is

believed capable of crossing the German Ocean. It is in family

parties that it is generally to be seen, and I only once remember

a solitary one on Norfolk Broads.

On looking over my entries of dates of nesting I quite agree

with Mr. Stevenson, that the Bearded Tit is a very early breeder.

4)n one occasion there were young ones to be seen as big as their

parents in the middle of June, and on the same day an incomplete

clutch of fresh eggs, which would seem to indicate that they some-

times breed three times in a season, the first clutch of eggs being

hatched in April. Stevenson and Booth thought that they generally
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commenced their nests in March, but something would depend on

the weather, for March can be a very boisterous month in the

Eastern Counties. The nest in Norfolk is generally placed about

a foot above the level ground, and never in any way suspended, the

tallest and stoutest reeds being selected for its support
;
but excep-

tionally a nest is in a cluster of Sweet Gale or Dwarf Alder, which

grow abundantly round the broads. The nest is composed of the

brown blades of A rundo pliragmitis, and lined with the same

plant’s feathery top, 2.8 inches inside diameter, and if a projecting

piece of reed sticks through the bottom, as I have known to be the

case, the difficulty of sitting on the eggs is not on that account

insurmountable, however inconvenient. A nice typical nest is the

one here photographed by Mr. It. B. Lodge in Heigham Sounds,

always a favourite place, and gives a better idea of what it is like

than the figure in Yarrell’s ‘ British Birds.’ The nest itself and

its surroundings, cut out by Mr. E. Chase, is to be seen in The

Natural History Museum, among the separately mounted groups

of birds.

The eggs, laid early, are very pretty, and at the same time

peculiar. Deposited in April, they are generally six in number,

though I have found seven, white with specks and short wavy lines

of brown, with a pink tinge when fresh, but showing a zone when

incubated. Old Joshua, the marshman before alluded to, found

two nests, one on the top of the other
;
and on another occasion

twelve eggs in one nest, but in this case two hens were near the

nest. Another nest, sent to Mr. F. Norgate by the same man,

I believe, contained ten eggs, but two of them were buried

under the lining of the nest. It is a fact that the cock bird

occasionally takes part in incubation, though this has been doubted

by Mr. J. G. Keulemans who has written a pleasing account of the

species. Joshua has known them to lay the first egg before the

nest was finished, and then a layer of building material, and then

some more eggs. An egg taken from a nest on “ Hog Hill,” Horsey,

May 8th, 1889, was placed in an incubator, by Mr. William Evans,

but this attempt to ascertain the duration of the incubation period

unfortunately was not successful, but Mr. Evans quotes Tidemann’s

authority for fourteen days, the same as Parus cceruleus. Lubbock,

on the authority of a marshman, gives us a very curious trait in

their habits, that in cold weather they sometimes nestle together in
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a cluster, like the Long-tailed Titmouse, and my father has recorded

a similar habit in the South African Colies (Zoul. 1872, p. 2993).

Having supplied the fenman with some dust shot he presently

brought Mr. Lubbock six killed at one discharge just before dark,

males and females intermixed, which had made a ball of them-

selves on the reeds (‘ Fauna of Norfolk,’ Southwell’s ed. p. 56).

The hen Bearded Tits, which 1 have examined at birdstuffere’

shops and elsewhere, have had at least some trace of the black

markings on the back, but the authors of ‘The Birds of Europe’

say that it is ultimately lost. Possibly they have had in their

hands an abnormal instance of a female assuming male plumage

(rf. ‘The Field,’ September 14th, 1872), a transformation which it

may be now and then takes place in all birds : their plate excellently

represents a male, female, and young, in two stages.

For a long time after quitting the nest, and when they can flv

perfectly, the young Bearded Tits have conspicuous black backs,

visible a great way off on the wing. The back is tin* same dark

colour when the young ones are in the nest, and it is quite a mistake

to say that they are in any respect like the adidt female. After

they leave it Booth says the young males can be distinguished by

their more lemon-coloured bills. The nestling, when hatched, is

blind
;
and one of the most remarkable things about it is that even

when only a day old, it has a brilliantly coloured mouth, for raised

on the surface of the palate which is red, are four rows of black

and white spots like the contrasted colours of the Buekbean flower.

The tongue is also partly black which adds to the contrast. It

would have been well to reproduce these colours, but my sketch of

the palate, done from memory, is not sufficiently accurate for such

bright tints.

I think it is a good thing to summarise what is known about

the distribution, past and present, of any rare species as has been

done very acceptably by Mr. Aplin, such articles saving much

labour to the future compilers of British Ornithology; and I will

now briefly sketch what is known about the Bearded Tit in other

English counties, beginning with Suffolk.

Suffolk.

—

Local ornithologists think the Bearded Tit has almost

died out in Suffolk, though it was common enough once, and that

as lately as 1830, according to J. D. Hoy (Mag. of N. IL vol. iii.

p. 328). Babington gives 1868 as the date of the last nest
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(‘Birds of Suffolk,’ pp. 64, 251), known for certain. In 1886 it

was still often seen on Oulton Broad, but in 1891 it was rarer and

none bred there, though still regarded as an occasional winter

visitant. In March, 1899, Mr. Howard Bunn went to Oulton, and

saw several gunners for me, and ascertained that a small flock

were seen on the 1st of that month by a man named Baxter who

knows them. I once heard of a small flock in a little bay on

Fritton Lake, but there are not a great many reeds there, and it is

probable they have not bred there for a very long time. Mr. Page,

the decoyman, has not seen one in a residence of twenty-eight years,

neither has Mr. W. Lowne though often on the Lake.

Essex.—Supposed to have nested on the Stour in 1868

(Babington, ‘Birds of Suffolk,’ p. 65). Examples also seen in 1885,

1886, and 18S8 (Miller Christy), and Mr. Christy thought it

possible some might breed.

Kent.

—

Mr. Douker, writing in 1889, says the Rev. B. Austen

shot one in Monkton Marshes some years ago, and in 1865 three

were shot near Maidstone (Prentis), but it probably ceased to breed

before that. It was formerly found at Charlton and Deptford,

places which are now, practically, a part of London. G. Graves

in a work now seldom quoted (Brit. Orn. vol. iii. 1821), says in his

time it was to be found “ in various places adjacent to London
;

we have killed it on the side of the Surrey Canal, on Sydenham

Common
;

also on the road-side leading from Bermondsey to

Deptford, called Blue Anchor Lane
;
and have seen it in numbers

about Erith.” Mr. A\r. C. Martin, writing in 1854, says he has seen

many from the reed ditches between Erith and the Reculvers

(Mudie B. B. vol. i. p. 422); and Keulemans, writing twentjuyears

later, says :
“ Often shot near London .... I have several

times seen the nests with old and young ones at the London

birdstuffers.”

Surrey.

—

Specimens from Elstead and Hampton Lodge (Waring

Kidd), but long ago. In 1864 the Rev. J. C. Atkinson thought

that it still bred (‘Ibis,’ 1865, p. 121) in Surrey.

Sussex.

—

Mr. W. Borrer saw a nest which he believed to be a

Bearded Tit’s, at Amberly, in 1862, as he informed me, or in 1860,

as he informed Mr. Butterfield, but there is no allusion to it in bis

book. However, as recently as 1892, Mr. Meade Waldo, who

could not have been mistaken, saw a small flock near East Grinstead.
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Hampshire.

—

No recent specimens are known to Mr. Hart of

Christchurch, but his museum contains a pair shot in 1854

(cf. Kelsall’s ‘ List of The Birds of Hampshire’), and he is confident

that it used to breed.

Cambridgeshire.

—

Mr. John Brown of Cambridge tells Mr. A. H.

Evans that no Bearded Tits bred except at Whittlesey, and never

after it was finally drained; and there were never any breeding at

Wicken fen, nor as far as he knows on the marshes past Littleport.

In 1865, Mr. A. G. More (and Prof. Newton) considered it extinct,

but perhaps it bred a little longer near Ely, where Mr. J. Titterton

met with a good many in 1868, and subsequently. In 1897,

Mr. Titterton saw fourteen at Boswell pits, and in the winter of

1898 five came to the same spot, but as reed cutting was going on

they did not stay.

Huntingdonshire.— Mr. Dawson Rowley thinks one killed in

November, 1866, was the last (Orn. Mis. vol. iii. p. 204), prior to

which it was considered to be extinct by Mr. Bond.

Bedfordshire.—Of accidental occurrence prior to 1867 (Steel

Elliott).

Dorsetshire.

—

Several have been met with in former years on

‘the Fleet’ at Abbotsbury (Mansel-Pleydell).

Devonshire.

—

Considered by the authors of ‘The Birds of Devon’

to have been a resident up to 1840, and H. Saunders thinks that

it may possibly have bred in one instance as late as 1888. The

Rev. Murray Mathew met with a Hock of ten in the autumn on

one occasion.

Corn wald.—Two occurrences.

Lincolnshire.

—

Not uncommon in 1829 or earlier (Hoy), but no

modern occurrence known to Mr. Cordeaux, though doubtless

abundant enough on the south of the Wash, in the days of the Ruff,

and has been known as a Lincolnshire bird for 150 years (Albin).

Yorkshire.

—

Six reputed occurrences are given in ‘The Vertebrate

Fauna of Yorks,’ and Mr. Allis speaks of it as formerly not uncom-

mon near Huddersfield (Morris B. B. vol. i. 283).

Northamptonshire.

—

Once met with by the late Lord Lilford.

Middlesex.— Oneseen May 3rd, 1896(‘The Ornithologist,’ p. 73).

Hertfordshire.

—

Near Tring and Hitchin in 1848 (Morris).

Buckinghamshire.

—

A pair shot at Drayton some years prior to

1868 (Clark Kennedy).

VOL. VI. H h
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Berkshire.—Mr. Aplin draws attention to Dr. Lamb’s statement

in 1814, that the Bearded Tit was frequent on the Ken net, and

bred at Newbury, where Mr. Aplin considers the river valley a very

likely spot (‘Birds of Oxfordshire/ p. 73).

Oxfordshire.—One or two occurrences many years ago are

mentioned (‘Zoologist,’ 1849, p. 2597).

Gloucestershire.—Thomas Pennant says he saw it, but this

was probably 130 years ago, and there seems no later authority for

this county.

Leicestershire.—Several in 1876, and as recently as 1883

(Montagu Browne) : mentioned in Crab’s ‘Natural History of Bel voir’

(1795), as “The Bearded Manica actually shot near Melton Mowbray.”

Nottinghamshire.

—

One occurrence (Sterland).

Staffordshire.

—

Formerly met with (Me Aldowie, ‘ Birds of

Staffordshire,’ p. 53).

Cheshire.

—

A pair said to have been shot at Hoylake in

September, 1893 (W. H. Dobie)

Breconshire.—-Reported occurrence, ‘Zoologist,’ 1884, p. 486.

In the accompanying map the pink colour is intended to show

where this species formerly bred, probably at all times a limited

area, for in 1747 Edwards said they were not well enough known

in England to have a name
;
at the same time it is not likely that

we recognise all their former haunts. Probably there were no reed

beds of sufficient extent in Suffolk and Essex, where they did not

breed 150 years ago, as in Norfolk.

It only remains to say that there is only a single species of

Bearded Titmouse known, and besides that it is a genus by itself,

Panurm, Koch, with no nearer allies in the opinion of Dr. Sharpe

than the reed birds of the Lower Himalayas and China, Paradoxomis

chnlornis, etc. Its range however is extensive, for it reaches to

Thibet. It is, undoubtedly, a very isolated and remarkable form,

and ought to be considered the representative of a separate family,

a view which is confirmed by the way in which it has been bandied

about by many authors.

Much that is valuable as to its true position in ornithology, and

many further details of its history and habits, which there is not

space to dwell on here, will be found in the Fourth Edition of

Yarrell’s ‘ British Birds,’ and in Stevenson’s ‘ Birds of Norfolk,’ and

in Dresser’s ‘ Birds of Europe.’
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II.

NOTE ON PARASELENE, SEEN AT LYNN,

9th MARCH, 1898.

By Charles B. Plowright, M.D.

Read 26tli April
,
1S9S.

The phenomenon of Mock Moons was observed at King’s Lynn,

on the evening of the 9th March, 1898, by several of the inhabi-

tants. My personal observations were as follows : I left my house

at 11.15 p in.
;
as soon as I came into the street I noticed that the

moon, which was nearly at its full, was surrounded by a large halo

(45° across), within which was the planet Jupiter, towards the West

side of the halo, and situated in the luminous part of the circle

was a rounded patch of light, looking like a large star in the

act of bursting through a bank of cloud
;

as a matter of fact

I thought it was Venus, but a moment’s reflection showed that

Venus could not occupy this position in the sky. On the Eastern

or opposite side of the halo, was a similar but rather fainter,

rounded luminous patch. The two Paraselen® were circular in

form but brighter in the centre than they were circumferentially.

They were opposite one another, with the moon between them, and

were wider than the halo. From the West Paraselene a beam of

light extended Westwards, parallel to the horizon, and in the same

line as the two Mock Moons, which extended some 30” or 40° below

the halo. A little later in the evening this horizontal line of light

was supplemented by a second, originating from the Western Mock

Moon, also extending Westwards, not exactly parallel to it but

inclining slightly downwards towards the horizon. The second

beam was never very conspicuous, and soon faded. The Western

Mock Moon was, when first seen, much the brighter, but it faded

soonest, and at 1.10 a.m. had entirely disappeared The Eastern

Paraselene was however still visible, as a small patch of light.

H h 2
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III.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROTECTIVE

INSTINCT IN FISHES.

By Francis Sutton, F.I.C., F.C.S.

Read Slst May, 1898.

So far as I am aware very little lias ever been written or discussed

as to the instincts and emotions of fishes. 1 suppose that they have

generally been considered so much lower than the brutes or birds in

this respect that very little can be said about it.

Some naturalists I believe have gone so far as to assert that their

existence is destitute of any kind of emotion, and that their nature

is more of a vegetative than an animal character. But we know

that spiny-rayed fishes, say, like the Perch, are able to manifest

what looks like anger or ferocity by tbe prompt erection of their

spines on being handled, or when in the act of seizing their food.

Any one who has kept Sticklebacks in an aquarium will have

noticed the ferocity of the little male while nesting and hatching is

going on, and how he is constantly employed in driving away

anything which threatens to molest his offspring. Day, in his book

on British Fishes, alludes also to the changes in colour which some

fishes undergo, and which appear to be influenced by emotion.

For instance, in the case of the common Stickleback, if two of them

fight, a strange alteration takes place in the defeated fish, his gallant

bearing forsakes him, his gay colours fade away
;
his defeat appears

to have affected his health, and he has the dejected appearance of

a conquered slave. The victor, on the other hand, exultant in his

victory, becomes more resplendent than ever. This change of colour

seems among fishes to be the most prominent evidence of anything

like emotion, and is especially evident at the breeding season.

Day relates a case observed in an aquarium in America, where

a male of the Blenny tribe was kept. On the introduction of

a fish of the same kind but of the opposite sex into the vessel, an
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almost instant change in the pattern of the colours and their

intensity in the male occurred and remained for some weeks.

But my chief object in introducing this question of the protective

instinct in fishes is with regard to inherited instinct. To put a case

plainly, suppose that any given fresh-water fish like the Salmon,

Trout, Roach, Bream, or Perch has been caught by a hook furnished

with a tempting bait, but lias escaped
;
or suppose from being too

small, or in bad condition, ho has been thrown back again
;
or say,

a fisherman like myself who cares nothing for the lish and only

avails himself of them as a means of sport, turns all the fish into

the water again, and probably many of these lishes have been caught

repeatedly and turned back. Is that any lesson to them as to

future caution in searching for food? I had at one time a good

deal of talk with the late Frank Buckland on this subject, and his

opinion was that although the means by which such experience in

lishes could be communicated to offspring must be very remote,

owing to the heterogeneous method of reproduction, yet he believed

most firmly that in the case of Salmon or Trout accustomed to live

and breed in a certain river, and where they were constantly fished

for with the fly, there was an increasing display of caution in taking

such baits among tbe succeeding generations of fish, that in fact

there had to be a corresponding degree of adaptation on the part

of the fisherman to circumvent this caution by using finer tackle,

and by imitating natural baits more closely than was formerly the

custom. We know, of course, that the Salmon and Trout which

periodically migrate to the sea generally find their way back to the

river from which they started.

Buckland assured me that although occasionally mistakes were

made, such for instance as sometimes occurs in our own rivers,

when a Trout coming from the sea has been caught at Reedham or

Cantley, that such occurrences were very rare, and that each fish kept

steadily to its own breeding river. My experience, however, has to

do with fishes of a lower grade than Salmon or Trout, unfortunately

for me, for Norfolk does not furnish much opportunity for this

higher class of angling. Pike, Perch, Bream, and Roach are

practically the only fish to be met with in our Norfolk rivers, and

the sportsman must content himself with these bottom fish in this

locality. Pike and Perch, as we all no doubt know, are bold fish,

and will often rush at a bright glittering bait, whether it is natural
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or artificial, and the fisherman avails himself freely of this tendency

on the part of these particular fish. I have myself caught with

a spoon as many as a score fish in one day in the Yare, and as an

evidence of the fearlessness and the voracity of Pike, I have on

one occasion seen a Pike of about seven pounds, rush furiously at

a bright spoon hanging over the side of a boat, and dipping a few

inches into the water. On one occasion I was using a new bright

leaden plummet to fix the depth for Poach fishing, when it was

seized by a two-pound Pike on its passage to the bottom, and

bolted in a moment.

The voracity and fearlessness of Perch are well illustrated by

old Isaac Walton in his pithy comment on this fish :
“ As you be

fishing you may commonly come to a hole where there be Perch,

and as you go on fishing you may t ike them one after the other

till they all be gone, for the Perch be like the wicked of this world,

he careth not for the destruction of his brother though he perish in

his sight.”

But the Poach is the most cautious of our local fishes, and next

to him the Bream
;
and it is these two kinds of fish I must use for

illustrating what I mean by the title of this short paper. There is,

in my personal recollection, a vast difference between ^he angling

of these rivers to-day and that of say sixty years ago. At that

time, angling in the Yare was practically limited to the upper

river between Surlingham and Norwich I have some personal

recollection as a very small boy of seeing very large hauls of Bream

and Poach taken at Surlingham, and I can remember seeing scores

of anglers along the riverside, just in front of where the old

Thorpe Station was built, and which is now the Goods Station

;

not only were they angling, but they were catching fish of full

size and in large numbers throughout the late summer and early

autumn months
;
the fish were mostly Bream, and I remember to

have seen a couple of fishermen fill a bushel basket with these fish

in less than a couple of hours. There is now no such sport to be

had in that district, except perhaps for a week or two before spawn-

ing time when Bream seem to draw up the river to Trowse Eye,

but this lasts only for a few days, but at the time I speak of there

was no necessity to go down to Coldham Hall, Buckenham, or

Oantley. During the whole season any reasonable number of these

fish could bo caught at or near Norwich. It is not so to-day.
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Almost all classes of fish are conspicuous by their absence. There

are, occasionally, catches of some size at, \V hitlingham or Surlingham,

but as a rule the fish are found lower down the river at Brundall,

Buckenham, or Cantley. Increased traffic and boating no doubt

accounts for a great deal of this scarcity in the upper reaches, but

the fact is strongly brought out that the catching of fish ot this

class is by no means so easy as it used to be.

I have in my possession some fishing lines used sixty years or

more ago by some of the most successful anglers ot that time.

These men (one of whom left me as a legacy the whole of his

fishing tackle) were the pioneers of angling at Cantley and

Buckenham, and they have assured me that, weather being favour-

able, they had no difficulty in securing not a few pounds of fish

but hundredweights, not only Bream (that would be no wonder)

but Roach, and the tackle used by them, now in my possession,

was so coarse and heavy, that it would be an absolute farce to try

and catch a Roach with such tackle in the same place to-day.

Some people think that the fish are far less numerous now than

then. I don’t believe it, at least so far as Roach are concerned.

Bream I believe are curtailed in number, because for some years

the large Bream practically disappeared from every part of the

River Yare. How or why no one knows, and the mystery has

never been cleared up. They are increasing now, and good catches

are occasionally made, but nothing like the period of even twenty

years ago
;
moreover the fish are far more cautious, and although

a mere tyro may occasionally get a haul of fish, it is practically

only the angler who knows the habits and peculiarities of either

Roach or Bream (more especially Roach) who can be successful.

Nowadays, in order to secure fish, one must use the finest drawn

gut for the lower part of the line, and hook almost invisible when

in the water, and this applies specially to Roach, but is almost

equally advisable for Bream except in very thick water. The state

of the water as to colour and turbidity is also, nowadays, an item

of greatest importance. One might as well fish in a pail as fish

for Bream in clear water; yet at the time I have spoken of, long

ago, there was evidently less necessity for this state of things than

now. So far as my remembrance goes there was no appearance of

the thick water in the neighbourhood of Norwich at that time, and

such as is now absolutely necessary for success in Bream fishing.
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1 suppose it is hardly fair to make any comparison between the

intelligence of birds and fishes, but as an instance, I may quote

the fact that when telegraph lines were first put up on the Scotch

Moors, large numbers of Grouse were killed by striking themselves

against the wires, but after a season or two the destruction ceased.

The question comes, did the succeeding young birds inherit the

habit of flying so as to avoid the wires, or was the habit handed

down by animal tradition? We can scarcely imagine that in the

case of fishes there can be any kind of tradition as to the danger

of hooks, or baits, or that there can be any inherited caution with

respect to feeding. The idea of transmission of special intelligence

to the progeny of fishes seems to us almost preposterous, and yet

if it is a fact (and there seems to be plenty of evidence in favour

of it) that fishes in any river do gradually become more cautious,

and more difficult of capture, how is it to be accounted for?

This is the problem 1 now put before you, and it is a question very

difficult to answer in any satisfactory way, because it opens the

question as to whether acquired habits are inherited in fishes, as

they no doubt are in the case of some higher forms of life.

IV.

NOTES ON BIRDS OF THE VALLEY OF THE
SOMME.

By W. Warde Fowler.

Read 27th September
,
1898.

Attracted by a note in a paper by Mr. J. H. Gurney, published

in the last issue of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society’s

‘Transactions,’ Mr. A. Holte Macpherson and I determined to make

a flying visit to Amiens and Abbeville, to see the Great Reed

Warbler and other species, if possible. We left London on

May 28th, and next morning, thanks to instructions kindly given
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us by Mr. Gurney, found the Great Reed Warbler within fifteen

minutes’ walk from our hotel at Amiens. A boulevard leads from the

station to a bridge over the Somme; just beyond the bridge the

broad chaussee runs on a high embankment, with large reedy pools

on each side of it in deep hollows. From this embankment we at

once heard the curious loud croaking of the birds we were in

search of, which reminded me of the noise made by the Gulls at

the Zoological Gardens when they wish to be fed. No place can

be better suited for watching the bird than the pool on the right-

hand side of the road
;

for there is a secluded path between

Alders at the very edge of the water where you can see without

being seen. The motion of the tall reeds betrays the presence

of the bird, which will presently emerge from the undergrowth,

climb a stem, and sing or rather declaim vigorously for many
minutes without cessation. The song has often been described,

and 1 will only say of it that it is not unlike that of a Sedge

Warbler played on a bassoon instead of an oboe
;
some of the

higher and more musical notes are, indeed, to my ear. very like

the tones of the upper register of the bassoon. Rut the general

impression left on the ear is that of continual croaking, sometimes

Frog-like, sometimes Gull-like.

The Common Reed Warbler was here, the Garden Warbler,

and a Nightingale; but on this occasion we did not see any other

species. As we could not make any search for the nest of the

Great Reed Warbler, owing to the depth of the water, we walked

up the Somme for about a mile, and presently reached a large

Mere in which was an island with a small restaurant, calling itself

“ Tile Robinson” (I presume, after Crusoe), where we hired a Hat-

bottomed boat, and rowed about for an hour in search of likely

spots. I landed on one or two reedy islets where the birds were

active and noisy, but found no nest
;

it must have been still too

early, and the reeds were not sufficiently grown. Pushing up

a narrow stream or ditch which bounded one of the many
gardens in this watery region, we saw a Common Sandpiper

emerge from under a Gooseberry bush, a singular spot in which

to Hnd such a bird.

The afternoon was spent in exploring the picturesque old town,

and in strolling on the chalk hills near the citadel, where we
hoped to find Crested Larks

;
but in this we were disappointed.
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Rext morning we renewed our acquaintance with the Great Reed

Warblers, and had excellent views of many of them
;
the brilliant

sunshine lit up the strong rufous colour of their upper parts, which

seems to increase in brightness towards the tail. Their attitude

when singing on a reed is very like that of the Reed and Sedge

Warblers
;
the white feathers of the throat are puffed out, and the

orange gape is shown distinctly, as in the case of the smaller

species. Just inside a garden close to the pool on the left-hand

side of the road, we found a small Warbler singing a varied,

imitative, and most enjoyable song, which reminded us of that

of the Marsh Warbler, and puzzled us for some time
;
this was

certainly the Icterine Warbler, as we made out satisfactorily the next

day at Abbeville. When we came to know this song better, the

difference between it and that of the Marsh Warbler became

obvious
;
the general character is not unlike, but it is quieter,

less shrill, and does not carry nearly so far. In spite of my
deafness, I could detect the Marsh Warbler across the whole

breadth of the 'Somme; but the other I did not hear until close

upon it. The Icterine, like the Blackcap and Garden Warbler,

remains quietly singing in the same Apple-tree as long as you

like to listen
;
the Marsh Warbler, on the other hand, is seldom

in one spot for more than two or three minutes.

While watching these Warblers, a largish brown bird twice

rose out of the reeds, flew somewhat heavily a short distance and

dropped into them again, giving me a good but very short look

through the glass
;
the bill was unquestionably that of a Bittern,

and as I am told that the Little Bittern looks larger in flight than

he really is, I imagine my bird was of that species. Macpherson

unluckily did not get a good view of it.

We next took train to Abbeville, some thirty miles further

down the Somme, and not far from its mouth at St. Valery.

Abbeville would make an excellent head-quarters for any one

wishing to study the birds of this district
;
and it may be as

well to advise such persons to avoid the slovenly Hotel de la Gare,

which is marked with an asterisk in Badeker, and to patronise

the old-fashioned Tete de Boeuf in the middle of the town. All

the way from Amiens to Abbeville the Somme flows through

a broad valley between cultivated chalk hills, in a maze of streams,

ditches, and meres bordered with Reeds, Willows, and Poplars, as
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well as in one considerable canal with a towing-path. This is, of

course, a comfortable home for the whole tribe of Reed Warblers,

and we had the pleasure of hearing our old friend the Marsh
Warbler within an hour of our arrival,—the only time I have

heard it before the beginning of June. Roth Reed Warblers

were also here, but it is singular that neither here nor at Amiens
did wo once hear a Sedge Warbler, though we were so constantly

prowling about places in which we might have expected it to

abound
;
nor did we, as we had hoped, come across the Aquatic

Warbler (Acrocep/ialus aquatints). In Reeds by the side of a

picturesque Mere, Macpherson found a nest with one egg which

puzzled us for a long time, as we did not see the bird
;

it belonged,

however, almost beyond doubt, to a Reed Warbler, but the egg

was of that type which approaches nearly to that of the Marsh

Warbler. In colouring it was very like the single egg of the

Aquatic Warbler which is exhibited at South Kensington, but

was somewhat larger and rounder.

We spent the afternoon of a most beautiful and refreshing day

in a long ramble to the chalk hills towards the sea, then down
through wooded slopes to the valley again, and home across the

swampy and reedy flats. As we mounted the hills, we, for the

first time, heard some of the familiar birds we had left behind

in England, e.tj., Chiffchaff, Willow Wren, and Cuckoo. On the

cultivated heights were Skylarks, but no Crested Lark. Here the

unmistakable Meadow Hunting (Embleriza ria), a bird I know
well in Switzerland, showed himself to me for a moment, and the

rarity of this species in the north of France made the moment
a very interesting one. We were not much more than sixty miles

from the, English coast, and it would seem not impossible that the

Meadow Hunting, like other continental members of the group,

may make its appearance some day on the south coast of our

island. On the way home I found Ray’s Wagtail, for the first

time since our arrival in France
;
but these birds are not in their

usual numbers this year even in England. Of the Rlue-headed

species (.1/. flam), I saw a single specimen next morning at

Roulogne. Around Abbeville we also found Winchats, Stonechats,

Whitethroats, and the Common Redstart, but were surprised to

see no Black Redstarts during the three days of our stay.
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The absence of the Song Thrush was also surprising
;
but it

is probably to be found on the wooded slopes of the hills. The

Blackbird was common
;

the Robin fairly so
;

and with the

exceptions I have mentioned, our common British birds were

pretty well represented. But even here the Pied Wagtail was

replaced by the White Wagtail, of which species we saw many.

On Whit Monday the weather broke, and I had to be content

with listening to an Icterine Warbler near the hotel, while

Macpherson went in search of Marsh Warblers where we had

heard them the day before. The Icterine has a harsh call-note

which is sometimes heard in the song
;

but the individual to

which I listened for a long time here seemed to me to be

a remarkably sweet as well as varied singer. It imitated the

Song Thrush, Tree Pipit (which was fairly abundant here),

Blackcap, Reed Warbler, Whitethroat, Garden Warbler, and

Sparrow. That the Hypolais of this district is //. icterina
,
and

not //. polyglotta, seems to be now proved beyond question
;
the

birds we listened to were too large for the latter, and Macpherson

noted the longer wing, which gives the tail the appearance of

being comparatively short. Whether the birds recently discovered

by Rev. Murray A. Mathew at Lyme Regis, in Dorset,* belong to

the smaller species, may perhaps still be matter of doubt
;
but the

distribution of the two nearly allied species on the western coast

of France seems to suggest it strongly, if H. polyglotta extends as

far north as Brittany, which is opposite to the coast of Dorset.

A more careful examination by British ornithologists of the

avi-fauna of the north-west coast of France would probably produce

some interesting results. We found our three days’ stay most useful

and instructive
;
and a visit of three weeks, or, if possible, of three

months, at the right season, would no doubt be found at least

as interesting as many journeys which are made to much more

distant lands.

* See ‘The Zoologist’ for June, 1898, p. 265, and the last edition of

H. Saunders’ ‘ Manual,’ p. 77.
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y.

MYCETOZOA.*

Synonyms, Myxomycetes, Myxogastres, Slime Fungi.

By W. H. Burrell.

Read 29th November
,
1S98.

Tiie subject of this paper has not been overlooked in the past

by the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society. As far back

as 1872 (‘ Transactions,’ vo 1. i. part iv.) Dr. Plowright published

a list of Fungi including several Myxomycetes, and this list was

supplemented in 188.'5 (‘Transactions,’ vol. iii. part v.)
;

but,

learning from the Secretary that it has never been dealt with

here apart from the other branches of the great family of Fungi,

it occurred to mo that a short account of the life history of the

class might be of interest.

There are three stages in the life cycle of Mycetozoa :
—

(a) Spore—producing a swarm cell.

(b) Plasmodium—the vegetative stage produced by the fusion of

large numbers of swarm cells.

(
c )

Sporangium—the reproductive stage.

l’he Spores are tiny masses of protoplasm four to fourteen ^

diameter enclosed in cell walls of congealed protoplasm, which

rupture on germination and allow the contents to escape. These

swarm ceils, each possessing a single nucleus and flagellum, swim

freely in water or creep as myxamoebae
;

for a few days after

germination they increase rapidly in number by bi-partition, the

flagellum is then withdrawn, true amoeboid movements are adopted,

* This paper was illustrated with specimens of living plasmodium, sclero-

tium, and sporangia; lantern slides, photographs, Miss Lister’s sketch of

Dmcheea subsessilis (Peck), and some plasmodium which had revived and

crept on to glass after remaining dormant as sclerotium for three years.
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and the cells fuse together to form masses of protoplasm called

plasmodia.

Plasmodium has no cell walls
;
the contours of the component

cells are obliterated and they appear to lose their individuality.

Under certain conditions it becomes dormant, drying up to a wax-

like consistence (Sclerotium), and it is then observed to divide

into more or less regular particles, which Kerner suggests may
correspond with the original myxamcebre. Lister, however, has

demonstrated that these particles contain numerous nuclei, and
that when the swarm cells coalesce complete fusion of the proto-

plasm takes place. Plasmodium is generally colourless
;
in some

instances it is coloured, Badhamia utricularis, one of the most
common species, being a rich golden yellow, and Trichia fall-ax

pink. It is saprophytic in habit, rarely parasitic, penetrating the

substance of rotten wood, or the damp under layers of decaying

leaves in forests, or sodden straw heaps such as are found in farm
premises, moving from place to place in search of food by means
of a peculiar streaming movement, the more fluid portions setting

up currents which flow steadily in one direction for a few seconds
and then reverse, with the result that the edge of the mass is

steadily pushed forward. This movement from place to place can
easily be watched by keeping in a damp dish. I have frequently

had specimens under observation, and it is most curious and
interesting to notice the changes in situation

; sometimes it will

be on the upper or lower surface of the food material, at another
time wholly transferred to the sides of the dish

; at one time
having the appearance of a dense mass of slime, and a few hours
later covering several square inches with a fine network. Moisture
is essential to growth and movement; in dry weather it retires

to the interior of the wood, etc., on which it is feeding, but in
wet weather, or when mature, it seeks the surface and can readily
be found. I was interested to learn from Mr. Upcher’s gardener,
that he has frequently noticed it on decaying leaves collected for
use in his greenhouses, either the heat of fermentation or the desire
to assume the fruiting stage driving it to the surface of the heaps;
he authenticated this statement by bringing me some, last spring,
in the reproductive stage; lack of careful handling had broket
up the sporangia, but the fragments and the purple spores were
unmistakable.
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After a time, varying in different species from weeks to months,

a change takes place, the protoplasm concentrates at numerous

centres and gives rise to Sporangia
;
each little heap assumes an

outer pellicle, in many cases a stalk is formed that lifts it well

above the substratum, and the interior portion undergoes rapid

subdivision to form the spores and capillitium.

The Capillitium is a kind of skeleton composed of delicate

threads thickened, in many cases, with spiral or transverse bands

or with nodules of calcium carbonate
;

it writhes and twists with

every change of atmospheric humidity, and regulates the dispersal

of the spores. It may form a more or less complete network

supporting the sporangium wall, as in Arryriu, Stemonitis, etc.
;

it may bo altogether absent, as in Licea ; or it may be broken up

into separate elaters, as in Trichia. It affords some of the most

reliable generic and specific characters of the class.

According to Kerner, between four and five hundred species

have been distinguished ;
of these about one hundred and thirty

are indigenous, and, so far as I have been able to ascertain, fifty-one

species and varieties have been found in Norfolk (thirty-nine

have been found within a six-mile radius of Sheringham during

the past two years). Of the nineteen species given below, not

included in Dr. Plowright’s lists, three are of special interest.

Diacluva mbsessilis (Peck) is a rare species which, prior to 1896,

had only been found in America, and appears to have been repre-

sented by a single type specimen in the New York Museum
;

in

that year, however, it was found in Flitwick Wood, Bedfordshire,

by Mr. J. Saunders of Luton (‘Journal of Botany,’ June, 1897),

and in the autumn of 1897 Messrs. J. and E. Saunders found it

again at Holt, the second European record. I have had the good

fortune to obtain the loan of Miss Lister’s coloured drawing of

the Holt specimen
;

being of local interest, Mr. Saunders has

most kindly suggested that it should be published in connection

with this paper. I believe it has not been previously figured in

any English work.

Physarum straminipes (Lister), found on straw in a sheep-fold

on the Sheringham Hall estate, October, 1898, is a species recently

established on specimens found near Luton (‘Journal of Botany,’

May, 1898).
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Trichia botrytis (Pers.) var. munda (‘ Journal of Botany,’

June, 1897) has been found on several occasions in Mr. Cremer’s

woods at Beeston Begis.

I beg to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. Bidwell for

providing the lantern this evening, and to Mr. James Saunders,

not only for the loan of slides, specimens, and coloured sketch, but

especially for the generous way in which he has allowed me to

make use of his extensive knowledge of the subject.

A list of nineteen species of Mycetozoa not previously recorded

in the Society’s ‘ Transactions ’

:

Badhamia nitens. Berk.

Physarum nutans. Pers. var. violascens.

„ calidris. Lister.

,,
compressum. Alb. and Schw.

„ straminipes. Lister.

„ CINEREUM. Pel’s.

„ diderma. Rost.

,,
contextum. Pers.

Chondrioderma Michelii. Rost.

,,
RAD IATUM. Rost.

Diach.ea subsessilis. Peck.

Didymium nigripes. Fries.

Stemonitis splendens. Rost.

Enerthenema elegans. Bowm.

Lamproderma irideum. Mass.

Licea flexuosa. Pers.

Trichia persimilis. Karst.

„ varia. Pers.

,, botrytis. Pers. var. munda.

Arcyria ferruginea. Sauter.
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VI.

THE MISTLETOE: ITS HOSTS AND DISTRIBUTION

IN GREAT BRITAIN.

By Herbert D. Geldart, V.-P.

Read 31st January
,
1890.

Some discussion having lately taken place in one of the local

papers originating in a question as to whether the Mistletoe ever

grows on the Oak in Great Britain, I looked up a little information

on the subject, and thought that some of it might interest our

members, it being quite understood that all I have to say is drawn

from various sources and is not original on my part.

The best account of the Mistletoe and its hosts that I know

of is to be found in the ‘ Flora of Herefordshire,’ edited by the

Rev. W. II. Purchas and the Rev. Augustin Ley, both of them

botanists of high repute, published in 1889, and this is largely

based on two papers in the ‘Transactions’ of the Woolhope Club,

one by Dr. Bull in 1864, and the other by the Rev. T. Blight

in 1870.

Mistletoe abounds in Herefordshire, and is recorded from every

one of the fourteen districts into which that count}' is divided,

for botanical purposes, by the Woolhope Club. It has been found

there upon thirty-two different trees, viz., Apple, Common and

American Crab, seven different Poplars—Abele, Grey, Aspen, Black,

Black Italian, Canadian, and Ontario
;
Hawthorn, three Maples—

Common, Eastern, and Western; Lime, Whiteflowering Acacia, Ash,

Mountain Ash, Two Willows—White and Round-leafed Sallow;

Hazel, Pear, Oak, Alder, Sycamore, Dog Rose, Medlar, Wych Elm,

Yellow Horse Chestnut, White Beam, Laburnum, and Walnut.

The authors also state that out of Herefordshire it has been

i iVOL. VI.
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recorded in England on eleven more trees, viz., Buckthorn, Red

Swamp Maple, Horse Chestnut, Filbert, Catalpa, English Elm,

Gooseberry, Plane, Yew, Cedar, and Larch. To this long list

I can add one more, from my own observation, having seen it

on Weeping Willow at Caversham, in Oxfordshire, thus making

a total of forty-four hosts on which Mistletoe has been seen in

England.

But there are twelve trees on which it has never been observed

spontaneously in England, viz., Beech, Birch, Bird Cherry, Wild

Cherry, Blackthorn, Hornbeam, Elder, Holly, Dogwood, Box,

Lombardy Poplar, and Sweet Chestnut.

Mistletoe is the only truly parasitic flowering plant of Great

Britain, that is to say, the only flowering plant which requires

no assistance from the earth, but developes upon the body of its

host in the spot where it is to spend its life, and is solely dependent

on the juices it absorbs. Dodder, for instance, which is truly

parasitic in its flowering stage, for the most part germinates in

the earth, and severs its connection with its own root when it

has got a firm hold of its victim and can “steal its sustenance”

from it. Unlike most other plants, with which the usual rule is

that one seed has only one embryo, the Mistletoe has often more

than one embryo, sometimes as many as three embryos in a single

seed, and each embryo forms a separate plant.

Mr. Blight describes the growth of the Mistletoe. “ After the

berries have been devoured by birds, the seeds, with most of their

viscous matter absorbed by digestion, are ejected in masses of from

eight to twelve. Such masses generally fall on the upper surface

of the branch, from which the rain mechanically carries the seeds

to the under surface—the viscous matter still about them being

sufficient to make them still adhere firmly to the bark.” After the

viscous matter has disappeared, the processes (i.e., radicles) push

their way through the dead coverings
;
they advance parallel to

the bark until they attain the length of a quarter to three-eighths

of an inch the club-shaped end of the process bends downward

and becomes a disc, from the centre of which a radicle descends and

penetrates the bark
;
on reaching the cambial layer it begins to

swell into a spherical form, and nutriment is absorbed by not only

the advancing root but also by the whole surface of the disc.

“ Once established on any given tree, the Mistletoe plant soon
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begins to increase by another mode of reproduction. This is

effected by means of rhizomes exactly corresponding to the under-

ground stems of terrestrial plants. To this rhizomatous repro-

duction is mainly due the abundance of Mistletoe on trees upon

which it has once established itself.

“A transverse section of Mistletoe on a branch usually shows

a central root and one or more side roots, all of which are generally

directed towards the central pith
;
while the root is thus advancing

towards the pith, the Mistletoe expands laterally in the liher of the

branch. This lateral expansion causes a sort of conn or crown

of the root to appear which continues to expand in all directions,

following the curvature of the branch. This lateral expansion, in

some cases, goes on till the branch is almost entirely surrounded

by a ring of Mistletoe with its roots converging towards the centre,

like so many spokes of a wheel. Thus the Mistletoe carries its

own death with it, for by living it deprives itself of the means

by which it lives.”

So close and complete is the union between the Mistletoe and

its host, the robber and the robbed, that l)e Candolle found that

when he immersed an Apple branch bearing Mistletoe in water

coloured with Cochineal, which penetrating the wood and inner

bark of the Apple-tree entered into the Mistletoe, its colour was

even more intense in the latter than in the former
;
a fact which

will be readily believed by any one who has ever tried to dye

a section of Mistletoe, for it sucks up the stain more readily than

any other wood I have ever stained, and I have tried not a few.

The peculiar virtues ascribed to the Mistletoe when grown on

Oak are, in Pliny’s words, that “ it would give fruitfulness to all

barren animals, and would act as a remedy against all poisons.”

Mrs. Laukester quotes a letter from * Notes and Queries,’ from

the Countess of Dauby to her “ Cozen,” date between 1663 and

1682, begging for a piece of the “Mistletoe of yor father’s Oke.”

That it does sometimes grow on the Oak there can be no

doubt, as Messrs. Purchas and Ley mention five Oak trees in

Herefordshire alone, and give particulars of each locality. The

Kev. Kirby Trimmer, in his * Flora of Norfolk,’ has three records,

the first on Oak at Shotteshain (Mr. Bransbv Francis); this,

knowing the recorder well, I accept with confidence. Of the

other two at Aldeby and Woodbastwick, not knowing the recorder,

I i 2
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I can only say that Mr. Trimmer was a very cautious man and

difficult to convince, except on good evidence.

As to the suggestion that the plant cut from the Oak by the

Druids was Loranthus and not Mistletoe, this might be all very

well for Austria or Italy, supposing that there were any Druids

in those countries, but can hardly apply to Great Britain, where

the Loranthus does not grow.

According to ‘Topographical Botany,’ second edition, our present

best authority, Mistletoe occurs spontaneously in thirty-one counties

of England, from Devonshire (which is queried as planted?), but

.certainly from Somerset to York, and in one county of Wales,

Denbigh
;

to which must be added one or two more, as

Mr. J. E. Griffiths, in his ‘Flora,’ published in 1895, records it

for both the mainland of Carnarvonshire and the Island of Anglesea.

It is not recorded with certainty from Cornwall, Huntingdon,

Lincoln, Lancaster, Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland, or

Westmoreland.

In Scotland it is not native. There is an entry in Sir W. J.

Hooker’s ‘ Flora Scotica ’ which has caused some question
;

the

original record in 1821 stands, “Woods of Mickleour (on Beech?).”

We have seen that Mistletoe does not grow on Beech in England
;

and this same entry dwindled down in the same author’s ‘ British

Flora’ of 1850, to “ Meikleour introduced.” In East Anglia it

cannot be called abundant. In our own county it has been recorded

by Mr. Kirby Trimmer as growing on Apple, Hawthorn, Poplar,

Ash, Oak, and Maple. I have seen it myself only on Apple, Ash,

and Hawthorn. In Suffolk, Dr. Hind adds Lime and Crab; but

in Cambridgeshire, Professor Babington has only two records, and

mentions only the Apple as host.

Its European distribution, according to the ‘Compendium of

Cybele Britannica’ is Eiu’ope, all except Lapland and Finmark,

and Northern Russia; it also grows in Siberia.
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VII.

SENECIO PALUDOSUS AND S. PALUSTRIS IN

EAST ANGLIA.

By Arthur Bennett, F. L.S.

Head 28th February
,
1899.

For some time I have made a point of jotting down any notes

I come across on the dying-out or nearly extinct species of the

British Flora. In doing this I find I have come across stations, etc.,

hitherto unpublished
;
and while l can, it seems best to put on

record what I have gathered together, and as these two species are

of the greatest interest to East Anglian botanists, I am sending

these notes to the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society.

They may be viewed as a contribution to the history of the two

species as British plants. I take the counties as they are named
in Watson’s ‘Topographical Botany,’ ed. 2, 1883.

Senecio PALUDOSUS. Linn.

English Names.

Marsh Golden-rod. Petiver. Herb. Britt, t. 16, fig. 8, 1767.

Saw-leafed Fleabane'I

Marsh Consound , Gray, Nat. An. Brit. pi. p. 469, 1S20.

Marsh Golden- rod J

Great Fen Ragwort
)

Marsh Groundsel j- Various authors.

Bird’s-tongue )

This is one of our rarest species, and according to Mr. Clarke’s

‘ List of Earliest Notices,’ was first recorded bv Ray in his

Catalogus Plantarum circa Cantabrigensis nascentium 37, 1660.
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26. Suffolk West.—Though variously stated, and leading one

to suppose there may have been two stations, I believe it was only

one; it was discovered by Mr. F. R Eagle in 1798, at Lakenheath

Fen, near Wangford. I have seen many specimens gathered by

Mr. Eagle and others, but I cannot find any of a later date than

1817. This date is, however, open to correction. Within the last

ten years the ground has been carefully gone over, but no trace

of the species exists; neither do I think it will be refound here

judging by the surroundings.

27. Norfolk East.—E. or W. Eng, Bot. ed. 3, o, p. 88, 1866.

For certain reasons 1 believe this will be Norfolk E. The authority

for Norfolk is a specimen in Sir J. E. Smith’s herbarium at the

Linnean Society; with the note, “ Found by myself and J. Sherard in

Norfolk.” In the ‘ Phytologist,’ pp. 152, 295, 1861, Mr. W. Winter

says, “ Occasionally found at Ran worth.” While the locality in

itself is not an unlikely one, no one else seems to have been able

to find it. I have searched many likely places for this species, but

without success
;

yet, so difficult of access are some of these places,

that 1 do not despair of its being refound some day.

After this was written I was enabled, by the kindness of

Mr. Cross, to examine the copy of the ‘Flora of Cambridgeshire’

that belonged to the late Mr. W. Marshall of Ely
;
and in this

I found a definite Norfolk station for Seneciu paludosu«, i.e.,

Redmore Fen, in the south-west corner of the county, bordering

on Cambridgeshire
;
indeed, Mr. Marshall seems to have considered

it was Cambridgeshire. In present maps it is called Redmore Fen,

but in 1789 all these Fens were spelt “Fenn.” In his notes of species

“extinct since I began to observe plants in 1834,” Mr. Marshall

calls it “ Redmoors.”

Mr. Cross also lent me a map dated' 1789, and I find there were

three fens at Lakenheath, “ Lakinheath Mow Fenn,” “ Lakingheath

Stallard Fenn,” and “ Lakingheath Common Fenn ”
;
the spellings

are as on the map. If we consider “ Lakenheath Fen by Wangford,”

it would apply to the third one named. Another interesting item

I culled from this map. What are now called “ Wilton Fens ” in

South-west Norfolk (the owners of this land in 1789 were named

Wilton), in that map they are named “ Sea Fenn and Cowells in

Ilockwold and Wilton.” Here we have the suppression of an old

name, which was a very suggestive one too (read by the light of
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Mr. Barrett’s Entomological papers*), for the names of the owners,

which mean nothing.

Cambridgeshire.—By some error the species is put between

inverted commas in ‘Topographical Botany.’ By some means both

Mr. Watson and Mr. W. Marshall must have misunderstood each

other. But there is no doubt Mr. Marshall did gather it many

times, as he admits in letters to myself. Cambridgeshire has

always been its head-quarters in England.

Isle of Ely, two specimens, gathered by Dawson Turner, are

in Winch’s herbarium at the Linnean Society. Padnal Fen near

Ely,+ W. Marshall; Barraway Washes, W. Marshall. In 1789 this

was called “Barway.” Three miles below Ely in 1833, Henslow.

Littleport, Burwell Fen, Relhan, quoted in Eng. Botany, p. 650.

Chatteris, J. Marty n.

We have found it in many places in the Fens, as by a great

ditch side near Stretham Ferry
;

Ray.

Wicken Fen near Upware. In this Fen, from 1800 to 1825

(and, perhaps, to 1838), many specimens were gathered by the

Rev. J. Holme! In 1857 Professor Babington gathered it also

in the Fen
;

but from his journal it would seem only a single

specimen, with two stems. This is the year it was reported as

being brought into the Botanic Garden at Cambridge. Was the

single plant taken 1

Since 1857 a few specimens have been found; but I do hope

if any one does find it they will let it remain, as the Fen is still

undrained, and although, perhaps, not so wet as formerly, it is

still not easily gone over in a wet season. It must have been fairly

plentiful here in former years, as I have seen a good many

specimens, and others are sure to have been lost or destroyed.

Lincoln South.—Wet land near Hare Booth, Sir J. Banks.

Banks of ditches near Braford Water, half a mile from Lincoln,

Rev. Wollaston.

Lincoln North.—Fen near Revesly Abbey, i.e., the East Fen.

Specimen thence in the herbarium of the British Museum. When
the species was last gathered in Lincolnshire I have been unable

to ascertain; but careful search about 1850-2 by Mr. E. Forster-

failed to find it. It has been reported from “Chester. By the

* Cf. Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc. 1870—1, p. 61 and 1871 — 2,

p. 41.

t “Ely Mow Fenn or Padnoll,” 1789.
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eastern side of the Dee, just above Eaton Boat, sparingly ” (Waring

in ‘Botanists’ Guide,’ 1805, p. 1 1 8). And it was marked for “ Ross”

by Mr. Gordon in a catalogue for Mr. H. C. Watson, likely in

mistake for S. aquaticus.

SENECIO PALUSTRIS.

First certain record, about March and Chatteris
;

Ray, Cat.

Plant, c. Cantab, nas. 37, 1660, l.c.

English Names.

Marsh Fleabane. Petiver. Herb. Britt, t. 16, f. 5, 1767.

Jagged Fleabane. Petiver. lx. f. 6, 1767.

Hoary Fleabane (l). How. Phyt. Britt. 30, 3, 1650.

“Trumpets.” Note by Mr. J. Crowe in Hudson’s FI. Anglica,

circa 1790.

Great Jagged-leaved Fleabane.

Marsh Fleawort. Withering, An. Brit. PI. ed. 7, v. 3, p. 939, 1830.

This species was much more abundant than S. paludosus, not

only as to numbers, but as to counties
;
but it has now become

very scarce. It is uncertain in its appearance, as, notwithstanding

what is stated in books, it is a biennial (not a perennial), as I find

in my garden, and at Filby. But I think I could gather it in

three counties still.

That the plant must have been fairly abundant formerly, is

shown by its having acquired a real local name, i.e., “ Trumpets,”

at Halvergate, Norfolk. The name of “ Trumpets” does not occur

in Britten’s and Holland’s ‘ Dictionary of English Plant Names,’

as applied to any species of Senecio. We have here a local name

solely preserved by a marginal note in an old Flora.

In former days the ground around Acle and thence to Halvergate

must have been very wet
;
even in the present day the new line

to Acle was not made without a great many difficulties being

encountered.

Suffolk East.—Abundant by the turnpike gate at Haddiscoe,

Mr. Wigg !

Haddiscoe, Suffolk, 1791, I. W. ex. herb. Woodward. Winch

herb, at Linnean Society !

Burgh near Yarmouth. Winch herb., l.c.
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Geldeston Fen, Mr. Woodward. As Mr. Woodward gave tliis

from Geldeston, Norfolk, it probably occurred on both sides of

the river.

Worlingham Common, Rev. G. Crabbe. At the first after you

come into Lovingland. J. Sherard in Dill. Ray.

Belton. Paget’s ‘ History of Yarmouth.’

Suffolk West.—Lackford, June, 1774. Sir T. G. Cullum in

herb., Skipper. ‘Suffolk Flora,’ 208.

Wangford
;
Herb., Mrs. Casbourne. Flora, l.r.

Brandon; Herb., Forster in British Museum! First found by

Mr. F. R. Eagle.

Norfolk East.—Caistor Common near Yarmouth, 1781.

Winch herb. !

Brakenhani in Ormesby.

Halvergate, and here called “ Trumpets.” Mr. J. Crowe in

Hudson’s FI. Anglica, the three last localities.

Geldeston, Mr. Woodward.

Near Acle Bridge, Sherard.

St. Faith’s Newton Bogs, Sir J. E. Smith.

By the side of Iladdiscoe Dam, Sir J. E. Smith !

By Heigham and Ludham Bridges, D. Turner.

Heigham Bridge. Paget in herb., Watson.

Wroxham Broad near lloveton, June, 1854.

Rev. Hort in C.C. Babington’s herb. !

At Antingham, Mr. B (ryant), 1781.

Runham
;
Martham

;
Stalham

;
Soinerton

;
Rollesby.

Rev. K. Trimmer in FI. of Norfolk and Supplement.

Filby for many years from 1865 ! It occurs here in two stations,

in one very sparingly
;
but in the other sometimes in abundance.

I have seen, within eye-view, thirty specimens in full flower
;
and

the year after a “botanist” (to whom 1 unfortunately showed the

station) took nearly a hundred good specimens.

Norfolk West.—Skoulton (Scolton) Mere near Hingham,

Mr. J. Crowe. Methwold Fen, 1832, Mr. W. Marshall in herb.,

H. C. Watson !

Cambridgeshire.— In a ditch at the edge of the moor near to

the Park at Chippenham, Relhan. About March and Chatteris,

Ray. I know of no recent occurrence of this plant in this county.
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Huntingdonshire.—Near Ramsey, Woodward. In Withering’s

Brit. Plants, ed. 7, vol. 3, p. 943, 1830, the Ramsey plant is given

as ‘ var. 3 ’
;
but the plant is very variable in leaf-cutting.

Lincoln South —This is an error, it should be Lincoln North
;

as the East Fen where it occurred is situated in North Lincoln.

Een near Revesly Abbey, autumn, 1785, Sir J. Banks in herb-

arium, British Museum! “In some years in vast abundance,

in others very scarce,” Sir J. Banks in Turner and Dillwyn’s

‘Botanist’s Guide,’ 391, 1805.

Sussex West.—Amberley, specimen, Dr. Manningham * in

Rand’s herbarium (at British Museum), 1725. I do not think

this has been published as a Sussex species
;
but the Amberley

Wild Brooks must have been in those days an exceedingly wet

morass.

The other counties given for this plant, all extinct (if found) are

:

Westmorland.

—

In Hildverston Moss, by Burton Lawson about

1680.

Lancashire.— Pillin Moss, Ray.

Glamorganshire —Sandy meadows by the seaside at Aberavon,

Ray.

Staffordshire.

—

Mr. Spark in Garner’s ‘Natural History of

Staffordshire.’

Cornwall.

—

Mr. Pascoe in Watson’s ‘Cybele,’ vol. 3, p. 461, 1852.

SENECIO PALUSTRIS D.C. IRELAND.

19. Kerry.

—

-In the barony of Clanmarvine, near Linnan, in

several ditches. Dr. Smith, ‘ History of Kerry,’ 1766.

* Was Rector of Sliufold, Sussex, for thirty-nine years.
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“FLINT JACK” IN 1863.

From Photograph kindly lent hi/ Major Fitch.
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VIII.

“FLINT JACK:” HIS LIFE-HISTORY.

By W. G. Clarke.

Itrad 28th February, 1899.

“ 1'he very Prince of fabricators of antiques,” was the description

of “Flint Jack” given by Mr. Llewellyn Jewitt, F.S.A., in an

article in the ‘Reliquary’ for October, 1867. It is improbable

that “Flint Jack” surpassed some of the Brandon knappere of

the present day in the production of spurious flint implements,

but none of these can claim his wonderful versatility. Prior to

his death, and when his fame was at its highest, there appeared

various articles in the magazines dealing with this wonderful

impostor. The details of his life have chiefly been culled from

these, although various correspondents have rendered material

assistance. In addition to the article already mentioned, others

were published in the ‘ Malton Messenger,’ 1 All the Year Round,’

the ‘ People’s Magazine,’ and the ‘ Catalogue of the Salisbury

Museum.’

So far as can be ascertained, “ Flint Jack’s ” correct name was

Edward Simpson, and he was born in the village of Sleights,

near Whitby, in the year 1815. He was, in later years, equally

well known as John Wilson of Burlington, Jerry Taylor of

Billerydale, and Edward Jackson
;
while his other aliases included

“Fossil Willy” (on the Yorkshire coast); “Bones” (at Whitby);

“Shirtless” (in the Eastern Counties); “The Old Antiquarian”

(Wilts and Dorset); “Snake Billy,” “ Cockney Bill,” and “Flint

Jack ” universally.

His father was a sailor; and at the age of fourteen Edward

Simpson entered the service of Dr. Young, the historian of Whitby,

from whom he acquired his knowledge of geology and archaeology,

frequently accompanying his master on fossil-hunting expeditions.

He left Dr. Young to serve Dr. Ripley, with whom he remained
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until the doctor’s death in 1840. At that time he was described

as an “ active and more than ordinarily intelligent young fellow.”

Upon his master’s decease, Edward Simpson took to a roving life

around Whitby and Scarborough, gathering and cleaning genuine

fossils. During this period he appeared before the Scarborough

magistrates for some offence, but escaped on the plea of being

a geologist. In 1843 he was shown a barbed flint arrowhead by

a dealer at Whitby, who asked if he could make one like it.

At tirst he had many failures, and was musing one morning, when

lie took off the hasp of a gate, and with the curved part absent-

mindedly struck a piece of flint. A flake flew off, and he tried

again, soon acquiring the knack of chipping however he wished.

At that time he could make and sell fifty flint arrowheads per

day. Thenceforth dates the extraordinary supply, and the life of

imposture which he led for so many years.

The distinctive signs of prehistoric flint implements were then

not so well understood as they are at the present day; and although

no fault could be found with the shape of the spurious implements

made by “Flint Jack,” the chipping was of the crudest description.

The spurious implements made by Brandon knappers nowadays

are distinctly superior. He studied various antiquities in

museums, and set himself to the fabrication of all kinds of

antiques, for which purpose he spent years in comparative seclusion.

In the beginning of 1844 Edward Simpson was at Bridlington,

and by judiciously leavening his spurious with genuine implements,

made a collection of six hundred “genuine” for a local antiquary.

He ordinarily walked thirty or forty miles a day, vending his wares

and collecting materials. Towards the end of the year he started

making British and Homan urns, first near Bridlington, and then

near Raven’s Hall. After a “ baking-day ” he would proceed either

to Whitby or Scarborough, and there dispose of his “collections,”

which he solemnly declared were taken from tumuli (pronounced

toomoolo by him) on the moors. These urns were too thick in the

walls, of wrong material, ornament, shape, and burning, but the

knowledge of British antiquities was then but small, and there

was little risk of detection. “Flint Jack” was asked his opinion

of a set of genuine implements, and, in a moment of weakness,

confessed that he made them. At Malton, he sold a local anti-

quarian a spurious hatchet of ironstone for one shilling. Out of
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an old tea-tray, at Pickering, he fashioned a Roman breastplate,

which he sold without difficulty. A Roman milestone having then

recently been found, “Jack” fashioned one out of a slab, lettering,

grinding, chipping, and then burying the stone for subsequent

exhumation. This was sold to a medical gentleman for £5 . He

made other inscribed stones, one of which was for long a puzzle

to antiquarians.

In 1846 Edward Simpson took to immoderate drinking, and

remained in poverty to the end of his life. He made a flint comb,

which the antiquaries of that day thought might have been used for

tattooing. The same year (1846) he started on his first tour. At Hull,

he sold a spurious axe to the Mechanics’ Institute
;

at Lincoln,

spurious implements to the museum
;

at Newark, he first began

making fossils
;
and at Cambridge, he deceived the curator of the

Geological Museum and a local optician with fossils supposed to

have come from the chalk and greensand. He also visited, on this

tour, Newmarket, Brandon, Thetford, Norwich, Yarmouth, Ipswich,

and Colchester. In the neighbourhood of Yarmouth, he made the

acquaintance of an “ arclueological parson, easy to do,” who gave

an unlimited order for British or Roman antiquities. “ Jack ”

soon produced a valuable assortment, with forms quite unique,

the invention of his own fertile brain. At Colchester, he fell in

with a travelling Jew, whom “ Flint Jack ” duped wholesale.

From thence he went to London, and made the acquaintance of

Mr. Tennant of the Strand, to whom he sold spurious fossils,

flints, and antiquities. On his own confession, he also deceived

the British Museum folk. He remained in London a year, and

at length feared the museums might become overcharged with his

implements. He also made spurious fibulae, coins, seals, rings,

leaden antiques, jet seals and necklaces.

Upon returning to Yorkshire he, for twelve months, collected

genuine chalk fossils for the York Museum. At length, one day,

at North Shields, he found flint among the shingle, and started

on his old life again, doing good trade at Durham. The following

year he went to Ireland, and in 1852 again set out for London.

At Bottesford he found an open quarry of lias, and stopped

there some time collecting fossils. He sent his first basketful

to a clergyman at Peterborough, who had befriended him—
gratitude being a redeeming trait in “Flint Jack’s” character.
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At St. Albans he found a good customer, and sold him spurious

flint knives and arrowheads. lie also made an ancient silver coin

to order, out of the handle of a German silver tea spoon. In after

life, “Flint Jack” related with evident glee how a Roman urn

(calcined bones, earth, and all), which a cannv sceptic had refused

to accept for live shillings, was afterwards bought up for £3.

In 1854 Wiltshire was the scene of his operations, and at

Devizes (where he sold both forged fossils and implements to the

Museum) he sat for his first portrait, which sold freely as a photo-

graph of “ The Old Antiquarian.” The same year he thoroughly

worked the West of England, and during the next three years he

also visited Scotland and most of the English counties, doing

a flourishing trade. Many and many a time did he chuckle at

having deceived the very elect of antiquarians. After further

wanderings, Edward Simpson again came to the Eastern Counties

by way of Boston, Spalding, and Lvnn, visiting Norwich, Brandon,

Yarmouth, and Ipswich. This was in 1860. Concerning this

visit, Major Fitch has kindly informed me that “Flint Jack”

lodged at the “Half Moon,” a public-house which then stood in

Norwich Market Place. He made implements with a sort of tool

that kept old-fashioned windows open, and carried with him a

plan, about twelve inches square, of specimens of Paleolithic and

Neolithic implements, which he imitated with great success.

I)r. C. B. Plowright was informed bv the keeper of the Black more

Museum at Salisbury, that “Flint Jack” could make obsidian

arrowheads out of the bottom of a black glass wine bottle. He

also told this lady that he used a round pebble for working flints;

but, at another time, he told an uncle of Dr. Plowright that he

used the hasp of a gate for this purpose. It is furthermore

recorded that he used a small round-faced hammer of soft iron,

so that his tools were very varied. Perhaps this was one of the

two old flaking hammers that Mr. Fred Snare of Brandon tells

me “ Flint Jack ” begged of his father, Mr. W. E. Snare. The

former gentleman also possesses one of the Salisbury photographs

of “ Flint Jack,” mentioned hereafter. Previous to this visit

“Flint Jack” had been charged by Mr. Tennant of London with

making spurious implements, and had confessed the imposture.

From that time his trade became very precarious, and he gave way

more and more to dissipated habits. On January 6th, 1862, there
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was a meeting of the Geologists’ Association, in their rooms in

Cavendish Square, when a paper was read by the Rev. T. Wiltshire,

on “ The Ancient Flint Implements of Yorkshire and the modern

fabrication of similar specimens.” “Flint Jack” was present, and

demonstrated his simple method of manufacture.

“ Flint Jack ” again visited Salisbury in 1863, when his photo-

graph was taken by Mr. Treble. Mr. Fitch has a copy of this,

and another is to be found in the Lynn Museum. A full-page

engraving from this photograph appeared in the ‘ People’s Magazine’

and the ‘ Reliquary.’ Lower and lower did he sink in vice and

misery, until at length, in April, 1867, he stole some goods at

Bedford, while in an intoxicated and half-starved condition. He

was sentenced to twelve months’ imprisonment, and was confined

in Bedford Gaol, where John Bunyan had preceded him in durance

vile. It was, however, stated in January of that year that “among

antiquarians he could generally raise a trifle for pressing needs—
a proof of their placable disposition, but when possessed of a little

cash he drank without ceasing until it was gone.” At that time

many archaeologists had hanging in their residences a portrait of

“ Flint Jack ” framed in spurious flint implements of his making.

In the ‘Reliquary’ for October, 1867, the editor appeals for help

to assist “Flint Jack” when he came out of prison, and says:

“ The man possesses more real practical antiquarian knowledge

than many of the leading antiquarian writers of the day; and he

is a good geologist and palaeontologist.” The pity is that his

talents were not put to better use. The ‘Newcastle Daily Journal’

of May 14th, 1868, says: “The celebrated ‘Flint Jack’ has been

released from prison, and is engaged in his old trade of fabricating

flint arrowheads.” Further than that I have been unable to find,

and know neither the date nor the place of death of this most

remarkable man, whose wonderful career of deception must always

have a certain amount of interest for the antiquary.
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IX.

SOME ADDITIONS TO

THE NORWICH CASTLE-MUSEUM IN 1898.

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., V.-P.

Read 28th February, 1899.

It is pleasing to find that the interest in the Castle-Museum has

survived the novelty of its early days, and in the third complete

year of its removal to the Castle has attracted nearly 129,000

visitors
;
in this largo number of people of all classes there has

not been a single instance requiring the intervention of the

attendants, and the intelligent interest evinced in the collections,

as indicated by scraps of conversation one hears in passing through

the rooms, is very gratifying.

The most conspicuous addition to the Mammalian collection is

a very fine specimen of the Ice Bear
(
Ursus marifimus), killed in

Wyche’s Land by Sir Savile Crossley, by whom it was presented.

In life this must have been a grand animal, and it is to be regretted

that the fancy of the taxidermist has, by studying to produce a

startling effect., given to it* an attitude which may occasionally be

assumed by a “begging” poodle, but never by a Polar Bear in a

state of nature. We have often been indebted to Mr. E. H. Bostock

for animals which have died in his travelling menagerie, and which

as they are “ set up ” from fresh skins, made excellent specimens

;

the Quadrumana are proverbially short-lived in such institutions,

and the Museum has on previous occasions been indebted for

specimens to this source ; in the past year, Mr. Bostock has

given us an excellent, but of course immature specimen of the

VOL. VI. K K
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Ourang-outang
(
Simia satyrus), which is a good addition to the

collection. A fine head of the Indian Wild Ox
(
Bibos gaurus),

presented by Mr. Sims .Reeve, is a very handsome object
;
and to

Mr. Russell J. Colman the Museum is indebted for a Canadian

Beaver
(
Castor canadensis), and a pair of Egyptian Ichneumons

( Herpestes ichneumon).

Many additions have been made to the collection of British

Birds, amongst which may be mentioned a female Goshawk, shot

from the nest at Westerdale, Yorkshire, in 1893, also two of her

four eggs
;
the nesting of this bird in Britain is an occurrence as

interesting as it is rare. Mr. Gurney has given us an adult male

Woodchat Shrike, shot at Henham, in Suffolk, a Parrot Crossbill

from Earlham, a pied variety of the Moorhen, and an interesting

hybrid between the Greenfinch and the Linnet. A very remarkable

chestnut variety of the Common Partridge and a handsome hybrid

between the Pheasant and the Domestic Eowl have also been

received. Colonel Eeilden lias presented three pretty little nestlings

of the Little Stint which he obtained in North Russia, also an

Ivory Gull and a Brunnich’s Guillemot with two nestlings, killed

by him in JMovaya Zemlya
;
a specimen of Tinamus robustus with

a skeleton of the same has been purchased, a welcome addition,

as this family of birds is very imperfectly represented in the

Museum.

Of the additions to the Birds of Prey, Mr. Gurney has kindly

favoured me with the following notes :

“ Our chief acquisition, Mr. Butler’s new7 Sparrow Hawks—an
old and a young—described as Astur

(
Scelospizias

)
butleri, G., in

the ‘Bulletin,’ B.O.C., no. 1. p. xxvii., and to be figured in the

‘ Transactions of the Bombay Natural History Society,’ were shot

by Mr. A. L. Butler, on the island of Car Nicobar, in the Bay

of Bengal. The young one is bright chestnut colour, like an

hepatic Cuckoo, a phase never observed in the allied species,

A. poliopsis and A. badius. Mr. Butler obtained four in this

plumage, and observed others probably more advanced in change,

in which the crown was rufous. The fellow specimens to our

two ai’e added to Mr. Rothschild’s magnificent collection at Tring,

and no others have reached this country at present, nor are likely

to do so. I should like here to mention that there are three

Hawks in the Nonvich Museum of the small Sparrow Hawk
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(Accipiter

)

type, which my father left under the name of Accipiter

hartlaubi (Verr.)
;
but one of them, marked an adult male from

the river Gaboon in West Africa, must certainly he A. biittikoferi,

Sharpe, for the two centre tail-feathers are absolutely black without

trace of spots, and the thighs are grey. These are the character-

istics of the Liberian species, A. biittikoferi
,
which is figured in

lliittikofer’s ‘ Keisebilder aus Liberia,’ ii. plate xxx.
* It is to Mr. Sclater we are indebted for kindly offering ns

two examples of the quaint little Chinese Falconet {Microhinux
mrlanoleucm) ( lllyth)- a miniature among Birds of Prey— from
near foochow, which, deposited at the Zoological Gardens, did not

long survive their confinement in smoky London. During the

two months they lived there, their large heads, and eyes directed

very forward, led Mr. Tegetmeier to credit them with crepuscular

habits, as described in ‘The Field’ of January 20th, 1898, where their

portraits are admirably given. Though described in ‘ The Field ’ as

a pair, they both proved to lie females : but one only has the white
nuchal spot distinctive of M. eliinensis, Dav., which in the opinion
of Mr. C. 15. Pickett, must sink into a synonym, and at any rate is

not a distinctive sexual mark. This species has strong claws and
a notched beak, and is by no means exclusively insectivorous,

having, according to L’Abbe David, the rapid flight of the large

Falcons.

“Turning now to Owls, a female Ninox {Spilofjtanx) ftisca

(\ ieill.), labelled by Mr. A. Everett, ‘Atapupu, island of Timur,

August, 1897,’ agrees with plate xii. of vol. ii. of the B. M.
Catalogue of Birds. Dr. Meyer has given a key to the distinctive

marks of this and some other closely allied Owls in ‘The Ibis,’

1882, p. 234, where he remarks on the small longitudinal bars

on the under surface of N. t'asca, and the absence of white spots

upon the head. They are entirely absent in our specimen, which
only differs from Dr. Sharpe’s plate in having more spots on the

scapulars. Excellently mounted by Mr. Gunn are a male and
female Ninox rudolphi, A. B. Meyer, also obtained through the

late Mr. Everett, for many years a contributor to the Norwich
Museum, and whose loss we so greatly deplore, both taken in

September, 1896, at Waingapo, on Sumba or Sandlewood Island

in the Indian Ocean. The female agrees very well with the plate

in ‘ l’lie Ibis,’ 1882, pi. vi., but the male is a good deal redder on

K K 2
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the breast and belly, and the back and wings are darker
;
males

sent to the Tring Museum have been found by Mr. Hartert to be

larger than females (c/. Nov. Zool. v. p. 473)), which is another

distinction. It is a first-rate species, coming nearest, perhaps,

to Ninox
(Spiloglaux)

novce-zealcmdice, with which it cannot be

confounded.

“ Three Mexican skins of Pholeoptynx, offered to the Museum
by Mr. Edward Bidwell, are seemingly all P. cunicularia, and the

Institution is indebted to him for Scops levcospilus from Halmahera

Island near New Guinea, of which we have now a nice series.”

The eggs of the Goshawk have already been mentioned, in

addition to which Mr. Crowfoot has sent an egg of the curious

Crab Plover
(
Dromas ardeola), and a number of British and foreign

nests
;
a goodly number of additions have also been made in the

departments of Ichthyology, Crustacea, and Entomology, but none

requiring special mention.

A most important addition to the local Geological collection

has been made by Mr. Russell J. Colman, who has given to the

Museum the extensive series of fossil Mammalian remains, numbering

some four hundred and fifty specimens, derived from the Forest-

bed and Glacial formations of the Norfolk coast—made by the late

Mr. J. J. Colman. These, added to the already rich collection

presented by the late Mr. Gunn (adequately to display the whole

of which considerable additions to the wall-cases will have to be

made), form an altogether unique series representing the remarkable

fossil fauna of these celebrated local beds, and thus fulfilling one

of the main purposes of a provincial Museum.
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X.

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES, 1898.

(From observations taken at Bradeatone House, Brundall, Norfolk.)

By Arthur W. Preston, F. R. Met. Soc.

Read '28th February
,
189V.

-January.

Tims was the warmest January for forty-seven years past, and one

of the mildest of the present century. The mean temperature

(43. 1 degrees) was nearly 0 degrees above the average, and although

this mean was nearly approached in 1884 we have to go back to

January, 1851, for quite so high a value. The only other instances

since 1800 were in 1804, 1S34, and 1846, which were nearly the

same. The thermometer rose to 56 degrees on three days and to

55.8 degrees on one day, and exceeded 50 degrees on as many as

twelve days. There was practically no frost, the lowest reading

being 29 degrees on the 11th. There was hardly any rain

between the 5th and 29th, and the month’s fall was not much

over half the average. The barometer remained continuously high

between the 3rd and 31st, and there was but little wind till the

30th, when a gale of some severity occurred from the West and

North-West. The effect of the abnormally fine weather was

remarkable. Winter Aconites and Snowdrops were in bloom in

the first week, and on the 30th I counted over thirty Crocuses

in full bloom in my garden, as well as many Hepaticas, Wallflowers,

Primroses, and other early Spring flowers. On the marshes the

Marsh Marigold ( Caltha patmtris) was beginning to bloom about

two months before its usual time, and the Hawthorn and

“ Myrobella ” were showing their leaf-buds.
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February.

Although the mean temperature was 2J degrees lower than in

January, mildness again characterised this month, and a deficiency

of rainfall was again chronicled. It was the fifth month in

succession with an excess of temperature, and with the rainfall

under the average. There was a great prevalence of westerly and

north-westerly winds, which were on some days very rough and

ungenial, and generally the month exhibited more winter traits

than January. One of the most remarkable occurrences of the

month was the excessive warmth of the first day, when the

unusually high reading of the thermometer, 60.2 degrees, was

registered. This value has been recorded in the last week of the

month on two or three previous occasions during the last half-

century
;
but in the first week it is almost unprecedented, although

Luke Howard mentions 65 degrees as registered on the 1st and

62 degrees on the 4th February, 1828, and Whistlecraft recorded

60 degrees on the 10th February, 1831. Some thunder and

lightning were observed in Norwich in the early morning hours

of the 5th.

March.

March was colder than any of the three preceding winter months,

the mean temperature being 0.2 degrees lower than December,

3.4 degrees than January, and 1.0 degree than February. It was

the coldest March for six years past, but not nearly so cold as in

1883, 18S7, 1888, or 1892. Until the 23rd day the weather was

of a medium character generally, but with a deficiency of rainfall.

On the 23rd, after two or three very genial days, a sudden depression

of the barometer brought a very unpleasant change. A severe gale

from the N. and N.E. blew with but little intermission for nearly

seventy-two hours, accompanied by snow, sleet, hail, and heavy rain.

The cause of this visitation was the arrival of a cyclonic disturb-

ance from the north-west, whose centre was situated in the vicinity

of Western Germany, and became nearly stationary there for some

days. The track of this depression was an unusual one, and

although its centre was not very deep, it developed much energy

over a considerable area. As it filled up the weather improved,

but its effects were disastrous both at sea and on the coast, where,
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in some places, its visitation was almost as severely felt as in the

great storm of the previous November. Vegetation, at the close

of the month, was more backward than it had been for several

years at this period, notwithstanding the early start it received

during the mild days of January.

April.

The mean temperature was slightly above the average. It was

2 degrees higher than in the corresponding month of the previous

year, and much the same as in 1895 and 1896. The rainfall was

about half an inch deficient. The early days of the month were

line, bright, and warm, followed by a week of showery weather at

Eastertide. For ten days from the 18th the wind was almost

continually from the East, with cold, bleak weather, but the month

concluded with some warm, showery days.

May.

The highest temperature recorded this month (60.2 degrees) was

an unusually low maximum for May, and wo have to go back to

1877 for another May when 70 degrees was not reached. The

mean of the month was 2 degrees below the average, and during

the first fortnight there was a considerable excess of rain. It was

altogether an ungenial month.

June.

The mean temperature of the month was about one degree under

the average, and although the thermometer exceeded 70 degrees on

eight days, the highest elevation recorded was 74.4 degrees on the

18th, against 83 degrees on the 24th in 1897, and 81 degrees on

the 16th in 1896. The live days, 12th to 16th inclusive, were

exceedingly cold for the season, accompanied by a bleak north-

easterly wind and much cloud. During this period the thermometer

did not once touch 60 degrees. Thunder occurred on the 2nd, 6th,

10th, 22nd, and 25th. The rainfall of the month was 1.37 in.

above the average, chiefly caused by a torrential downpour on the

night of the 9th—10th, when the total registered was 1.80 in.,

being the heaviest fall recorded in this neighbourhood in the

twentydbur hours ending 9 a.m. since the 13th July, 1S89.
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July.

This was a dry, but rather cool month. Bain fell on eight days

only, and the mean temperature was 2 degrees under the average.

With the exception of half an inch of rain on the night of the

1st, and an inch on the 20th, the falls of rain were but trifling.

There were no exceptionally hot days, although the thermometer

exceeded 70 degrees on twelve days. It was the first July for six

years in which 80 degrees was not touched, the highest reading

for the month being 76 degrees.O O

August.

The variations of temperature during this month were consider-

able, both by day and night. On the 1 3th the screened thermometer

attained 86 degrees, on three other days 80 degrees was reached

or exceeded, and on many other occasions very high readings

were observed. On the 7th the highest degree attained was

only 58 degrees. By night the thermometer exceeded 60 degrees

on three occasions, the minimum on the 15th being as high as

61 degrees and the 27th 61.4 degrees; whereas, on the 29th, it

fell to 44.2 degrees in the screen and to 39 degrees on the grass.

The early part of the month was rainy, 1.33 in. falling in the first

ten days. The remainder of the month was very dry, and the

weather for the ingathering of the harvest (which commenced

about the 16th) was of an ideal character.

September.

This month was remarkable for the excess of its heat, the great

range of temperature, and the extreme smallness of its rainfall.

The thermometer reached 70 degrees and upwards on sixteen days,

75 degrees and upwards on twelve days, 80 degrees and upwards on

five days, and on the 9th it attained 89 degrees, a height which

seems to be the highest recorded for September, in these parts,

since 1795
;
although in Suffolk 88.5 degrees was noted on the

7th September, 1868, and 92.1 degrees at Greenwich on the same

day, which latter reading was again observed at the same station

on the 8tli September, 1898. A sudden drop in the temperature

occurred on the 22nd, and the remainder of the month was cool,

especially by night, the reading on the 29th (on the grass) having
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been as low as 27 degrees, or 62 degrees lower than the highest

“ screen ” reading of less than three weeks previous. The mean

temperature for the month was above 4.5 degrees above the

average, and the excess would have been much greater had it

not been for the sudden drop above alluded to. The great heat

was accompanied by a very violent drought, which made itself

felt with great intensity in many parts of the country. Itain

was measured on four days only to the extent of 0.17 in., and it

was thus the driest month since April, 1893, when only 0.10 in.

was registered. In September, 1895, rain fell on three days only,

but the falls were heavier; the September of 1865 was, however,

the driest of all, no rain whatever being registered during the

month at many stations in East Anglia.

OCTOREH.

This was tho warmest October since 1876, and only on live

occasions during the present century has this month given as high

or a higher mean reading, viz., in 1811, 1831, 1857, 1861, and

1876. Tho thermometer attained 60 degrees and upwards on

sixteen days, and no frost was recorded. The severe drought which

prevailed during September continued, with but slight intermission,

until October 11th, when rain and thunder occurred, and the

weather was very stormy and unsettled for a few days with low

pressure. A thunder-storm occurred late in the evening of the

29th with heavy rain, but the total rainfall for the month was

not quite up to the average. The absence of frost kept garden

llowers in bloom to a later period than usual.

November.

The weather was unusually mild to the 21st, with but little

rain, the mean temperature of the first nineteen days having been

as high as the same period of the previous May. There was a good

deal of fog, cloud, and wet mist at times, and heavy rains during

the last ten days. The mean temperature was 4 degrees above the

average, and nearly the same as in 1894 and 1895. It is remark-

aide that the thermometer exceeded 50 degrees on twenty-one days

during the month, whereas in 1896 it only just touched 50 degrees

on three days. The rainfall was slightly above the average, the

excess occurring during the last week of the month.
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December.

This month was exceptionally mild, notwithstanding a few

rather cold days just before Christmas. The mean temperature

was 44. 1 degrees, which was upwards of C degrees over the average,

and no December appears to have been so mild since 1868. The

thermometer exceeded 50 degrees on seventeen days. The mean of

the first eighteen days was 47.5 degrees, which is higher than the

mean of April
;
and the night of the 5th, when the thermometer

did not fall below 53.6 degrees, was the warmest December night

recorded in these parts since 1856. There were but few frosts,

and none severe. Snow fell on one day only, and the rainfall of

the month was in close agreement with the average. There were

gales on the 2nd and 27th, that on the latter date being severe.

The Seasons.

The following Tables show the mean temperature and rainfall for

the four seasons, together with those of the five previous years,

and of a twenty-year approximate average. AVinter comprises the

three months December to February inclusive
;
Spring, March to

May; Summer, June to August; and Autumn, September to

November.

TEMPERATURE.

Seasons. 1893. 1894. 3895. 1896. 1897. 1898. 20-year
average.

Departure
of 1898 from
average.

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

degrees.

36.5

49.1

61.2

50.0

degrees.

39.2

47.7

59.3
50.1

degrees.

34.7

47.6

60.4

51.4

degrees.

39.6

48.0

61.1

48.5

degrees.

38.3
46.9

61.9

50.3

degrees.

41.3

45.8

59.7
54.0

degrees.

37.8
46.2

60.2

49.5

degrees.

+ 3.5
— 1.1

— 0.5

+ 4.5

Year 49.6 49.2 48.4 49.3 49.5 50.5 48.4 + 2.1

RAINFALL.

Seasons. 1893. 1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898.
20-year
average

Departure
of 1898 from
average.

Winter ...

Spring . .

.

Summer ...

Autumn ...

in.

5.80

1.61

5.37

6.10

in.

4.81

5.62

8.74

7.12

in.

7.35
4.15

7.51

7.13

ill.

3.28

5.18
4.88

8.49

in.

7.86

5.05

4.17

6.42

in.

4.11

6.18

6.90

5.65

in.

6.02
5.21

7.17

8.50

in.— 1.91

+ 0.97
— 0.27
— 2.85

Year 19.66 27.32 24.91 23.28 22.07 23.33 26.90 — 3.57
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It will be seen from the above that the temperature of the

Winter was considerably in excess of the average, that of the

Spring and Summer slightly below, and that of the Autumn
greatly in excess. The rainfall was deficient in each season

except the Spring, which gave nearly an inch of rain more than

usual. The dryness of the Autumn was most abnormal, the

deficiency of rain during the three months amounting to nearly

three inches.

The Year.

The mean temperature of the year (50.5 degrees) was more than

2 degrees above the average, and was higher than in any year since

1884. In January, September, October, November, and December,

the excess of temperature ranged from 4 degrees to nearly 7 degrees

above the average. May, .1 une, and J uly were somewhat colder than

usual, but the departure from the average was so slight that it did

but little to counterbalance the excess of warmth in the other months.

The rainfall of the year, for the fourth year in succession, was con-

siderably deficient, such deficiency having been, in 1895, 1.99 in.

;

in 189G, 3.G2 in.; in 1897, 4.83 in.; and in 1898, 3.G7 in., or

a total deficiency of 14.11 in. in the four years. In other words,

we have had only 3A years’ rain in the four years. September

was the driest month, and June the wettest. There was a general

tendency to dryness until May, which month, with June, was wetter

than usual, and gave rise to predictions in many quarters that,

owing to the so-called “ nineteen-year weather cycle," the ensuing

Summer was to be exceptionally wet. The fallacy of this pre-

diction was exemplified by the result, which showed a deficiency

of rain during July, August, September, and October, amounting

in the aggregate to as much as 4.70 in. The number of days in

the year on which rain was measured was only 1GG, being the

fewest in any year since 1884.
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XI.

NOTES ON THE HERRING FISHERY OF 1898.

By G. H. Harris.

Read 28th March, 1899.

So far as Yarmouth boats were concerned, failure is writ large over

the Herring Fishery of 1898. No fish, no prices; so runs the tale.

One clay there was a big catch— nearly a record catch—hut prices

fell at once to zero, and the fisherman’s labour and his torn nets

were all in vain. But whether the catch were large or whether it

were small, prices were always low. That great variation in price

which comes from hitting a full market, or hitting an empty one*,

was nearly invisible. The excitement of a gamble of which there

is nearly always something in the Herring Fishery, and which

helps to revive depressed spirits nearly to the end, was absent.

We always look for a small catch to be compensated by a rise in

price, but 1898 was a law to itself.

Sometimes a season is spoiled by a sudden gale wrecking boats

and ruining nets. There was rough weather in 1898, but it gave

plenty of warning. It kept boats at home, but it did not take

them unawares in the open water. Indeed, on one or two occasions,

our boats were in harbour, not because the weather was bad, but

because it was threatening. The men would not venture. They

did not consider it worth while. It is indeed a heavy risk and

where is the return ? The men rightly think, that where life and

limb are involved, there should be a very reasonable prospect of

crettin^ a commensurate return. That the men should fish the
r> o

North Sea from the equinoctial gales of early Autumn to the snows

of December, only to find, when the boats “ make up,” not so much

as will buy a new suit of clothes for their backs, is a state of things

that must be abolished if the fishing is to endure. No surprise

can be felt under the circumstances that the crews refuse to fish

when skies are lowering and the barometer falls. I believe I am

correct in saying that the Lowestoft system operates better. There
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the share-system seems to assure a fair bonus at the end of the

voyage.

Prices were, undoubtedly, held down this year by the poor

quality of the fish. It was a mild season, and in mild weather

Herring are never good. There was noticeable this year as last year,

a great demand for the pickled Herring in barrel, a trade which

bids fair to entirely supplant the old bloater business, so far as

foreign markets are concerned.

The bloater is a somewhat discredited commodity on tlie Mediter-

ranean shores, shipments having seriously deteriorated in quality

during the last few years. The year 1898 may be taken, too, as

signalising the advent of the steam drifter, which must be carefully

distinguished, of course, from the steam trawler. Steam drifters

are not a novelty, but their muster has been too small to exercise

an appreciable influence in the trade. This year they numbered

twenty, and can no longer be reckoned a negligeable quantity.

Probably they are destined to extirpate the sailing lugger, just

as the capitalist who will own them will drive out the small

boat-owner, and so the Herring fishing will develop on the lines of

the trawling industry. The new fashion of following the fish

round ilie coast, and the Mackerel fishing off Ireland, all tends to

pull things in this direction. It would not pay to build a steamer

that could follow her business for three months only and lay up on

the “hard” for the rest of the year, as the old luggers did. But if

a plan can be found whereby she can drift for the better part of

the year, she may pay. And apparently, in the development of

the West Coast and Irish fishings, such a place has been found.

Opinions, however, differ as to whether the effect will be detrimental

to the trade or no. Many people think the fishing pays only as

gambling may be said to pay, where some people get rich prizes

and others suffer ruin. Markets, they argue, will always be in

equilibrium, the speculative element will be nearly eliminated
;
and

a constant supply of the Herring, as a food-stuff, will pay no one

a sufficient dividend to make the game worth the candle.

The land of fish on the Yarmouth Fish Wharf (19,025 lasts)

was about 21 per cent, below that of last year; that of Lowestoft

(about 11,905 lasts) 18 per cent, below. The number of boats

fishing from the two ports was 638 (332 from Yarmouth including

190 Scotch), a decrease of no less than 218 boats, due to the small

number of Scotch boats at Lowestoft. These 638 boats caught

30,430 lasts, giving an average catch of about 47.75 lasts, or 5.25
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lasts per boat more than last year, a result which looks well, primd
facte ; but it should be borne in mind that with the advent of the
largo steam drifter has come about the disappearing of the small

Scotch lugger, a change which makes the average catch look larger,

when it is really smaller, if the respective capacities of the new
and old style ot boats be taken into account. Perhaps it may be
as well to point out again this year as I did in 1890 that, owing to

the fact that much Lowestoft fish is landed at Yarmouth, no com-
parison can bo made between the respective average catches of

^ arinouth and Lowestoft boats. Worked out, the averages give

•

r
>7 lasts per boat to’ Yarmouth, 37 lasts only to Lowestoft, a result

obviously absurd. It should therefore be borne in mind that the

catch landed on the Yarmouth Wharf is the Yarmouth catch plus

part of the Lowestoft.

1 he Scotch boats did fairly well, but left early, owing to loss of

nets. This loss was due, not to bad weather, nor, in all cases, to

heavy catches, but chiefly to the rotten state of their nets. In the

old days the Scotch boats would come straight from their lining

operations off the Scotch coast, which employed them during the

Summer, to the Herring Fishery at Yarmouth. Between the two
fishings only a short interval would take place for repairs and the

necessary change of gear. They would arrive at Yarmouth at the

end of September with brand-new strong nets. Now they begin

the fishing earlier and fish as they come. Consequently they are

fishing in the hot month of August at Scarborough, where there is

little or no accommodation for net drying. The nets lie in the

hold of the boat, exposed to the heat of the August afternoon,

pending the owner’s departure at night. Rotting at once sets in,

and the Scotchmen say that, now-a-days, a Heet of nets new when
they started for Yarmouth is old by the time they get there.

There were 306 boats fishing from Lowestoft, only about 70 of

which were Scotch. The Lowestoft catch was 11,403 lasts.

Return of Herrings landed at Yarmouth in 1898.

Month. Lasts. Month. Lasts.
January . Brought foiward 182
February — July . 478
March .

— August . . 957
April — September . 1,854
May 35 October

.

7,601
June . 147 November . 6,817

December . 1,136

Carried forward 182

Total . 19,025
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XII.

NATURAL HISTORY NOTES FROM YARMOUTH,

By A. Patterson.

Read 38th March, 1899.

1898.

March 1st. Saw the end of the most remarkable “ shooting

season ” I ever remember. I never saw fewer wild-fowl. In one

day, last year, Durrant had more fowl on his stall than during the

whole of the past season. The open weather accounted for much

of this paucity.

In March, however, the greatest number of Widgeon visited

Breydon, “ more in fact,” said Chambers (the watcher), “than he

had seen for several years.” He thought the numbers increased

yearly.

Eight Redshanks appeared on the Bure marshes on March 13th.

I think, if unmolested, these birds would increase. I saw one flock

of over a hundred individuals, one day last autumn, on a Breydon

side “Rond;” the greatest flock I had seen for years. They were,

doubtless, bred in the neighbourhood. Now the close season is

extended one month longer few will be shot.

An uncommon number of Craig-flukes ( Pleuronectes cynoglossus

)

have turned up this spring. They must be very numerous in the

Wash. They are sold cheaply and eaten for Dabs. A left-handed

Plaice, about ten inches long, came in on the 10th March.

On March 28th a Shag was brought in from sea. It was, with

a long cord tied to its leg, enjoying a dip in the river when I first

saw it. I purchased it, and found it for three weeks an interesting

pet. It soon answered to my call, and would catch fish when

thrown to it. When hungry, it uttered a harsh discordant trumpet
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note. It ate 24 lbs. of fish a day. All the indigestible bones were

vomited in a compact mass, reminding one of tbe pellets of the Owl.

Hundreds of Hooded Crows on Breydon flats
;

many had

apparently paired, on March 31st. They were evidently gathering

prior to departure. I saw several, with Carrion Crows, as late as

April 15 th.

March 29th. A fine example of the Sea Bream
;

it had been

taken in a draw-net.

April 2nd. Jackdaws going seawards. Heard Redwings cry

overhead at night on same date.

April 4th. A Cuckoo Ray (Rail meraletus) came to the wharf.

April 6th. An Otter, weighing 244 lbs, found dead at Berney

Arms. Its back was broken : and it was thought the animal met

with its death in the machinery of a ilrainage mill.

April 8th. A curious Plaice brought me. It had a fin with

rays extending quite across the under part of the fish.

A Spoonbill on Breydon from April 8th till the 16th.

A Greenland Bullhead, 7 inches long, brought in on April 19th.

May 18th. An example of Scribbled Mackerel came into my

possession, and on the same day l saw two Sting Rays ( Trygon

pastinaca)
on the Fish Wharf, one weighed at least 15 lbs. fins

species has turned up with more than ordinary frequency of late.

A very fine double Turbot, coloured on both sides, but with the

lower “ face ” white. The eye fitted so into the notch that the fish

could see on either side it.

On May 20th (at nightfall) saw a goodly number of Bartailed

Godwits, and some Grey Plovers with the breasts conspicuously

black (all day it blew a stiff east wind). Hitherto they had been

scarce as far as my observations showed.

Saw three Godwits on the 21st ;
also five Sheld-Drakes.

On May 23rd, on Breydon, saw twenty Knots, some nicely “red;”

also six Grey Plovers, and three Terns, apparently Arctic
;
and one

Black Tern on May 24th.

May 26th. Several Knots, three Grey Plovers. I think the

spring migration of Knots is more apparent than formerly. Some

common Sandpipers same date.

May 30th. A trip of three Kentish Plovers. They were close

enough to he plainly visible through my glasses and to hear their

distinguishing “ peepy ” cry.

VOL. vi. L L
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I have been allowed a peep into “ Ducker ” Chambers’ (the

Breydon watcher’s) memorandum book, which contains his

scanty lists of

follows :
—

birds seen. His records this year, so far, are

March 9th. 200 Widgeon, with few Pintails and Shovellers.

,,
10th. 1000 Widgeon.

April 8th. 1 Spoonbill.

,, 16th. 1 Swan.

May 16th. About 700 Godwits and “Plovers” (undoubtedly

Grey, A.P.), Wimbrel and Knots.

„ 24th 2 Goosanders.

„ 27th. 2 Spoonbills.

June 19th. A Scribbled Mackerel.

July 7th. First lot of young Dunlins on Breydon, and the same

day a 10-feet Thrasher Shark was brought to Fish Wharf.

August 8th. Four Greenshanks on Breydon.

August 14th. I was much interested in observing some Sand

Martins popping in and out of holes in a wall rising perpendicularly

from the water at Thorpe. The birds evidently had nests inside

the wall.

On the evening of the 15th August (it was very warm and quiet)

I took a stroll on Breydon walls. The tide was low, the flats

uncovered. Along the edge of the 5-stake drain, many Gulls were

lying asleep, with here and there one doing sentry. I estimated,

after attempting to count a portion of them, that there were at

least 2000 of various species. On another flat I counted 24 Herons

feeding and sleeping. There were about 200 Curlews, also which,

when disturbed, made a din that sounded loudly enough in the

stillness of the evening. I observed also one Greenshank, one Green

Sandpiper, and several common Sandpipers.

August 18th. Four Greenshanks on Breydon. On the same

day a Seal swam up the river, played round the bridge, and went

back to sea again unmolested—for a wonder.

September 1 5 tb. Saw a good flock of Curlew Sandpipers on

Breydon very tame.

October 7th. A young Bittern and a White-fronted Goose, on

a game dealer’s stall.

An extraordinary invasion of Gold-crested Wrens, first week in

October.
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On the 8th I also obtained a live Great Spotted Woodpecker
trom the skipper of a lugger.

October 10th. Durrant had altogether forty- four Scaups, also

a Bewick Swan.

Mug rattus. I find the Black Rat has become numerous north

of Regent Street. I obtained a magnificent on October 13th,

and one was sent mo from Market Row on the 18th.

One boat brought in three lasts of Mackerel (39,000 fish) on

October 20th. It was a fine sight, this £300 odd worth of

Mackerel in one lugger. The largest Mackerel I ever saw was on

the 21st. Its length was 21 j inches, girth 12 inches, weight 3 lbs.

7 ozs. My longest previous was 20 inches.

October 25th. The “Morning Leader” of to-day mentions the

stranding of nine Porpoises near Palling, the position indicated

being Winterton. I have not myself gleaned any facts respecting

them.

October 25th. I was on the Wharf this morning and think

I never saw so many Herring there before in one day. The boats

lined the Quay from the beginning of the Fish Wharf quite up

to the grand stand on the racecourse opposite Gorleston Ferry.

On the 7th November a 14 ft. 4 in. example of the Thrasher or

Fox Shark was taken into Lowestoft Harbour.

On 19th November I saw a Green Sandpiper. This is rather

a late date for this species, which generally departs at least by

October 1st.

About a month ago, a dead Eel, about 2 feet long, was observed

floating on the surface of the water at Horsey Mere. On being

more closely examined it was found to have a Water Vole first in

its gullet, having been choked in attempting to swallow it.

On November 24th, one Golden-eye Duck (immature) on

Durrant’s stall.

On November 30th a long-tailed Duck (a $ )
was shot on Breydon.

On December 1 1th a Porbeagle Shark, six feet long, was brought

to the Fish Wharf. Porbeagles have been more frequent on this

coast of late than any other species of that family.

On December 12th thousands of Wild Pigeons crossed over the

town, flying East to West. Quite a cloud of them.

On December 17th seven Wild Swans were observed at Totter

Heigham by my friend Mr. W. U. Moore.
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December 31st. To-day ends the quietest year for birds, and

I think the least eventful year I ever remember in any branch of

Natural History in Yarmouth and the neighbourhood. Scarcely

any Ducks or Wild Fowl have visited Breydon.

1899.

On January 5th a Red Crossbill was killed by a boy who knocked

it down with a stick, out of a bush at Burgh Castle.

January 9th. Enormous gathering of Gulls (Black-headed) on

a “ flat ” near the ship drain on Breydon. I estimated 3000. When
they rose it was a pretty sight.

January 11th. A 12-inch Doree or Dory washed up alive on

the beach.

On January 14th I saw an Iceland Gull on a flat near Yauxhall

Station. It allowed of a very near approach. I watched it for

some time through a powerful little telescope. Unfortunately for

the bird others got on its track and confirmed my identification.

On January 17th a Lemon Sole (Solea lascaris

)

was handed to

me by a local fish dealer, which I sent to Mr. Southwell to confirm

my finding. It is a rare fish with us.

January 20th. A fawn-coloured Blackbird was shot at Bradwell.

Two Brent Geese on Durrant’s stall early in first week in February

;

one was much larger than the other.

An albino Brill brought in in first week in March.

March 21st. During a snow-storm I saw about 150 Widgeon on

Breydon, and 12 Redshanks.
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XIII.

OX THE OCCURRENCE OF THE “WELL-SHRIMP,”

NIPHARGUS, NEAR NORWICH.

1>y Sidney F. Harmer, Sc. I)., F.R.S.

Read 28th March
,
1899.

In January, 1899, I received two living specimens of Ni/ihartjus,

liom a well at my father’s house at Cringleford, near Norwich.
The well, which is about twenty-live years old, is forty feet deep,
including some three or four feet of water. It is sunk in the chalk,
which at that spot comes within two or three feet of the surface and
is overlaid by humus only. As I have been unable to find any
previous notice of this genus as an inhabitant of East Anglia, its

occurrence at Cringleford may be worth putting on record. The
British localities given by Spence Bate and Westwood* are all

from the Southern Counties, with the exception of Worcestershire
and Dublin, although the genus has heen recorded from many
localities on tho Continent of Europe.

Niphanjus is a small A mphipod Crustacean, and is interesting

as being a typical member of the cavernicolous fauna, with
rudimentary eyes. It can readily be distinguished from Gamvuirus
pulex

,
the common “Freshwater Shrimp,’ by its colourless, semi-

transparent appearance, and by the slenderness of its form.

Three species of this genus are recognised as British by Spence
Late and Westwood

;
and are distinguished from one another

principally by the form of the “hands” of the “gnathopods”
(the appendages ot the first and second free thoracic segments),

and by the shape of the abdominal segments. The form of the

hands ot the Cringleford specimens .at once excludes A", hnchianus
,

leaving the choice between N. aqnilex, Schiodte and N. fontanus,

Spence Bate. Although I have had a little difficulty in deciding

* ‘ History of the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea,’ vol. i. 1803, pp. 311-325.
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between these two species, it appears to me that the animal is to be

referred to N. aquilex*, with which it agrees in the relatively

small size of the hands and in their shape, as well as in the

rounded form of the lateral parts of the abdominal segments. The

length of the head and body of the larger specimen, not including

the appendages, is one-fifth of an inch.

The genus Niphargus was established by Schiodte, in a paper

on the Subterranean Faunat
;
a species, N. stygius, being described

from the Adelsberg Caves. In 1855 Schiodte described as

a second species, iV. aquilex X, the form which had been obtained

from wells at Maidenhead, and at first supposed to be referable

to N. stygius.

Spence Bate in 1859 § described two new species, N. fontanus

and N. kochianus, from specimens taken from wells at Ringwood

in Hampshire, in company with another new subterranean

Amphipod, Crangonyx subterraneus ; N. fontanus feeing at the

same time recorded from wells at Corsham in Wiltshire. Hogan,

in the same volume
||,

gives an account of the habits of the living

N. fontanus, mentioning his suspicion that these animals some-

times devour one another. This is confirmed by the fact that

although two living specimens were received by me in a small

tube, the smaller one was shortly afterwards found in a fragmentary

condition under circumstances which indicated that it could only

have been the larger individual which had attacked it.

The occurrence of these subterranean Crustacea in wells which

are not apparently connected with other masses of fresh water has

always excited much interest, and the literature of the subject has

become very voluminous. In addition to the works which have

* N. aquilex should perhaps be more properly considered a synonym of

N. puteawus, Koch. See, on this point, Wrzesniowski (quoted on p.491) p. 662.

f“ Bidrag til den underjordiske Fauna,” c Kgl. danske Vid. Selskabs

Skrifter ’ (Copenhagen), Naturh. og Math. Afdeliug, 5 ser. vol. ii. 1851, p. 26.

X“ Om den i England opdagode Art af Hulekrebs-Slaegten Niphargus,”

‘Oversigt over det Kgl. danske Vid. Selskabs Forhandl. i Aaret 1855’

(Copenhagen), p. 350. An abstract of this paper and the preceding one,

with figures, appears in ‘ The Natural History Review,’ vol. iv., 1857,

“ Notices of Serials,” p. 4*1.

§ Proc. Dublin Univ. Zool. and Rot. Assoc, vol. i. 1859, p. 237.

II P* 241.
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already been mentioned, some account of the genus will be found
in Spence Bate’s ‘ Catalogue of the . . . Amphipodous Crustacea in

the . . . British Museum’ (18G2), p. 174. A very complete sum-

mary of the literature of Amphipoda, including the papers on

Niphargus, is given by the Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, at the beginning

ol the first half of the Challenger Report on Amphipoda.* A moro
recent paper on Subterranean Crustacea is that by A. Wrzesniowskit,

who, besides describing a new species (p. 643) and a new variety

(p. 655) of Niphargus, gives a list (pp. 673—675) of fourteen species

which are possibly distinct, and a summary (pp. 694—698) of the

geographical distribution of the Gammuridiue found in subterranean

waters, and in the deep waters of lakes.

A most valuable paper has even more recently been published

by Dr. Charles Chilton,^ who emphasizes the occurrence of a huge

system of underground waters beneath the Canterbury Plains of

New Zealand, as a means of communication between the isolated

localities in which the subterranean Crustacea have there been

found; and quotes Lyell’s ‘Principles of Geology,’ in further

evidence of the general existence of underground waters which

would account for the distribution of these animals.

It. has been suggested by various writers that Niphargus is,

probably, a common animal. The object of the present communi-

cation will have been attained, if it should direct attention to the

examination of the fauna of ordinary wells of drinking water.

It is probable that Niphargus may be obtained in many localities

by the simple method of tying a muslin bag over the spouts of

suitable taps, a device which has been successfully employed by

Mr. W. T. Caiman in the search for Botifers, and by Professor

Herdman § for the examination of the surface fauna of the ocean

during an ordinary trans-Atlantic passage.

* ‘ Zoology,’ vol. xxix. part lxvii, 1S88.

t “ Uber drci unterirdische Gammariden,” ‘ Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool.’, vol. 1.

1890, p. 600.

X “ The Subterranean Crustacea of New Zealand : with some general

Remarks on the Fauna of Caves and Wells,” Trans. Linnean Soc., ser. 2.

Zool. vol. vi., 1894- 97, p. 163.

§ Brit. Association Rep., Toronto Meeting, 1897, p. 695.
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XIV.

RADDE’S BUSH WARBLER (LUSCINIOLA SCHWARZI)

IN LINCOLNSHIRE.

By G. H. Caton Haigh.

Read 31st January
,

1899.

The occurrence of Lusciniola schwarzi at North Cotes in Lincolnshire,

on October 1st last, adds a species not only to the British but also

to the European avi-fauna.

The bird in question was skulking in a very thick Thorn hedge,

about a quarter of a mile inland from the sea bank, and would

certainly have been passed over but for its exceedingly loud and

remarkable note. This note, which somewhat resembled the scold

of the Reed Warbler, was uttered incessantly whenever the bird

was disturbed. Though the hedge in which it was hiding was

by no means a large one, my gamekeeper had great difficulty in

forcing it to take wing, and it moved rapidly along the interior

of the hedge for a considerable distance before doing so.

The following description was taken from the bird in the flesh.

Colour of upper parts, dark olive green. Large and very conspicuous

eye stripe, pale buff. A dark brown patch behind the eye. Cheeks,

mottled brown and buff. Throat, nearly white
;

breast, belly, and

axillaries washed with yellowish buff
;
thighs and under tail-coverts,

bright buff. Beak, brown above, but under mandible yellow nearly

to the point; inside of mouth, yellow; eyes, brown. Legs, pale

brownish flesh colour, length 5.3
;
wing, 2.5. Bastard primary very

long
;
second nearly equal to eighth, fifth longest.

The weather was fine and hot, with light S.W. wind. On
September 29th the wind was light S.E., with some rain at night.

On 30th it was fine, with a fresh E. wind. The prevailing winds

throughout September were light E. and S.E., with line, hot

weather. These being exactly the conditions which the late
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Mr. H. Giitke of Heligoland considered most favourable for the

appearance of eastern species on that island.

Although during last autumn there was no movement amongst the

small birds sufficiently pronounced to be called a “rush,” yet there

was a steady and continued influx of Warblers, Pied Flycatchers,

Robins, Redstarts, Thrushes, etc., during the greater part of August

and September.

The range of Lwsciniola schwarzi, as at present known, is entirely

eastern, extending in summer throughout South-east Siberia, from

the neighbourhood of the town of Tomsk, to the Pacific (r/.

Saunders, ‘Ibis,’ 1899, pp. 1, 2); and in winter from Southern

China to Lower Burma, Pegu, and Tenasserim (Oates, B. Brit.

India, pp. 399, 400).

XV.

FAUNA AND FLORA OF NORFOLK.

Additions to Part L, Mammalia (Fourth List).*

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S.

Head 28th March, 1899.

There is little to add to the previous lists in this section of the

Fauna and Flora; perhaps the most singular feature is the abundance

of Mus rattus at Great Yarmouth, a fact quite unsuspected until

Mr. Patterson brought it to light. We may also, I think, fairly

add another species to our list, making a total of forty-three species

which have been observed in the county, through the interesting

discovery by Mr. Miller Christy of the passage in “ Purchas his

Pilgrimage,” referred to below. The Chiroptera are still waiting the

closer investigation which I feel sure would yield fruitful results.

* Previous lists will be found in the ‘Transactions’ of the Society, vol. i.

p. 71 ;
vol. iii. p. 657 ;

and vol. v. p. 632.
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Martes sylvatica. Marten.

Mr. W. G. Clarke mentions (Trans, vol. vi. p. 304) on the

authority of Mr. W. IT. Tuck, a Marten preserved at liiddlesworth

Hall, which was trapped in Blackwater Carr, which has not, that

I am aware of, been recorded. No date is given.

Mf.Les taxus. Badger.

Mr. Clarke (/. c. p. 305) also mentions that a Badger which was

suckling two young ones, was trapped at West Wretham, in the

latter end of April, 1895.

* Monodon monoceros. Narwhal.

Mr. Miller Christy gives an interesting account of the finding of

what must undoubtedly have been a Narwhal, on the coast of

Norfolk, so long ago as the year 1588. The mention is to he

found in “ Purchas his Pilgrimage,” most fully related in the

2nd Edit. (Lond. fo. 1 G 1 4) p. 739. Mr. Christy’s paper is in

the present volume of our ‘ Transactions,’ p. 204.

Orca gladiator. Grampus.

Two very juvenile examples of this Cetacean were taken on the

Norfolk coast on November 13th and 19th respectively, 1894.

The fact is of interest as showing the season at which this animal

reproduces, and the occurrence of two individuals, so nearly of the

same age, Would seem to indicate that the Grampus occasionally

produces two young at a birth, an occurrence by no means frequent

with the Cetacea (ante p. 58).

Mus rattus. Black Eat.

Mr. Patterson has called attention to the presence of this animal

in considerable numbers in certain localities in Great Yarmouth.

He has found no difficulty in securing all that he required. He
first discovered it early in 1896, and tells me that it still exists in

undiminished numbers
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XVI.

FAUNA AN1) FLORA Op NORFOLK.

Additions to Part IV., Fishes (Fourth List).

By John Lowe, M.D., F.L.S.

Read 28th February, 1809.

The following notes of new or rare species are due chielly to the

observations of Mr. A. Patterson of Yarmouth, who has for a long

time proved himself most active and careful in his search after

rare or interesting species of fish. Since the publication of my
first list in 1873—4 (vol. i. p. 21), supplementary lists have

appeared in the ‘ Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich

Naturalists’ Society’ for 1884, vol. iii. p. G77 ; and in vol. v. 1894,

p. 034. Mr. Patterson’s latest published list is in ‘Zoologist,’

December, 1897.

Gasterostius pungitius (L.). Ten-spined Stickleback.

Mr. Southwell writes “ three were sent me by the Rev. W.
Millard, from a ditch near Stumbling.” Dr. Lowe says it is “not

very common'’ in West Norfolk. The number of spines varies.—A. P.

Labrax lupus (Cuv.). Bass.

“ Although occasionally met with is not in the adult state

common on the Norfolk Coast.”—A. P.

Mullus surmuletus (L.).

“Though this must now be regarded as a rare fish on the Norfolk

Coast, quite a number were brought in by the trawlers in May,

June, and September, 1896.”—A. P. Sir James Paget in his

History of Yarmouth in 1831 : 10,000 were sent to London market

in one week in May. These were apparently sent from Yarmouth.

It seems strange, therefore, that the supply has so greatly diminished.
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Pagellus centrodontus (Cuv. and Yal.). Sea Bream.

A fine example was taken in a draw-net off Yarmouth beach,

1st April, 1898. This species is seldom captured.—A. P. Two

others have been recorded in Norfolk.

* Soorpcen a dactyloptera (Do la Roche). Rose Pinck.

The fish recorded in the last list (vol. v. p. G35) as the Bergylt

(Sebastes norvegicus

)

subsequently proved to be this species. See

also ‘Zoologist,’ 1894, pp. 230 and 431. Mr. Patterson saw

a second example, obtained at Lowestoft on December 10th, 1895,

which measured 8 inches in length. The first specimen April 29th,

1894, from Yarmouth, measured 5f inches only.—T. S. Noted

February, 1889, as new to Norfolk.

Cottijs bubalis (Suppe.). Bubalis.

An example, 4J inches long, was taken in a draw-net on Yarmouth

beach, on 17th August, 1895. Seldom met with on the East Coast

of Norfolk.—A. P.

Cottus scorpius (L.) var. grzenlandicus. Greenland Bullhead.

Occasionally captured by the Shrimpers. One on March 7th

and another December 19th, 1895. A 7-inch example taken on

a line with Cods and Congers off Yarmouth, April 18th, 1898.

Trigla iiirundo. Bull-dog variety.

Recorded in ‘Zoologist,’ June, 1897, by Mr. Patterson.

Trigla lineata. Streaked Gurnard.

Examples of this fish are not seldom brought in by trawlers at

Yarmouth and Lowestoft
;
the precise locality in which they are

captured is of course uncertain. One, landed at Lowestoft on

March 9th, 1896, was said to have been taken near that port, which

its fresh condition seemed to render probable.—A. P.

Scomber scomber var. scriptus. Scribbled Mackerel.

Mr. Patterson says that since the fishermen have learned to

distinguish this fish, examples have been met with yearly
;

lie has

recorded several in the months of June, September, and December.

The first he saw was in December, 1894. He has met with a variety

having the whole of the back of one colour unrelieved by any other.

The last Mackerel of 1897 were brought in on 6th December.
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Scomber scomber (L.). Mackerel.

No less than 3 lasts (39,GOO fish) brought in by one boat,

October 20th, 1898. Enormous examples : largest on local record,

October 21st, length 21 1 inches, girth 12 inches, weight 3 lbs.

/ ozs. Fine one landed on Wharf, May 18th, 1898
; another

June 18th, 1898; and another measuring 19.1 inches long, on the

1 6th October. Heavy catches (reminding one of old times of

Spring Mackerel Fishing) on May 9th, 1898, and one or two days

previously
;
heavy West wind on the 11th.— A. P. I)r. Day says

the ordinary size of Mackerel for the table is from 14— 16 inches

in length. Buckland recorded one in 1879, 18 inches long, and
which weighed 2 lbs. 11 ozs. Mr. Cornish recorded one from

Penzance, 18A inches long, and 2 lbs. 8 ozs. in weight; one taken
at Poulton, 21 lbs.

;
while one taken at Hastings in 185G weighed

2 ozs. more. 80 that Yarmouth beats the usual record.—A.P.

Zeus faber (L.). Doree.

A Doree, 8f lbs. in weight, was taken in a drift-net with Herrings

off Yarmouth, 2nd October, 189G, a very unusual capture
;

its last

meal consisted of seven Herrings. A very small one, 4^ inches long,

was caught in a shrimp-net on 18th of the previous May.

* Centrolophus pompilus (Cuv. and Yah). Blackfish.

A living specimen was found cast up on the beach at Sea Palling,

after the severe N.E. gales, about 27th March, 1898 ,- seen by me
shortly after.—T. S.

Brama raii (Bl.). Bay’s Bream.

Specimens occurred at Caistor on the 23rd November, 1894,

and October, 1895. Generally found left by the tide after heavy

weather.—T. S.

Ziphias gladius (L.). Sword-fish.

One was landed at Lowestoft, 27th September, 1897.—A. P.

(Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc. vol. vi. p. 294; ‘Daily

Press,’ September 30th, 1897).

Lophius piscatorius (L.). Angler.

Frequently met with on our coists; sometimes of very large size

in summer and autumn. One brought in Yarmouth, 3rd June, 1897,
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weighed 1 cwt. Smallest I ever saw locally taken (in shrimp-net)

9 inches only, June 3rd, 1898.— A. P. Quite a number were

captured by the Mackerel boats at Lowestoft in autumn of 1897.-T. S.

Gadus minutus. (L.). Power Cod.

Since its first detection in 1890, has been occasionally taken by

Longshore and Shrimp-netters from 7—10 inches in length. A small

one in draw net, May 9th, 1898.

Hippo-glossoides limandoides (Giinth.). Long Eough Dab.

“ Not unfrequentlv seen on our Fish Wharf since I first detected

it.”—A. P.

Zeugopterus punctatus (Loll.). Muller’s Top Knot.

“ Another specimen, the second, 6| inches long, and 3£ inches

wide, was taken off Smith’s Ivnowle, March 4th, 1894.”—A. P.

Mr. Patterson records it as above, and on 20th January, 1896, same

year; also two, January 17th, and five, 3rd February, 1898.

Khombus maximus (L.). Turbot.

One with -white under face notched in the usual place. The

travelling eye in the notch opened both sides. Saw it May 24th,

1898.—T. S.

Pleuronectes oynoglossis (Moreau). Pole or Craig Fluke.

Two examples at Yarmouth, April 3rd, 1895
;
January 20th, 1896.

The former in Cambridge Museum.—A. P. This fish, locally known
as the Witch, is not seldom seen in the Yarmouth Fish Wharf.

Pleuronectes platessa (L.). Plaice.

Abnormality (Trans. 1898, p. 408), worthy of mention.

Solea lascaris (Jiisso). Lemon Solo.

Mr. Patterson sent me a good example, 10| inches by 3f inches,

18th January, 1899.—T. S.

Salmo salar (L.). Salmon.

An occasional visitor
;
one caught with fly, by Mr. G. F. Buxton,

in the Stoke river, on 20th May, 1897, weighed 6 lbs. Mr. Buxton

had it preserved for the Norwich Museum.—T. S. One 13£ lbs.

taken in draw-net at Gorleston, May 17th, 189S.
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Clupea harengus. Ilerriny.

It is not unusual in the West of England, I believe, to take
Herrings with the hook. It is most rare to hear of or see them
thus taken here; but on July 22nd I saw boys catching them on
tiny hooks, with bits of Shrimps, in Lowestoft harbour. Length
about 4 inches.—A. P.

Clupea pilohardus (Cuv.). Pilchard.

Some taken June 23rd, 1897 (Trans, vol. vi.). A few are taken
every spring; several in May and June, 1895 ; and one which
1 did not see, in the week ending Oct. 15th, 1898.—A. P.

Anguilla vulgaris (Flem.). Sharp-nosed Eel.

An albino with body of a creamy white; the lips pink, the dorsal

and anal fins tinted with the same colour, eyes (1) Was taken in the

Liver Bure, 6th June, 1895. Since the hist report on the Fishes,

Professor Grassi has read his most interesting account of the “Repro-
duction and Metamorphosis of the Eel,” at the Royal Society, 1896.

In his paper he has proved that Eels of all kinds breed only in the

sea at great depths, and he has shown that Leptocephalus in its

various forms are larval conditions of Muraenoids, Conger, Anguilla,

&c.—J. L. See also present volume, p. 262.

Orthagoriscus mola (L.). Sun-fish.

One taken oil Yarmouth, 12th September, 1896, was 18 inches

long, and weighed 10 lbs.—A. P.

[Orthagoriscus truncates (Flem.). Oblong Saw-fish.

One was taken in a “Dydle” (a sort of landing net) over the

side of the trawler “Result.” Very doubtful if this should be

entered, as the locality is uncertain.—J. L.].

Acipenser sturio (L.). Sturgeon.

The capture of a Sturgeon on a hook is a sufficiently rare

event to be worth recording. On the 7th December, 1894 (Zool.

10th December, 1894), a beach fisherman caught one 6 feet 6 inches

in length, having baited his hook with a Herring.—A. P.

Alopecias vulpes (Gm.). Thrasher.

Mr. Southwell (Zool., October, 1897) mentions two other instances

of the capture of the Thrasher at Lowestoft (September 11th and
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29th, 1897); not unfrequently met with during the Mackerel season.

One 10 feet long, which seems to be the average length brought

to Fish Wharf, July 7th, 1898. Another brought into Lowestoft,

November 7th, 1898, by boat “Forget-me-not.” Length 14 ft.

4 inches.—A. P.

Raia circularis (Couch). Cuckoo Ray.

Two examples were brought into Yarmouth on February 4th

and 16th, 1897, by longshore boats and three others (one of which

is in Norwich Museum) on April 16th of the same year. A beautiful

specimen taken on long-line off Yarmouth, 5th April, 1898.—A. P.

* Raia radiata (Couch). Starry Ray.

One 22 inches long was landed at the Yarmouth Ferry Wharf,

11th May, 1897. From its freshness Mr. Patterson had little

hesitation in claiming for it a local origin.

Trygon pastinaca (L). Sting Ray.

One weighing 30 lbs., brought in by a Yarmouth boat, taken at

Winterton, May, 1894. Another seen on Fish Wharf, 5th January,

1897.—A. P. A 15-lb. example on Fish Wharf, May 18th, 1898 ;

another nearly as large with it
;
not unfrequent this month.

N.B.—Since this list was in type Mr. Southwell informs me that he

has received from Mr. Patterson a specimen of Blennius gattorugine (Block),

the largest of the British Blennies. It was taken in a shrimp-net offYarmouth,

on the 21st May, 1899, and sent to Mr. Southwell on the 25th. This is a new
and important addition to the Pishes of Norfolk.
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XVII.

FAUNA AND FLOKA OF NORFOLK.

Additions to Part XI., Birds (Third List)."

By J. H. Gurney, F.L.S. and Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S.

Head 81st January
,
1899.

The close of the sixth volume of our ‘Transactions’ offers the

usual opportunity of revising the lists of the Fauna and Flora

of the county, and wo now have the pleasure of handing in the

second supplement to the original list of Birds, the completion

of which was presented to the Society in February, 1887, and
included 28S species ; to this, in 1894, we were able to add eight

others, and in the present list there will be found a further

addition of ten, one of which (the Aquatic Warbler) was already

in the list of doubtful occurrences, and the recognition of two

others as entitled to specific value, viz., Pallas’s Shrike and the

Scandinavian Rock Pipit, increases the total number of fully

recognised species to 308. One other species, Pujfinus assimilis,

Gould, although new to the list takes the place, of P. obscurus, to

which it was erroneously assigned.

The birds new to the list are the following :—Pallas’s Shrike,

the Aquatic Warbler and the Scandinavian Rock Pipit, transferred

from the doubtful list, and Pallas’s Warbler, the Yellow-browed

Warbler, Tawny Pipit, Holboell’s Redpoll, Russian Bullfinch,

Red-banded Crossbill, Great-spotted Cuckoo, Mediterranean Herring

Gull, and the White-billed Diver, which have either occurred or

been recognised since our last supplement. Eight others may

also be mentioned, viz., the European Coal Tit, Grey-capped

* The previous lists will be found in vol. iv. pp. 259 and 397 ;
and vol. v.

p. 642.

VOL. VI. M M
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Wagtail, Reel-winged Starling, Green-backed Porphyrio, Eastern

Golden Plover, Ringed Guillemot, Pelican, and Hooded Merganser

which for various reasons, we do not at present feel justilied in

admitting.

Of these 308 recognised species 108 may be recorded as regular

breeders in this county
;

eight as occasional breeders, viz., the

Hobby, Short-eared Owl, Ruff (1), Spotted Grake, Hooded Crow,

Common Sandpiper, Roseate Tern, and Baillon’s Crake. Ten

others are suspected of having bred in the county, viz., the Pied

Flycatcher, Golden Oriole, Ring Ouzel, White Wagtail, Rock

Pipit, Red-necked Grebe, Eared Grebe, Little Bittern, Pintail,

and Sandwich Tern. Fourteen others, which formerly bred in

Norfolk, have now ceased to do so, viz., the Peregrine Falcon, Marsh

Harrier (?), Hen Harrier, Raven, Savi’s Warbler, Black Grouse,

Great Bustard, Avocet, Black-tailed God wit, Black Tern, Cormorant,

Bittern, Spoonbill, and Greylag Goose, leaving 168 non-breeding

species. Mr. Gurney has, with great care, drawn up the following

table indicating the comparative numbers of seven very representative

birds formerly common on the Broad-land marshes, nesting in the

last five decennial periods. Of course this must not be accepted

as perfectly exact, but it probably fairly represents the gradual

falling off in the numbers of these birds breeding in that district

then and now :

—

Approximate N umber

1858. 1868. 1878.

of Nests.

1888. 1898.

Ruff 14 5 2 1 0

Bearded Tit 140 125 90 45 33

Garganey ... 20 15 12 7 2

Montagu’s Harrier 6 5 3 2 1

Marsh Harrier 6 4 3 0 0

Hen Harrier 2 0 0 0 0

Short-eared Owl ... 6 4 4 3 1

If to these we add eight others whose claim is not considered

fully established, there will be found a grand total of 316 species

mentioned in the list.

It will bo observed on looking over the present list, in which

only the scarcer species are mentioned, how exceedingly productive

in rare autumn immigrants the season of 1896 proved to be—such

exceptionally rare visitors as the White-winged Tern, Great Shearwater,
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Barred Warbler, Gull-billed Tern, Icterine Warbler, Bluethroat,

Aquatic Warbler, Sabine’s Gull, Great-spotted Cuckoo, Pallas’s

Warbler, Black-breasted Dipper, and Bed-breastedFlycatcher followed

each other, to quote .Mr. Gurney’s report (Zool. 1898, p. 106), “in

bewildering succession
;
” nor were our neighbours at the mouth

of the Humber less fortunate. In addition to many rarities, the

months of September and October in that year produced three new
species with us, and one ( Phylluscopus viridantis) at the Humber
mouth.

Mr. Preston, in the valuable Meteorological Notes which he

contributes annually to our ‘Transactions,’ supplies us with the

key to this remarkable state of things; he describes the weather

in the month of September, 1896, as stormy, wet, and unsettled

throughout, much cloud, the rainfall was about an inch above

the average, and fell on twenty-one days, with great barometric

variation— the bad weather culminated in the week ending the 27th,

the prevailing winds were S. to W. with a mean pressure of 3.7.

October was a damp depressing month, much cloud, rain fell on

twenty-four days although not heavily, and the prevailing winds

were S. W. with a force of 3.1.—a long period of cyclonic dis-

turbance. Those who have carefully studied Mr. Eagle Clark's

exhaustive digest of the Beports of the British Association

Committee, will recognise, in the meteorological conditions just

described, the ideal combination of atmospheric effects calculated

to produce such a manifestation of the phenomena of what he

styles the “East to West” autumnal immigration as was witnessed

in the autumn of 1896. One of the present writers has had

occasion to remark elsewhere (‘ Natural Science,’ p. 248), when

treating of this subject: “There is no more astonishing feature

in the whole range of this wonderful subject than the arrival on

our East coast of birds whose natural habitat is Eastern Asia,

and which must have crossed the whole of Europe, finishing with

the passage of the North Sea. Some of these, too, are delicate

warblers of the smallest size, and arrive here after British repre-

sentatives of their kind have left us for the south.” Their departure

from their summer home is undertaken when the prospects for

the journey are fairly favourable, but they soon become subject

to weather conditions of extreme complexity. Should fair weather

favour them the usual flight takes place uninterruptedly, almost

M M 2
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imperceptibly, at a considerable elevation, and along the normal

route, and the flights for the most part pass on unrecognised

;

“ in somewhat unsettled weather they may be in some degree

quickened, but are still normal
;

exceptionally heavy weather

arrests all migration, and the barred-up stream is detained for

a favourable opportunity
;

its eventual release results in one of

those ‘ rushes ’ with which dwellers on the East coast are so familiar,

but which never fails to excite our astonishment”
(
l.c

.

p. 252).

Foggy weather, too, greatly embarrasses the migratory movements,

causes the flight to be erratic, and the migrating hosts to wander

from their proper course. Under these adverse conditions they

linger where they alight, readily falling a prey to the many keen

watchers who are expecting their arrival. We frequently experience

a season of interrupted “rushes,” but seldom one of such continued

arrivals of rare immigrants as characterised the autumn of 1896.

The autumn of 1897 was a decided contrast to that of the pre-

vious year
;
August produced only a Pectoral Sandpiper and a Barred

Warbler, and October a Tawny Pipit. August of the past year

(1898) was only remarkable for a large flight of Crossbills, which

reached us in the first week with a westerly wind
;
and the usual

stream of October immigrants, Kingfishers and Great spotted Wood-
peckers in unaccustomed numbers, a flock of seventeen Bewick’s

Swans on the 8th, and large numbers of Scaup Ducks on the 10th.

Our friends in the further north, however, were more fortunate,

a specimen of Badde’s Bush Warbler ( Lusciniola schwarzi), a

species new to Britain, was obtained on the Lincolnshire side of

the Humber on the 1st of October. It will be noticed that in

speaking of the wonderful influx of rare species, we only refer

to the East and West route, as it was by that line of migration

that we were indebted to most of the Central Europe and even

Trans-Caspian species which visited us.

One of the most interesting facts in Norfolk Ornithology, clearly

showing the value of judicious protection, is the large increase

both in the number of individuals and species of Ducks found

breeding in the county. The Shmelev had long been known to

nest sparingly in the “Broad” district; Hunt mentions it in 1815,

and Sheppard and Whitear, Paget, and Lubbock successively refer

to the fact
;
Salmon was aware of its nesting at Stanford as early

as the year 1826; but these facts do not appear to have been
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generally known. At that time, it must be remembered, that Ducks
were killed whenever met with, and one well-known Norfolk

sportsman is said to have remarked that his larder was never

without Wild Ducks all the year round
;
since a better state of

things has existed the number of breeding Shovelers has largely

increased, especially in North Norfolk, where, we fear, this increase

has been attended with a corresponding decrease in the number
of Garganey Teal.

The Oadwall was only known in Norfolk as a visitor in winter

and early spring previous to about the year 1850, when some
pinioned birds were turned out at Narford

;
since that time this

species has become unite naturalised, and may now be regarded

as numerous, especially on the Merton estate, where it breeds in

numbers, and has now extended to Seoul ton Mere.

The Pochard doubtless nested in small numbers in Norfolk,

Scoulton Mere being the locality most referred to, early in the

present century
;

it has now quite deserted Scoulton, but breeds

in considerable numbers in the South-west corner of the county,

where, in 1850, it was only suspected of doing so.

The Tufted Duck is another instance in point. It had long been

suspected of occasionally nesting in the county, but had escaped

detection until 1873, when Lord Walsingham found a nest; he

believes it bred on his estate before 1871
;

it is now, however,

a regular occurrence, and many nests are hatched off annually in

that district. A correspondent of one of the writers in a letter,

dated 30th January, 1S99, referring to shooting in the Thetford

country, says :
“ I have been much struck,the last few years, with

the large number of Tufted Ducks and Gadwall we now find on

the river above Brandon. Ten years ago Tufted Ducks were

not common, and Gadwalls unknown
;
three years ago we killed

the first pair, now they breed there every year, and we have

seen hundreds in one day. Only last Thursday [January 26th]

I saw a flock of quite one hundred Tufted Ducks, and several

small lots of Gadwall and Widgeon. Teal and Mallard are not so

numerous as they used to be.” The latter statement is corroborated

by Lord Walsingham. Many of the birds referred to in the

letter quoted would probably be migrants, but doubtless a fair

proportion were home-bred individuals.

In the following notes it will be observed that a few of the
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paragraphs are initialled
;
this must be taken to indicate that the

event came more especially under the notice of the recorder whose

initials are appended.

Red-breasted Flycatcher (Muscicapa parva).

In our last list we recorded an example of this bird killed at

Cley on the 13th September, 1890, by Mr. Ogilvie. Since that

time an immature example has been killed by Mr. G. E. Power,

on October 4th, 1894 (Zool. 1895, p. 100) ;
another was seen by

Mr. T. E. Gunn in September, 1896 (Zool. 1897, p. 138), all in

the same favoured locality
;
and a fourth, an immature female, was

shot at Eollesby, on the 12th December, 1896, by Mr. Connop’s

keeper, and is now in that gentleman’s collection.

Black-breasted Dipper ( Cinclus melanogaster).

Examples of this Scandinavian form were obtained at Aylsham,

on the 24th October, 1894, and on the river Bure, near Yarmouth,

on the 9th November, 1896. A Dipper was also seen by the

Rev. Hamilton Upcher at Selbrigge pond, Hempstead, in April,

1897 (Zool. 1898, p. 110), but not obtained; as the only previous

occurrence of this bird in spring known to us was killed in

April, 1872, at Felbrig, no great distance from Hempstead, and

proved to be of the Black breasted race, it would have been

interesting to have ascertained to which form this spring migrant

belonged.

British Dipper ( Cinclus aquaticus).

Sir William ffolkes kindly informed us that on November the

9th, 1898, he shot a chestnut-breasted Dipper near Hillington,

the only example of the native race we have heard of in Norfolk

for many years.

Icterine Warbler ( Hypolais icterina).

On September 7th, 1896, Mr. Robert Gurney obtained an

Icterine Warbler at Cley, not far from the spot where Dr. Power’s

example was killed
;
a Blue-throat was with it, and both had come

over with an east wind. This bird is now in the Castle-Museum.

* Aquatic Warbler ( Aarocephalus aqaaf ica).

In our first list we were only able to refer to the figure in

Hunt’s ‘British Birds,’ as indicating the probability of this bird
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having been obtained in Norfolk. All doubt is now removed by
the occurrence of an immature male, in very good plumage, which
was shot by Mr. 1’. E. Gunn on the sand hills at Illakeney, on
the 8th September, 1890. Its stomach contained the remains
of Earwigs.

Barred Warbler (Sylvia nisoria).

In our last supplement we recorded two Barred Warblers, and
since then three others have turned up, the five dates being :

September 4th, 1884. August 31st, 1890.

„ 10th, 1888. „ 27th, 1897.

„ 10th, 1894.

One of these was watched for a considerable time, in fact, as long

as desired, skulking in some low bushes of Chenapodium, where
there was not much to hide in, only half a mile from the shore,

ami near where the others were detected. When driven from this

retreat and forced to double back over the less congenial mud, the

grey tint of its plumage was very apparent, and probably it had
lately arrived and was fatigued, for its flight was laboured. It

presently took refuge in the thick roots of the Chenapodium.
It had come with a light south wind.—G.

Pallas’s Warbler ( Phylloscopus proregulus).

This charming little wanderer was shot by Mr. Ramm, at

Cley-next-the-Sea, on the 31st of October, 1896, and exhibited

at the meeting of the Zoological Society of London, on the 1st

of December following. Full particulars of the occurrence will

bo found in the volumes of the ‘Zoologist’ for 1896, p. 466,

and 1897, pp. 8 and 135; also in the present volume of our

‘Transactions,’ p. 280, with coloured plate. The bird is in the

Connop collection.

* Yellow-browed Warbler ( Phylloscopus superciliosus).

Cley-next-the-Sea, a locality which has produced so many rare

migrants, also yielded an example .of this rare warbler ; it was

killed on the 1st of October, 1894, and is like the Pallas’s Warbler

in Mr. Connop’s collection. Full particulars of the event will be

found in ‘The Field’ for the 3rd of November, 1894, and in the

‘Zoologist,’ 1895, p. 100.
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* Tawny Pipit (Anthus campestris).

A female, in rather faded plumage, now in Mr. Connop’s

collection, was caught in a clap-net on the North Denes, Great

Yarmouth, on the 7th of October, 1897. The wind on the previous

day had been from the S. W. On the 2nd September, 1889, one

of these birds had been taken at Lowestoft (Zool. 1890, p. 57).

* Scandinavian Rock Pipit (Anthus rupestris).

Mr. Gurney remarks (Zool. 1895, p. 96) that this well-marked

race (or species) like the Black Redstart, only occurs on our coast

on its westward migration, about the month of March. Two males

were shot at Cley, on the 6th of March, 1894; and three others,

also males, but showing very little of the vinous breast and grey

head of the breeding plumage, were shot at the mouth of the

river Glaven, on the 28th of February, 1896. We have hitherto

treated this bird as merely a variety of Anthus ohscurus, but we

think we are now justified in giving it specific value.

Richard’s Pipit (Anthus ricardi).

A specimen, now in the Norwich Museum, was taken alive near

Yarmouth, on the 11th of December, 1894 (Zool. 1895, p. 102).

Serin Finch (Serinus liortidanus).

On the 1st of April, 1897, a pair of these birds were seen near

Yarmouth, and the male taken; it is a much brighter specimen

than one, also netted by bird-catchers at Saxmundham (Suffolk) in

April, 1893. Although a common cage bird on the Continent, we
think that it may now be fairly considered as an occasional migrant

here.

Holboell’8 Redpoll (Canahina holboelli).

Dr. Sharpe states that two specimens of this sub-species dis-

tinguished from the Mealy Redpoll by its larger bill, taken near

Norwich, several years ago, are in the Natural History Museum
(‘Catalogue of Birds,’ vol. xii. p. 251).

Russian Bullfinch ( PyrrliuJa major).

A male shot on the denes near Yarmouth, on January 22nd, 1893,

at which time of the year Mr. Ilartert says it is very common in

East Prussia, whence this may have come
;
others have since boen

taken in Yorkshire.—G.
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Crossbill (Loxia curvirostrn).

Ihe first week in August, 1898, brought the largest arrival of

Crossbills our county has had for many years, their presence being

reported in more than twenty parishes near the coast, from

Sandringham to Aldehurgh in Suffolk. We are glad to add that

the recent extension of the county close time was respected, and
not many were shot.

* Red-banded Crossbill
(
Loxia rubri/asciafa).

If, as appears from Mr. Dresser’s supplement to ‘The Birds of

Europe,’ L. rubrifascAata is to he treated as a species, it must he

received into the Norfolk list, as a male Crossbill, having white or

huff tips to the wing-coverts, was shot at Westwick, on September
28th, 1871 (Zool. 1889, p. 391).

* Great-spotted Cuckoo (Coccystes glandarius).

A young male, shot by a man named Edmunds, October 18th,

189G, on Caister denes
;
now in the possession of Mr. E. M. Connop,

to whose museum it is a line addition, had been feeding freelv on
the larvie of the Buff-tip Moth. On the same day, a Macqueen’s

Bustard was shot in Lincolnshire, so it is probable they had come
from the same country, most likely the south-east of Europe, and
arrived together.

Roller (Goracias garrulus).

On May 28th, 1898, a Roller was found dead at Yelverton, like

most of those which have occurred here it was a female. Since

May, 1664, when the first British Roller was killed at Crostwick,

Norfolk has yielded nineteen of these birds, which are too con-

spicuous to be likely to be passed by.

Baillon’s Crake
(
Porzana bailloni).

Mr. T. E. Gunn tells me that he had an egg of this bird brought

to him which was found by a marshman in a nest composed of dry

sedge, and situated in a patch of dead vegetation, near the edge of

a dyke at Sutton Broad, on 2nd May, 1889. The parent bird was

seen, and Mr. Gunn is quite satisfied from the description as to its

species. The egg is now in the collection of Sir V. H. Crewe, Bart.

A nest of this species containing four eggs, now in Mr. Crowfoot’s

collection, was taken at Potter Heigham, on June 9th, 1886.— S.
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[Green-backed Gallinule (Porphyrio smararjdonotus).

On July 19th, 1898, another of these birds was shot on Barton

Broad, the tenth in this county, and the sixth at this particular

broad. If they have all escaped, the instinct which leads so many

to the same place is very remarkable.—G. A Porphyrio killed

near Brandon in the spring of 1896 proved to be P. calvus,

undoubtedly an escape].—S.

Crane ( Grus communis).

On April 7th, 1898, Mr. ti. N. Pashley announced the arrival of

four Cranes on their spring migration, which halted near the mouth

of the little river Glaven, and remained all the forenoon within

200 yards of a gang of workmen, quietly resting themselves on the

side of Wiveton bank. Subsequently Mr. Pashley had a good

view of them as they were flying eastwards, and they were next

heard of as visiting a piece of water at Weybourne. It is possible

that a very light variety of the Crane shot near Feltwell, as long

ago as August, 1836, in Mr. F. Newcome’s collection, may be the

eastern race, which has received the name of Grus lil/ordi, Sharpe;

though its white back and the spotted character of the plumage is

perhaps more indicative of a partial albinism in G. communis.—G.

Bustard ( Otis tarda).

A full account of the female Great Bustard, shot at Costessey, near

Norwich, on the 1st of February, 1894, will be found in vol. v. of

our ‘Transactions,’ p. 656. I have also given particulars in the

‘Zoologist’ for 1897, p. 572, and in the present volume of our

‘ Transactions,’ p. 385, of a very tine male of the old Norfolk race

(till then not recorded), which was killed on Swaffham Heath about

the year 1830, and is now in Mr. Connop's collection.—S.

Little Bustard ( Otis tetrax).

Colonel Butler records the occurrence of a female of this species

at Feltwell, on the 1st of January, 1898, in the ‘Zoologist’ for that

year, p. 125. A beautiful male Little Bustard in full breeding

plumage, a condition in which it has not, to my knowledge, been

met with in Britain, was killed near Kessingland, in the adjoining

county of Suffolk, early in May, 1898; it is now in Mr. Connop’s

collection. All previous occurrences in the East of England have

been in the winter months.—S.
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Black-winged Stilt
(
Himantopus eandidwt).

An immature female was killed at Castleacre, near Swaffham, bv
Mr. 1. M. Hudson, J un.

,
on the 12th of October, 1895

;
four days

previous to that date, two ot these birds had been seen on the

Wolverton marshes, by Mr. 0. Plowright and Mr. Petch (ante,

p. 228).

Broad-billed Sandpiper
(
Ldmicohi platyrhyncha).

On August the 13th, 1895, two of these birds were seen at

Blakeney, one of which was shot. This is the first occurrence of

the Broad-billed Sandpiper at Cley, but four or five have been
killed on Breydon, where this species was first recognised as

British in 1836.

Pectoral Sandpiper (Tringa marulata).

Mr. J. L. Newman killed an adult female of this species on
Breydon, on the 18th of August, 1897. rt was in company with
a flock of Ringed Plovers and Dunlins, but remained on their being

flushed, and when put to flight rose silently (Zool. 1898, p. 25).

Common Sandpiper (Totanm Injpoleucus).

The chief ornithological event of the year 1897, was the discovery

by Mr. Oswin Lee, on May the 25th, of a nest and four eggs of the

Common Sandpiper, under a Gooseberry bush at I tickling.* The
breeding of this bird has long been suspected, but never before

verified in Norfolk or Suffolk. The nest was not disturbed, nor

were the birds (also seen by the Rev. M. C. Bird) molested.—C.

M Hite-winged Tern (HydrocheUdon leucoptera).

One of these birds killed on Breydon, on the 1 2th of August,

1896 was exhibited by Mr. B. Dye, at a meeting of our Society;

it is an adult male, assuming winter plumage.

Gull-billed Tern (Sterna miglica).

On the 5th September, 1896, an adult female oi this bird,

approaching winter plumage, which had been killed on Breydon,

* This curious situation for a Common Sandpiper’s nest is not unique.

Thompson, in the ‘Natural History of Ireland’ (vol. ii. ‘Birds,’ p. 212),

mentions that “an unusual site was selected, some years ago, by a pair

of Sandpipers, which built their nest in a Gooseberry bush, in a garden

contiguous to a poud in the neighbourhood of Belfast.”
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was brought to me in the flesh for identification
;

it is now in the

Connop collection.—S.

Roseate Tern (Sterna clourjalli).

Since the first occurrence of this bird near Hunstanton in 1880,

two females, now in the Connop collection, were shot at Cley, on

the 24th of June, 1896. There is good reason for believing that

a pair or two have nested more than once on the Norfolk coast. In

June, 1897, in company with one of the keenest observers I know,

I watched a pair (possibly two pairs) of these birds in a favourite

nesting locality for Terns on the Norfolk coast; they repeatedly settled

on a spot where we had no doubt their nest was situated, and we

as often flushed them again, but as the precise spot was situated in

a hollow we could not see them on the ground, and therefore

were not certain which was their nest. Shortly after our visit

a sweeping tide covered the part of the marsh where most of the

Terns were breeding, but the birds were frequently seen subsequently

by a very intelligent gunner who had spent his life on the shore,

and who originally pointed the birds out as unusual.—S.

Sabine’s Gull (Xema sabinii).

On the 22nd of October, 1895, at Wells, and again on the

12th of October, 1896, at Cley, examples of this bird were met

with in Norfolk. Six examples have now been killed in this

county, all in immature plumage, and all in the month of October.

'"'Mediterranean Herring Gull (Larus cachinnans).

One of these birds, a male by dissection, was killed on Breydon

by the veteran gunner John Thomas, on the 4th of November, 1886.

It was seen by Mr. Stevenson in the flesh, and preserved by Mr. Cole,

but, probably, in consequence of the ill-health of the former, was

overlooked until recently. Mr. Howard Saunders was good enough

to examine the bird, and expressed himself quite satisfied with the

determination of the species. See Zool. 1897, p. 572
;
also the

present volume of our Trans, p. 417.—S.

Great Skua (Stercorarius catarrhactes).

An example of this Gull, rare on our coast, was killed on the

Snettisham Beach, on the 1st of November, 1895, and another at

Eccles on January the 9th, 1896.
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Great Shearwater ( Pujjinus major).

In August, 1896, a very large Shearwater was seen off Blakeney

bar on three or four occasions, answering to the description of

P. major, or P. griseus. On November the 10th, 1898, a fresh

skin of P. major, recently shot off Lowestoft, was sent to me for

identification.—S.

* Little Dusky Shearwater (Pufmus assimilis). Gould.

In our original list (vol. iv. p. 413), as well as in the ‘Birds of

Norfolk’ (vol. iii. p. 67), this bird, found dead at Earsham in

April, 1858, is referred to as P. obscurus, Gmelin, but having been

re-examined by Mr. Howard Saunders in February 1899, in the light

of increased knowledge of the genus and more abundant material for

comparison it has been decided that both this and a previous specimen

killed in Ireland must be referred to a nearly allied but smaller form

found nesting in the Desertas, the Salvages, and Cape Verde Islands.

Pujjinus obscurus must therefore be withdrawn from the list and
the present species substituted.

Black Guillemot ( Uria grylle).

Rather a rare bird on our coast. One was killed at Cley on

1st April, 1895, and two others were met with in llolkham Bay,

by Mr. llamond, on the 8th of January, 1898.

Little Auk (Mergulus alle).

The gales of January, 1895, sprinkled Little Auks broadcast over

that part of Norfolk which is contiguous to the coast, the greatest

number being picked up between the 10th and the 27th. On the

21st, small flocks were seen at Cley, flying a few yards above the

sea, and one flock was estimated by Mr. Ramm to contain a hundred

individuals. 285 picked up or otherwise obtained were recorded

(ef. vol. vi. p. 67), a number raised by subsequent information

sent in to the recorder to at least 302.

* 'White-billed Diver
(
Colymbus adamsi).

It has been decided on apparently competent authority that

a large Diver, with whitish mandibles, shot on Hickling Broad in

December, 1872, by the late Mr. E. T. Booth, and still in his

museum at Brighton, where I have twice examined it, is a White-

billed Diver (‘Zoologist,’ 1896, p. 14). One was shot several years
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ago at Lowestoft, and it visits the coast of Norway annually (‘Ibis,’

1894, p. 269).—G.

Spoonbill (Platalea leucorodia).

In the ‘Zoologist’ for 1897, p. 126, allusion is made to the

partiality shown for Breydon Broad by the Spoonbill, so that not

a single summer passes by without some coming to this tidal resort.

Thus, in the last twelve summers, ninety-three Spoonbills have

visited Breydon, and, thanks to the exertions of the watcher, nearly

all of them have escaped the gun. Surely if our gunners would

be considerate enough to let them alone, the woods hard by of

“ Cauntele ” and “ Castre,” to say nothing of “Wyrmegeye”

(Wormegay), “Kungeton” (Kuncton), and “Fyncham” (Fincham),

further off, might again rejoice in its presence in breeding time,

as Professor Newton, who has consulted a contemporary MS., tells

us they did in the reign of Edward I. (vol. vi. p. 158).—G.

Ruddy Sheld-duck ( Tadurna casarca).

On August the 18th, 1898, an adult female, quite perfect in

plumage, believed to have been shot near Yarmouth, was sent to

Mr. Cole for preservation for Mr. Connop’s museum.*

White-eyed Duck (Fuligula nyroca).

I was informed that a young male was shot near Yarmouth, on

October the 9th, 1894, but did not see it. In January, 1897,

a hybrid between this species and the Pochard was taken on Saham

Toney Mere, and promptly recognised by Mr. A. W. Partridge, as

the so-called “ Paget’s Pochard.” Placed on a pond with several

other species, it at once elected to consort with the Pochards, but

always seemed to bo the weaker bird when food was thrown, and

also rather shyer.—G.

* A catalogue of this line collection, the property of Mr. E. M. Conuop

of Itollesby Hall, containing more than 440 cases of birds, to which constant

additions are being made, and which is so often referred to in this supplement,

was prepared last year by Mr. Southwell, and has been printed for private

distribution.—G.
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xvi i r.

FAUNA AND FLORA OF NORFOLK.

Additions to Part XII., Coleoptera (Second List).

13y James Edwards, F.E.S.

Read 28th March, 1800.

The following list is supplemental to that published in the

‘Transactions’ of this Society for the year 1893— 4 (vol. v.

pp. 427—508).

In addition to the very valuable assistance rendered by my
esteemed colleague, Mr. H. J. Thouless, I am indebted for notices of

captures of Coleoptera in this county to the following entomologist.-,

namely, Messrs. E. A. Butler, G. C. Champion, E. G. Elliman
; and

the Rev. A. Thornley.

By the courtesy of the Rev. E. N. Bloomfield, I have been able

to see “ A List of the rarer species of Coleoptera which occur or

have been taken in the neighbourhood of Harleston, Norfolk,

by J. Leedes Fox, Esq., and in the neighbourhood of Bungay by
W. Garness, Esq.,” which appeared in a Natural History magazine
called ‘The Naturalist,’ for the months of January, April, and
July, 1858. The continuation of the list notified at the end of

the last published instalment never appeared, as the magazine

came to an end in January, 1859 ;
but the published portions

appear to leave only the Brachelytra to be dealt with. The authors

of this list were both coleopterists of repute. William Leedes Fox
was a solicitor living at Harleston; he died in October 1866,

aged 45 years, having bequeathed his collection, which was valued

at £100, to his elder son, who was not, I believe, an entomologist.

William Garneys was the son of Charles Garneys, a surgeon, who
lived at Bungay

;
he settled at Repton, near Burton-on-Trent, where

he practised as a surgeon, and was well known as an ardent

entomologist, and the author of a “ List of Coleoptera of Repton
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and neighbourhood,” contained in the second edition of a small

volume entitled ‘ Contributions to the Fauna and Flora of Repton

and neighbourhood’; he died in 1881. The “Mr. Muskett”

whose name is mentioned by Fox as the captor of Endomychus

coccineus, Metcecus paradoxus, Odontceus mobilicornis, etc., was

probably John Muskett, solicitor, of Diss.

The number of additional species now recorded is seventy-three,

distributed as follows: Carabidse, 10; Dytiscidse, 1; Hydrophilidse, 3

;

Staphylinhhe, 18; Corylophidse, 1; Clambidic, 2; Silphidse, 2;

Nitidulidie, 3 ;
Cucujidae, 1 ;

Cryptophagidte, 2 ;
Coccinellidte, 2 ;

Mycetophagidse, 1 ;
Byrrhidae, 1 ;

Buprestidse, 1 ;
Eucnemidre, 1 ;

Elateridaj, 1 ;
Dascillidae, 2 ;

Cleridse, 1 ;
Anobiidae, 1 ;

Cissidae, 2

;

Curculionidae, 10 jHcolytida^S
;
Cerambvcida3,3

;
and Chrysomelidae, 1.

The number of species recorded as occurring in the county is thus

increased to 1801.

CaRABID/E.

Dtschirius alneus, Dej. Waxham (Champion)
;

Hunstanton

(Thornley).

Badister peltatus, Panz. Brandon, June, 1895 (Thouless).

Amara rufocincta, Sahl. Yarmouth (Thouless).

„ plebeia, Gyll. Norwich (Thouless)
;
running on pathways

in early spring.

JIarpalus farallelus, Dej. Lakenham, April, 1896 (Thouless).

,,
serripes, Sch. Harleston district, “ occasionally in

Berosus affinis, BrulL Hunstanton, April, 1896 (Thornley).

gravel pits” (Fox); under clod of earth at foot

of cliffs, Cromer (Elliman).

Trechus rubens, Fab. Waxham (Champion).

Bemi

DYTISCIDiE.

IIydroporus davisi, Curt. Harleston district (Fox).

Hydrophilidse.
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Hydr/Ena gracilis, Germ. Lakenham, swarming on a submerged

Mangold, September, 1898 (Edwards).

Ckrcyon DErREssus, Steph. Hunstanton (Thomley).

Stapiiylinid.e.

Aleochara algarum, Fauv. Hunstanton (Thornlcy).

Microglossa pulla, Gy 11. Gimingham (Butler).

Oxypoda umbrata, Gyll. Gimingham (Butler).

1 Iomalota littorea, Slip. Salthoose, at roots of Qlaucium

(Elliman).

,, puncticeps, Tli. Gimingham (Butler).

,, boletobia, Tii. Gimingham (Butler).

„ atincolor, Slip. Gimingham (Butler); Cromer, rather

common in dung and by evening sweeping

(Elliman).

,, orbata, Er. Cromer, one by evening sweeping (Elliman).

Tachyusa scitula, Er. Gimingham, rather common on damp
sandy dill's (Butler).

Placusa inflma, Er. Cromer, under sappy ( >ak bark (Elliman).

Laturobium pallidum, Nord. Cromer, one in a damp spot on

the cliffs (Elliman).

Scop.-Kus sulcicollis, Steph. (minutus, Er.). Cromer, one under

a stone on the cliff (Elliman).

Stenus BiruNCTATUs, Er. Cromer, in damp spots on the clilfs

(Elliman).

,, guttula, Milll. Cromer, with the preceding species

(Elliman); Gimingham (Butler).

,, atratulus, Er. Gimingham, on sandy cliffs (Butler).

Bledius fuscipes, Rye. Gimingham, abundant in sandy cliffs

(Butler)
;
Cromer, common on sides of cliffs in

sandy spots (Elliman), who notes that all his

specimens there taken wanted the usual dark

coloration of the legs
;
the determination, how-

ever, was confirmed by Champion.

„ longulus, Er. Gimingham, with the preceding species,

but much less common (Butler).

Syntomium /ENEUM, Mull. Gimingham, by beating Moss growing

on horizontal tree trunks of about six inches

diameter in hedges (Butler).

VOL. VI. N N
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CORYLOPHID/E.

Corylophus cassidioides, Marsh. Horning, common in refuse

(Elliman)
;
Gimingham, at roots of plants on

sandy cliffs (Butler).

ClAMBIDE.

Calyptomerus dubius, Marsh. Horning, one example in refuse

(Elliman).

Clambus pubescens, Redt. Gimingham, abundant in a manure

heap (Butler).

SlLPHID.E.

Amphicyllis globus, Fab. Cromer, by sweeping at the Roman
Camp (Elliman).

Anisotoma litura, Steph. Cromer (Elliman).

XlTIDULIDE.

Epurea oblonga, Hbst. Cromer, one example beaten from a dead

Fir tree (Elliman).

Meligethes ovatus, Sturm. Horning (Elliman).

,, obscurus, Er. Cromer, in flowers of Tencrium

(Elliman).

CUCUJIDE.

Pediacus dermestoides, Fab. Cromer, under sappy bark of an

Oak stump (Elliman).

CRYPTOPHAGID2E.

Cryptophagus dentatus, Hbst. Gimingham (Butler).

Atomaria gutta, Steph. Horning (Elliman).

COCCINELLIDE.

Chilocorus similis, Rossi (renipustulatus, Scrib.). Ranworth,

Whitwell (Thouless)
;
Wretham Heath (Edwards),

Horning (Bed well).

Scymnus scutellaris, Muls. (mulsanti, Wat.). Gimingham, at

roots of herbage on sandy cliffs (Butler).

MyCETOPHAGIDjE.

Litargus bifasciatus, Fab. Cromer, one example Hying (Elliman).
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ByRRHID/E.

Limnichus PYGM.-Eirs, Sturm. Cromer, common in a few spots
on the cliffs (Elliman).

Buprestid.e.

Agrilus laticornis, 111. Ilorsford, Arminghall (Thouless).

Eucnemid.e.

Melasls buprestoides, L. Gawdy Hall Wood (Carneys).

Elaterid.e.

Melanotus castanipes, Payk. Stratton Strawless, one dug from
a rotten Birch, June, 1895 (Thouless).

Dascii.ud.e.

Prionocyphon serraticornis, Mull. Norwich, one on the railings

of Chapel Field Gardens, 12th July, 1894
(Thouless).

Eubria palustris, Germ. \\ hitwell Common, June, 1895
(Thouless).

Clerid.e.

Tillus elongatus, L. Harleston District (Fox).

Anobiid.e.

Conipora orbiculata, Gyll. Horning, one example swept from

long grass (Elliman).

Cissid.e.

Cis bidentatus, 01. Harleston District (Fox); Horning, in fungus

on Willow (Elliman).

,, festivus, Panz. Cromer, under bark (Elliman).

Curculionid.e.

Trachyphl.eus aristatus, Gyll. Gimingham (Butler).

Sfi’ones plavescens, Marsh. Gimingham, common by sweeping

near the edge of the cliffs (Butler): Horning

(Bedwell).

n n 2
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Sitones suturalis, Steph. Gimingham (Butler).

Pissodes notatuSj Fab. “ A single specimen found under a

stone in an old gravel pit at Yaxham, near East

Bereliam, Norfolk, by Mr. Wollaston.” Walton.

A. & M. N. H. 1841, p. 96.

Erirhinus agnathus, Boh. Horning (Elliman).

Balaninus tessellatus, Fourc. Dunston, one example (Thouless).

Ceuthoriiynchus viduatus, Gyll. Horning, one example (Elliman).

„ querceti, Gyll. Horning, by sweeping, 13th June,

1889 (Edwards); four examples, 4th July, 1895,

on a solitary cruciferous plant, 1 Raphanus raphan-

istrum (Elliman). This species, which in this

country is only known from Horning, was long

confounded with Ceuthorrhynidius terminatus,

and has only recently been correctly identified

(c/. Champion, Ent. Mo. Mag. vol. xxxv. p. 142).

Mr. E. Saunders has two 'specimens taken at

Horning by J. A. Brewer about thirty years

ago.

Apion gylleniiali, Kirby. Gimingham (Butler).

Rhynchites uncinatus, Th. Horning, on Willow (Elliman).

ScOLYTl DIE .

Scolytus multistriatus, Marsh. Eaton, August, 1893 (Thouless).

Dryocletus coryli, Per. Cromer, in a sandpit (Elliman).

Pityophthorus micrographus, Gyll. Cromer, not uncommon in

dead twigs of Fir (Elliman).

Cerambycid/E.

Callidium variabile, L. Norwich, July, 1898 (Thouless).

Pogonocherus hispidus, L. Gimingham, by beating Whitethorn

hedges (Butler).

Grammoptera tabacicolor, De G. Brandon (Thouless).

Chrysomelidje.

Tiiyamis LiEvis, Duft. Gimingham, common on various plants on

the face of the cliffs (Butler).
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The following notices of additional localities for species already

recorded will serve to indicate their range within the county, or as

evidence of the persistence of certain species in a given locality.

CARABIDiE.

[Carabus clathratus, Lin. “Once by my father, a few years ago,

close to the town (Bungay), and is now in our

collection ” (Gaineys).]

N ebria 1.1 Vida, Fab. Gimingham, a few specimens in chinks in

boulder clay, August, 1893 (Butler); Happisburgh,

September, 1894, seven examples under leaves of

Coltsfoot, on the shore (Wood).

Dyschirius thoracicus, Ross. Gimingham, common on the cliffs

(Butler).

Demetrias monostigma, Leach. Sandhills, I Iolkham (Edwards)

;

Hunstanton, Brancaster (Thornley).

Dromius longiceps, Dej. Horning, one example by sweeping,

12th September, 1898 (Edwards).

Blechrus maurus, Sturm. Salthouse, 4th August, 1888 (Thouless).

Lebia chlorocephala, E. H. Harleston District (Fox).

Codes helopioides, Fab. Harleston District (Fox).

Taphria nivalis, Pans. Gimingham, one example (Butler);

Waxham(Champion); Household Heath, Norwich,

Reedham, Sheringham (Thouless).

Anchomenus bexpunctatus, Lin. Harleston District, “once in

a flood ” (Fox).

Platyderus ruficollis, Marsh. Harleston District (Fox)

;

Household Heath (Thouloss).

Pterostichus picimanus, Duff. Harleston District (Fox).

„ anthracinus, 111. Harleston District, “frequent

in Marshes in Spring” (Fox).

Amara convexidscula, Marsh. Yarmouth (Thouless).

,, biprons, Gyll. Horning (Bed well).

„ acuminata, Payk. Yarmouth, Norwich (Thouless).

Anisodactylus binotatus, Fab. Hunstanton, one example

(Thornley).

Harpai.us .punctatulus, Duft. Harleston District (Fox).

„ axureus, Fab. East Dereham (Thouless).
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Trechus discus, Fab. Harleston District (Fox).

,,
micros, Hbst. One example at the foot of the cliff,

Happisburgh, September, 1894 (Wood).

Bembidium assimile, Gyll. Hunstanton (Thornley).

Bembidium normannum, Dej. Horning (Bedvvell). This is usually

a maritime species.

,,
varium, 01. Brancaster (Thornley).

Tachypus pallipes, Duft. Gimingham, running in damp places

on the cliffs (Butler).

Haliplidje.

Hai.iplus fulvus, Fab. Hunstanton (Thornley).

,, flavicollis, Sturm. Brancaster (Thornley).

DytisciDjE.

Bidessus unistriatus, Schr. Freely near Horsey Mere (Champion).

Deronectes assimilis, Payk. Gimingham (Butler
)

;

Brancaster

(Thornley).

Agabus paludosus, Fab. Not uncommon at Lakenham, September,

1898 (Edwards).

„ uliginosus, Lin. Brandon (Thouless).

,,
affinis, Payk. This species must be expunged from

our list
;
my Brandon specimens proving to be

unguicularis, Thoms. The unsatisfactory nature

of the characters given for the separation of

these two species in the English text-books

led Mr. Thouless to make a critical examination

of authentic specimens of the males of each, and

it is clear from the material prepared by him that

the striae in the series forming the stridulatory

organ on each side of the third ventral segment

of the abdomen are about twice as numerous in

affinis as in unguicularis; the ocdeagus of the

former, too, has in the lateral aspect a distinct

angular projection near the middle of its upper edge,

which is entirely wanting in that of the latter.]

., didymus, 01. Harleston District, rare (Fox)
;
Holkham,

Lakenham (Edwards)
;
Gimingham (Butler).
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Agabus conspersus, Marsh. Brancaster (Thornley).

Copelatus agilis, Fab. Hunstanton (Thornley).

Rhantus bistriatus, Berg. Harleston District (Fox).

IIydaticus transversa li 3, Berg. Lakenham, one example, 13th

September, 1898 (Edwards).

Hydrophi lidas.

Cymbiodyta marginellus, Fab. Hunstanton (Tliornley).

Hydrochus brevis, Hbst. Waxham (Champion).

Cercyon aquaticus, Muls. Hunstanton (Thornley).

Stapiiylinid.e.

Ocypus cyaneus, l
Jayk. Cromer, Yarmouth (Thouless).

„ brunnipes, Fab. Gimingham, in Moss on dill’s (Butler).

Xantholinus tricolor, Fab. Gimingham (Butler).

Pselaphid.e.

Bryaxis sanguinea, Fab. Hunstanton (Thornley).

ScAPHIDlin.K.

Scapiiisoma boleti, Panz. Foxley Wood, August, 1888 (Edwards).

SlLPHID.E.

Colon brunneum, Latr. Gimingham (Butler).

Xecropiiorus vespillo, Lin. Holkham (Edwards).

Silpiia L.EVIGATA, Fab. Hunstanton (Thornley).

Lathridiid.e.

Lathridius lardarius, De G. Gimingham (Butler).

„ angulatus, Man. Gimingham, by beating hedges

(Butler).

Endo.mychid.e.

Endomychus coccineus, Lin. “Mr. Muskett has taken several

examples in this district, but I have never met

with it” (Fox).

Cocci nellid.e.

Scymnus H.EMORRIIOIDALIS, Iibst. Gimingham (Butler).
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MYCETOPHAGIDiE.

Triphyllus punctatus, Fab. Happisburgh, September, 1894

(Wood).

DeRMESTID/R

Tiresius serra, Fab. Brandon, Stratton Strawless (Thouless),

Byrrhid.e.

Cytilus varius, Fab. Hunstanton (Thornley).

HETEROCERIDiE.

Heterocerus marginatus, Fab. Giniingham, in sandy cliffs with

Bledius fuscipes and longulus, needing to be dug

for (Butler).

ScARABiEIDiE.

Apiiodius nitidulus, Fab. Norwich, Roudham (Thouless).

,, porous, Fab. Norwich (Thouless).

ODONTiEus mobilicornis, Fab. “ Once taken by Mr. Muskett

several years ago ” (Fox).

BuPRESTIDiE.

Agrilus viridis, Lin. Gavvdy Hall Wood (Fox).

EuCNEMID;E.

Melasis buprestoides, Lin. Gawdy Hall Wood (Garneys).

ElateRiDiE.

Cardiophorus asellus, Er. Brandon (Thouless)
;
Hunstanton

(Pegler).

Corymbites tessellatus, Lin. Harleston District frequent (Fox);

Whitwell Common, June, 1895 (Thouless).

,, quercus, Gyll. Stratton Strawless (Thouless).

„ metallicus, Payk. \ „ ,
_. . . . ,,, .

„ _ . } Harleston District, rare (Fox).
„ bipustulatus, Lin. J ’ v '
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Telephoridjs.

Telephorus flavilabris, Fall. Horning (Bedwell).

,, THORACICU8, Gyll.)

Sins RUFICOLLI9, Fab. /
Waxham (Champion).

Anthocomus sanguinolentus, Fab. Gimingham, by sweeping at

edge of cliffs, after continued S.W. gales (Butler).

Anobhdjs.

Bostrychus capucinus, Lin. “Three specimens of this rare

insect were taken by Mr. Muskett in this town

(Harleston) some years since” (Fox).

TeNEBRIONIDjE.

Scaphidema ;Kneum, l
Jayk. llarleston District, scarce (Fox).

Mklandryid.k

Orchesia micans, Panz. Harleston District, frequent (Fox) ;

llappisburgh, September, 1894 (Wood).

Pedilid.e.

Xylophilus boleti, Marsh. Gimingham, one example (Butler).

Anthicid.e.

Anthicus antherinus, Lin. Harleston District (Fox).

M0RDELLID.E.

Mordellistena brunnea, Fab. Gimingham (Butler).

Rhipidopiiorid.e.

Met;ecus paradoxus, Lin. “Mr. Muskett has taken numbers of

these insects from Wasps’ nest in this (Harleston)

neighbourhood ” (Fox).

Cantiiarid.e.

Meloe violaceu8, Marsh. Hingham (Thouless).

(Kdemerid.e.

(Kdemera nobilis, Scop. Thorpe (Thouless).
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CURCULIONID/E.

Otiorhynchus raucus, Fab. Household Heath (Thouless).

,,
muscorum, Bris. Drayton, Keswick, Howe

(Thouless).

Barynotus obscurus, Fab. Gimingham (Butler
)

;

Norwich,

Yarmouth (Thouless).

Sitones puncticollis, Steph. Gimingham, abundant on the cliffs

(Butler).

H'iPERA iollux, Fab. \ Gimingham, one example of each (Butler).

„ polygoni, Lin. J

Cleonus sulcirostris, Lin. Hunstanton (Thornley).

Balaninus nucum, Lin. Dunston (Thouless).

„ villosus, Ilbst. Salhouse, June, 1898 (Thouless).

Orobitis cyaneus, Lin. Yarmouth, commonly, April, 1898

(Thouless).

Acalles ptinoides, Marsh. Gimingham, by beating old White-

thorn hedges (Butler).

„ turbatus, Boh. Gimingham, one example (Butler).

Centhoriiynchus rugulosus, Iibst. Weybourne, August, 1893

(Edwards)
;
Gimingham (Butler).

Centhorhynchidius terminatus, Ilbst. Gimingham (Butler).

Poophagus sisymbrii, Fab. Gimingham, moderately common on

Watercress (Butler).

,,
nasturtii, Germ. Gimingham, one example (Butler).

Khinoncus inconspectus, Iibst. Horning (Bedwell).

Baris picicornis, Marsh. Weybourne, under Reseda
,
August, 1893

(Edwards).

Apion subulatum, Kirb. i

,, hookeri, Kirb. Gimingham (Butler).

„ tenue, Kirb. )

Anthribid^e.

Choragus sheppardi, Kirb. Gimingham, by beating old White-

thorn hedges (Butler).

Cerambycid/E.

Callidium violaceum, Lin. Thorpe, June, 1891 (Thouless).
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Saperda carcharias, Lin. Gimingham, common on an old Poplar

(Butler).

„ populnea, Lin. Stratton Strawless.

ChRYSOMELIDjE.

Donacia impressa, Payk. Waxham (Champion).

,, vulgaris, 1 sell, (typh/e). Harleston District, plentifully

(Fox)
; Waxham (Champion).

„ cinerea, Ilbst. (h ydroch.ekidis). Harleston District,

occasionally (Fox).

,, discolor, Pan/,, (comari). Horning (Thouless).

,, affinis, Kunze. Harford Bridges (Thouless)
;
Horning

(Bed well).

ILemonia curtisi, Lac. Brancaster (Thornley).

Ciirysomela gqsttinoensis, Lin. Harleston District, occasionally

(Fox).

„ distinguenda, Steph. Hunstanton, commonly
(Thornley).

„ oricalcia, Miill. (lamina). Castle Hill, Norwich

(Thouless)
;

I remember that the late Mr. Dossetor

used to take this species at the same place.

Psylliodes cupro nitens, Forst. Hunstanton (Thornley).

„ chrysocephala, Lin. Horning (Bedwell).

„ picina, Marsh. Gimingham (Butler).

Cassida murr.ea, Lin. Harleston District, sometimes abundantly

(Fox).

„ vibex, Lin. Harleston District, occasionally (Fox).

0
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XIX.

FAUNA AND FLORA OF NORFOLK.

Additions to Part VIII., Hemiptera (Fourth List).*

By James Edwards, F.E.S.

Read 28th March, 1890.

The following is a list of the species of Hemiptera not previously

recorded in the ‘ Transactions ’ of this Society as occurring in the

County of Norfolk. I am indebted to the Rev. A. Thornley of

South Somerton, Lincoln, for a list of species taken at Hunstanton,

April Gth to 11th, 1896
;
and to Mr. E. A. Butler of Crouch Hill,

London, for a list of species taken, chiefly at Gimingham, in

August, 1898.

LYGiEIDiE.

Scolopostethub neglectus, Edvv. Not uncommon by sweeping.

Gimingham (E. A. Butler)
;
Hunstanton (Rev.

A. Thornley).

Anthocorid^e.

Triphleps minuta, Lin. Mousehold Heath, 24th September, 1885.

The T. minuta. of my original list is now known

as T. majuscida, Reut.

MlCROPHYSIDiE.

Myrmedobia distinguenda, Reut. “The female I found fairly

common at Gimingham and Southrepps, by

beating old Hawthorn hedges” (E. A. Butler).

* The lists to which the present list is supplementary are to bo found

in these ‘Transactions’ as follows: Vol. iii. p. 700; vol. iv. p. 702; and

vol. v. p. 650.
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CAPSIDiE.

Calocoris striatus, Lin. Stratton Strawless, one example,

June, 1897 (Thouless).

Pcecilosc ytus vulneratus, Wolff This addition to the British

Fauna was discovered by H. J. Thouless on

Galium verum growing on the South Denes,

Great Yarmouth, on 17th September, 1897 ;
it

was identified by Saunders, and exhibited by

Thouless at the meeting of this Society held in

November, 1897. In an undated note (ante,

p. 419) E. G. Wheler also records its occurrence

in the original locality in language for the most

part identical witli that used by Thouless in his

notice of the species (Knt. Mo. Mag. xxxiv. p. 15,

January, 1898), but with the additional infor-

mation that “it has not previously been seen

on this side of the Channel.” The latter state-

ment appears to be founded on a misapprehension,

sinco the species has certainly lung been known
in collections in this country.

Dicypiius errans, Wolff. Mousehold Heath (Thouless).

Orthotylus bilineatus, Fall. On Aspen, Stratton Strawless

(Thouless).

Macrocoleus tanaceti, Fall. Mundesley, Gimingham, common
on Tansy (E. A. Butler).

Delphacid.®.

Chloriona glaucescens, Fieb. Ranworth, 16th June, 1887
;

Cley, 14th July, 1887. The species»of this genus

occur on Reeds, and can only be distinguished

with certainty by the form of the male genitalia.

I have given descriptions, with figures of details,

of the European species in Ent. Mo. Mag. vol.

xxxiv. pp. 58—61 (March, 1898).

C. prasinula, Fieb. Dersiugham, 30th July, 1885; Cley,

14th July, 1887, 5th August, 1889 ; Whitwell

Common, 26th June, 1890.
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C. smaragdula, Stal. Ranworth, 16th June, 1887. With regard

to the local distribution of these species, it will be

observed that glaucescens and smaragdula have

occurred together as at Ranworth, and glaucescens

and prasinula as at Cley
;
and as the latter species

has occurred at an inland locality, as distinguished

from our coast-marshes, it appears probable that all

three species will some day be taken together.

ByTHOSCOPID;E.

Idiocerus cupreus, Kbm. This interesting addition to the British

Fauna was taken by Mr. Thouless off Salix alba

at Brandon on the 25th May, 1896. By the

kindness of its captor the specimen, a female, is

now in my collection
;
and I have described and

figured it (‘ Hemiptera-Homoptera of the British

Islands,’ p. 262, pi. xxix. fig. 1). Kirschbaum

described the species in 1868 from a single female

specimen taken in October at Wiesbaden, of which

the food plant was not noted, and with the exception

of this Brandon specimen I cannot find that its

occurrence has been subsequently recorded. The

occurrence of an over-wintered female would

indicate that the species should be found in

greater numbers from the end of August onward,

but though the particular tree on which the

Norfolk specimen was found has been worked

in the autumn at intervals extending over several

years both by Mr. Thouless and myself, we never

met with a specimen at that time of the year.

AcOCEPHALIDvE.

Doratura impudica, Horv. This is the name recently given by

Horvath to the large form of Doratura which

I noticed in my ‘ Synopsis of British Hemiptera

(1888). My original specimens were taken on the

sandhills at Hunstanton in July, 1885, and I did

not meet with the insect again until 21st September,

1898, when I took a female on the sandhills at

llolkham in company with D. styluta.
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1 he following are notes with regard to the local distribution, etc.,

of species already recorded as occurring in the county.

Gnathogonus PiciPES, Fall. Common at Yarmouth, April, 1898
(Thouless).

Alydus calcaratus, Linn. Southrepps (E. A. Butler).

Myrmus miriformis, Fall. Weybourne (E. A. Butler).

Metacantiius punctipes, Germ.
\

ISCHNORHYNCHUS GERMINATES, Fieb.
A. Butler).

Acompus rufipes, Wolff. A macropterous example, Horning
(Thouless).

STYGNUS RU8TICUS, Fall. Gimingham (E. A. Butler).

Apiianus PEDESTRis, Panz. Common at Lakenhain, July, 1898
(Thouless).

Drymus 8YLYATICU8, Fab. Hunstanton (Thornley).

Dictyonota crassicornis, Fall. Gimingham (E. A. Lutler;.

Hydrometra stagnorum, Linn. \

Microvelia pygm.ua, Duf. J

1 1 unstanton (Thornley).
Yellia currens, Fab.

Gerris thoracica, Sebum.

,, i.AcusTRis, Linn.

„ ODONTOGASTER, Zett.

Nabis lineatus, Dahl. Common at W'eybourne (E. A. Butler).

PoweriSaunders, the name under which this species

was recorded (ante, vol. iv. p. 705), is a synonym
of lineatus, Dahl.

Salda saltatoria, Linn, i TT
;
Hunstanton (Thornlev).

„ pilosella, Thoms.
J

\ /

,, muelleri, Gmelin. This is the insect recorded (ante, vol. iv.

p. 705) under the name of morio, Zett. The

latter is distinguished by its very shining surface,

. appearing almost as if burnished, and so far as

I know has only been taken on the moors at Buxton

by Mr. Saunders, who pointed out that we possess

in Britain the two species in Ent. Mo. Mag. vol.

xxxi. p. *237.

Salda opacula, Zett. This is the correct name for the insect

recorded (ante, vol. iv. p. 705) as S. marginella

;

tire latter name being a synonym.
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Salda littoralis, Linn.

„ CINOTA, H-S. |

Weybourne (E. A. Butler).

Microphysa elegantula, Baer. Has occurred singly in several

localities (Thouless
)

;

Gimingham (E. A. Butler).

Megalocer.ea erratica, Linn. Hunstanton (Thornley).

Calocoris infusus, H-S. Southrepps (E. A. Butler).

Lygus pratensis, Fab. Hunstanton (Thornley).

Globiceps dispar, Boh. Amongst short herbage, Gimingham
and Weybourne (E. A. Butler).

Cyrtorrhinus flaveolus, Reut. ) 1IT , a ™ ,, „Weybourne (E. A Butler).
Orthotylus flavosparsus, SahlJ

Blagiognathus albipennis, Fall. Weybourne (E. A. Butler).

pulicarius, Fall. Gimingham cliffs (E. A. Butler).

Nepa cinerea, Lin.

Yotonecta glauca, Lin.

Plcea minutissima, Fab.

Corixa geoffroyi, Leach.

,, ATOMARIA, 111.

„ HIEROGLYPHICA, Dllf.

,, LiNNiEi, Fieb.

,, semistriata, Fieb.

,, STRIATA, Lin.

„ DISTlNCTA, Fieb.

„ MCESTA, Fall.

Liburnia vittipennis, J. Said.

boldi, Scott. My original specimens of this sandhill

species were taken at Yarmouth in May, and in

September last I found it not uncommon at

Holkham, from whence I have specimens of both
sexes ol the hitherto undescribed macropterous

form, taken in August, 1891, which owing to their

great superficial resemblance to L. aubei I mistook
in the field for that species.

sahlbergi, Fieb. Hunstanton (Thornley).
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XX.

FAUNA AND FLORA OF NORFOLK.

Additions to Part V., Lkpidoptera (Fourth List).*

By Charles G. Barrett, F.E.S.

Read 28th March, 1809.

Although not now resident in the county, I am enabled by the

kindness of friends to furnish a further supplement to my List ol

the Lepidoptera of Norfolk, published in 1874, and added to in

1884 and 1889. Taking into consideration that upwards of 14<i0

species have already been recorded in the county, very great credit

is due to the industry and acumen of our local Lepidopterists in

that there is still a respectable addition to be made to probably the

largest result shown by any county in the United Kingdom.

Diurni.

Syrichthus alveus. Hub. Several specimens of this species

—

well known on the Continent—were captured in

a damp valley, bordered by a wood, near Cawston,

by the Rev. T. H. Marsh, about twenty-five years

ago. These were, at the time, mistaken for the

common 5. alveolus (
vialvee), and were placed

under that name in Mr. Marsh’s collection
;
the

latter species being unknown to him—indeed it is

far from common in Norfolk. Strangely enough

<S. alveus has never since been seen in that

locality, though frequently looked for
;
and since

it is scarcely known to have occurred in any other

* The previous lists will be found in the Society’s ‘ Transactions.' vol. i.

1873—4, Supplement ;
vol. iii. p. 6S3; vol. iv. p. 691.

VOL. VI. o O
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part, of the United Kingdom, the conclusion seems

forced upon us that a small and very partial

migration of S. alveus
,
from the Continent, may

have taken place, but that the species was unable

to maintain itself here. Its claim to a place in

the British List rests mainly upon these specimens.

GEOMETRiE.

Eupituecia subumbrata. Schiff. Taken near Stoke Kerry in

July, 1891, by Mr. W. T. Cross of Ely.

NoCTUiE.

Plusia moneta. Fab. The capture of a line specimen of this

most beautiful species at Sprowston, Norwich, on

June 26th, 1894, was recorded by Mr. B. C. Tillett,

the actual captor being Mr. Eric De C. Tillett.

Another was secured in the following year by

them
;

and, subsequently, specimens have been

taken in Norwich by Messrs. M. A. Pitman and

F. C. Ilinde. This fine species is a recent

immigrant from the Continent, and hy good fortune

its progress has been closely observed, and recorded,

from its first appearance at Dover in 1890 ;
since

which it has spread widely over the South and

East of England.

Pyralides.

Ebulea stachydalis. Zinck. Taken at Denton by the Bev.

C. T. CruttAvell.

Crambttes.

Crambus contaminellus. Hiib. Found near Hunstanton by

Mr. E. A. Atm ore.

Epitestia kuhniella. Zell. Mr. Atmore reports that this

destructive insect has become far too abundant

in flour warehouses in Norwich and Lynn, and

similar information is furnished by Mr. Ilinde as

regards Downham. It is a species of compara-

tively recent introduction into this country—and
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apparently even into Europe but now appears to

be spreading into Hour mills and warehouses

everywhere. Its larva feeds on Hour, making

silken galleries among it, and maintains itself by

utilising the line dust of this material which

collects upon beams, on ledges, and in corners.

Tortricrs.

Mixodia palustrana. Lienig. A single specimen was taken

near Lynn by Mr. E. A. Atmore in 1893. It is

usually a northern species.

Urapholitma cinekana. Haw. Found by Mr. Atmore, locally

abundant on Poplar trees, in the Lynn district.

Coccyx (Steoanoptycha) pyg.m.eana. Hiib. Taken by Mr. Atmore

among Spruce Fir near Lynn. He reports that it

is not rare, but that it Hies high, and was therefore,

apparently, overlooked until 1888, but has since

been taken freely. Also taken commonly at

Merton by Mr. J. Hartley Durrant.

Ketixia posticana. Zett. A single example has been reared

by Mr. Atmore from a shoot of Scotch Fir collected

by him near Lynn. I am not satisHed that this

species is distinct from Ii. turionelfu, of which it

seems to me to be merely a dwarf form.

Stigmonota orobana. Tr. The capture of this species at Stoke

Ferry in 1891 is reported by Mr. Cross.

Eup.ecilia sodaliana. Haw. A single specimen was secured

among Rlmmnus catharticus
,
near Swaffham, in

1898, by Mr. Atmore.

Conchylis francillonana. Fab. Found by Mr. Atmore near

Swatfham, but not commonly.

Tinkin a.

Tinf.a nigripunctella. Haw. Mr. Atmore has taken a single

specimen at Lynn.

Microptkryx sangii. Stn. Also taken by Mr. Atmore near Lynn;

not commonly.

Xemotois cupriacellus. Hiib. Found bv Mr. Atmore near

Swaffham
;

local, but not rare.

o o 2
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Cerostoma horridella. Tr. Taken at Merton by LordWalsingham.

Gelechia (Xystophora) servella. Z. First taken in June, 1892,

near Lynn, by Mr. Atmore, and since that time

in some numbers; recognised and recorded by

Lord Walsingham. fSo far as I am aware it has

not been taken elsewhere in the British Isles.

,,
(Lita) suedella. Bich. First found in the year 1880,

near Hunstanton, by Mr. Atmore. At that time

it was regarded as a form of G. plantaginella, and

was not therefore recorded. It is plentiful among

Sueda fruticosa near Ileacham and elsewhere

along that coast.

ZEcopiiora lambdella. Lon. Taken at Merton by Mr. Durrant.

Tinagma betulje. Stn. Near Lynn among Birch, Mr. Atmore.

Glyphipteryx oculatella. Z. Found by the Ilev. C. T. Cruttwell,

rarely at Denton.

Argyresthia atmoriella. Bankes. Taken among Larch near

Lynn, by Mr. Atmore, in whose honour it has

received its name. He first took it in 1893, but

it was then supposed to be A. illiiminatella, Z.,

and was recorded under that name, but subse-

quently corrected. It is now found to inhabit

other portions of the East and South of England,

and in its original locality to be far from scarce.

Cedestis gysselinella. Kuhl. Found commonly at Merton by

Mr. Durrant. It was also recorded many years

ago to occur at Croxton, Thetford, by the late

Mr. J. B. Hodgkinson of Preston, but at the time

he was supposed to be in error, since the insect

was only known as having a northern range.

Gracilaria semifascia. Haw. Taken at Denton by the Bev.

C. T. Cruttwell.

Coleophora deauratella. Z. Mr. Durrant has found this very

uncommon species at Merton.

„ leucapennella. Hub. A single specimen in good

condition was taken by the Bev. C. T. Cruttwell,

in a small wood at Denton, in June, 1890. Further

and frequent search has been made, but without

success. This specimen is the only British example

of the species of which I have any knowledge.
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Coleopiiora pyrkh u lipen nella. Tisch. Near Lynn. Mr. Atmore.

» siccifolia. Stn. Obtained at Merton by Lord

Walsingham.

,, glaucicolella. Wood. Found commonly near

Lynn by Mr. Atmore, larvae in cases upon a species

of Jmtcus, full fed in the spring.

„ alticolella. Z. Taken by Mr. Atmore among
Juncus lainprocarpus, near Hunstanton.

„ olivaoeella. Stn. Found at Merton by Mr. Durrant.

Chrysoclibta schkankella. Hub. Also at Merton, taken by

Lord Walsingham.

Anybia lanoiella. Iliib. Reared by the Rev. C. T. Cruttwell

from larvae found at Denton.

. Asychna .kratella. Z. A single specimen was taken by myself

by sweeping grass, between Lynn and Swaffham
about ten years ago. Also found at Denton,

more recently, by the Rev. C. T. Cruttwell.

Elachista meoerlella. Z. Denton in grassy wood-paths, Rev.

C. T. Cruttwell.

Lithocolletis sorbi. Frey. Denton, Rev. C. T. Cruttwell.

Nepticula auoupari.e. Frey. Near Lynn, on Mountain Ash,

extremely local, Mr. Atmore.

„ trimaculella. Haw. Denton, Rev. c. T. Cruttwell.

,, desperatblla. Frey. Lynn
;

local, Mr. Atmore.

„ fulgens. Stn. Taken at Lynn by Mr. Atmore
;
but

it is very doubtful whether this is not identical with

N. tityrelia (previously included). Mr. Durrant

assures me that this is so.

„ turicella. H.-S. Reported by Mr. Durrant as found

on Beech at Merton.

„ ulmivora. Stn. Found by Mr. Atmore at Lynn

;

local and uncertain of occurrence, yet the mines

sometimes abundant in leaves of Elm.

,,
serrella. Stn. Also found near Lynn by Mr. Atmore,

the mines sometimes plentiful in leaves of Poten-

tilla tonnentilla.

„ confusella. Wlsm. Merton.

„ fletcheri. Tutt. Merton.
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Nepticula ACKToSiE. Stn. Common at Merton. These three

species obtained by Lord Walsingham and Mr.

Durrant.

Aciptilia tetradactyla. L. Found by Mr. Atmore near Swaffham,

but not commonly.

Further Notes on Species previously recorded.

Vanessa antiopa. L. Has again been taken at Norwich, singly,

and also at Hedenham. A specimen was seen

alive in Shipdham Church in September, 1891,

by Mrs. Quinton.

„ polychloros. L. Taken at Winterton, near North

Walsham, and at Brunstead by the Rev. C H. Bird.

Aroynnis paphia. L. Taken at Runton by Mr. F. C. Hinde.

,, aglaia. L. Taken at Winterton by Mr. J. E. Knights.

Lyc/ENa alsus. Fab. Found by Mr. Atmore, locally abundant

near Swaffham in 1898.

Deilepuila galii. W.V. Taken at Denton by the Rev. C. T.

C ru tt well.

,,
livornica. Esp. A specimen is recorded by Mr. R.

Laddiman as having been secured near an electric

lamp at Carrow, in September, 1891.

Cu.ERocAMPA porcellus. L. Taken by Mr. Atmore at King’s

Lynn and Hunstanton.

Sesia formiciformis. Esp. Three specimens near King’s Lynn

in 1898, taken by Mr. Atmore
;
and one at Norwich

by Mr. Thouless.

Zkuzera ;ESCULi. L. Denton, Rev. C. T. Cruttwell.

Macrogaster arundinis. Hiib. Mr. Percy C. Read of Feering

Bury, Kelvedon, Essex, informs me that on

August llth, 1898, he secured three male

specimens, at light, at Horsey Mere.

Procris statices. L. A single specimen has been taken at

Hemsby by Mr. Knights.

Nola confusalis. H.-S. Taken at Lynn by Mr. Atmore, and at

Denton by the Rev. C. T. Cruttwell.
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Lithosia iielveola. Ocbs. Taken at Stratton Strawless by

Mr. H. J. Thouless.

,, aureola. Hiib. Denton.

Limacodes testudo. VV. V. Mr. Thouless records finding, in two

successive years, larvae of this species on Beech at

Horsford, and rearing the first secured.

Liparis monaciia. L. Larvce found at Denton by the Rev. C. T.

Cruttwell.

Orqyia fascelina. L. Larva} found upon Sallow at Burgh

Castle by Mr. Thouless.

,, oonostioma. L. This species, which seems to have become

very scarce elsewhere, still maintains itself in the

Norfolk Fens.

Angerona prunaria. L. Taken at Denton by the Rev C. T.

Cruttwell.

Ennomos fuscantaria. Haw. Denton and Lynn.

Records from Denton are by the Rev. C. T.

Cruttwell, and those from King’s Lynn, almost

invariably, by Mr. E. A. Atinore.

Ennomos erosaria. W.V. Denton, King’s Lynn.

Riston hirtaria. L. This species which sometimes nourishes so

exceedingly in London squares and parks, seems

now to have become common in Norwich, and has

been taken at Denton.

Boarmia rhomboidaria. W.V. The black variety of this species,

known as var. per,fnmaria, has also been taken in

Norwich by Mr. Thouless and Messrs, Tillett.

Todis vernaria. L. Mr. Cruttwell has established this as

a Norfolk species by taking it at Denton.

Geometra papilionaria. L. Not uncommon near Lynn.

Phorodesma bajulauia. W.V. Taken at Denton and Lynn.

Hyria auroraria. Gn. Found commonly by Mr. Atmore in

a bit of fen near Lynn.

Astiiena luteata. W.V. Denton; also found by Mr. Hinde at

Watton.

Acidalia rubricata. W.V. One specimen, at light, at Lynn.

„ inornata. Haw. Denton.

Cabera pusaria var. rotundari.y. Haw. Several reared by

Mr. Atmore from larvne found on Birch and Alder
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along with others intermediate between this and

the typical form of Pusaria ; also abundance of

the last named.

Corycia taminata. W. V. Taken at Sheringham by Mr. F. C. Hinde.

Abraxas ulmata. Fab. Found plentifully at Sheringham by

Mr. Hinde.

Emmelesia unifasciata. Haw. Lynn and Denton.

Eupithecia succenturiata. L. Denton.

„ venosata. Fab. Lynn, Denton.

,, plumbeolata. Haw. Denton.

,, pygmjeata. Hub. Taken at Stoke Ferry by Mr. Cross.

„ larioiata. Frr. Sheringham, Mr. Hinde
;
Denton.

,,
irriguata. Hub. Denton

;
one specimen.

,,
albipunctata. Haw. Larvae on Angelica sylvestris

near Lynn.

,,
fraxinata. Crewe. Lynn, at light.

,, extensaria. Zell. Still found on the coast among

Artemisia, and apparently almost confined to this

county.

,, subciliata. Gn. Denton.

„ abbreviata. Steph. Eunton
;
Denton.

Collix sparsata. Hub. Stoke Ferry, Mr. Cross.

Lobophora sexalata. Hiib. Plentiful near Lynn.

Melanippe procellata. W.Y. Denton.

,,
unangulata. Haw. Lynn

;
Denton.

Anticlea rubidata. W.Y. Denton.

,, berberata. W.V. Brandon
;
Mr. Cross.

Coremia quadrifasciaria. L. Denton, Cromer, taken by Mr.

Hinde.

Phibalapteryx tersata. W.V. Denton.

Sootosia vetulata. W.V. Lynn, Denton.

,, undulata. L. Denton.

Cidaria sagittata. Fab. Larvae found at Stoke Ferry by Mr
Cross.

,,
suffumata. W.V. Denton. Lynn

;
not common.

Chesias spartiata. Fab. Denton.

Cerura bifida. Hiib. Found upon Aspen, at Drayton, by Mr.

Thouless.
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Stauropus fagi. L. Mr. Thouless records the capture of a black

variety of this fine species at the Carrow electric

lights.

Notodonta cucullina. W.V. The larva has been found by

Mr. Thouless on Maple at Runton and Arminghall,

and by Mr. Cross at Sheringham.

,, dicT/Eoides. Esp. Mr. Atmore states that this is

now of frequent occurrence near King’s Lynn.

Dr. Carlier has taken it at Norwich.

,, drom H.DAKIU8. L. A single specimen has been taken

by Dr. Carlier at a gas lamp at Norwich.

,, trepida. Fab. King’s Lynn. Mr. Thouless has

found eggs and larv;e at Ilorsford, on Oak.

,, CHAONIA. W.V. This species has been found by

Mr. Thouless at Howe and Drayton, by Mr.

Cruttwell at Denton, and by Mr. Ilinde at Norwich.

„ dodoNjEa. L. Denton.

Cymatophora or. W.V. Denton.

„ ocularis. L. Lynn, Denton. Taken at Yarmouth

by Mr. .T. E. Knights.

,, FLAVieORNis. I.. Larva} found at Stratton Strawless

and Drayton by Mr. Thouless
;

not uncommon

at Lynn.

„ ridens. Fab. Denton.

Acronycta tridens. W.V. Larvte found by Mr. Thouless at

Dunston.

,,
leporina. L. Lynn

;
not common.

M elian v flammea. Curt. This species has been found commonly

at Barton, Ramvorth, and elsewhere in the fens of

the Bure, by Dr. F. D. Wheeler.

Senta uly.e. Hub. Mr. Atmore has taken several specimens at

light at Lynn.

Nonagria CANNiE. Ochs. This rare species has been found in

larger numbers in recent years by Dr. Wheeler

at its old locality at Barton Broad, and also bv

Mr. A. J. Hodges at Horning.

Gortyna flavago. W.V. Mr. Atmore has found the larva

plentifully near Lynn, in stems of Foxglove.

Mamestra aliiicolon. Hiib. On the coast near Hunstanton.
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Apamea fibrosa. Hub. Common near Lynn.

Agrotis RiPiE. Hiib. Hunstanton and Heacham, on the sands.

., Ravi da. W.V. Taken by Mr. Atmore at Hunstanton

and Lynn.

Triph.ena subsequa. W.V. Lynn
;

rare.

Noctua dahlii. Hiib. Denton.

T/ENIOCampa populeti. Fab. Larvae common near Lynn in 1897.

Xanthia citrago. L. Denton.

„ gilvago. Esp. Sheringham, taken by Mr. Hinde

;

Denton.

CiRRiEDiA xerampelina. Hiib. Castle Rising near Lynn.

Eremobia ochroleuca. W.V. Denton.

Aplecta occulta. L. Lynn; once at sugar.

Hadena adusta. Esp. Denton, and at Bungay near the border

of Suffolk.

,,
suasa. W.V. Lynn, rare

;
Denton.

Cloantha perspicillaris. L. After the lapse of half a century

a second Norfolk specimen lias occurred; a fine

example taken by Dr. E. W. Carlier, at a gas lamp

in the outskirts of Norwich, in the year 1892.

Heliothis marginata. Fab. Taken at Hunstanton by Mr. Atmore.

,,
peltigera. W.V. Three taken by Mr. Cross at Cromer,

flying about the flowers of Echium vulgare, in

July, 1884.

,, dipsacea. L. Of annual occurrence near Lynn, and

reared by Mr. Atmore from larvae found upon

Linaria vulgaris. Also taken at Denton by the

Rev. C. T. Cruttwell, and reported by Mr. Thouless

to be still common on the sandhills near Yarmouth.

Bankia argentula. Esp. Taken near Stoke Ferry by Mr. W. T.

Cross of Ely. Referring to my remarks in the

original list (1874), it may be well to mention

that, within the last few years, this species has

been found still to exist in plenty in Chippenham

Fen, Cambs.

Heliodes arbuti. Fab. Denton.

IIabrostola triflasia. L. Taken at Ilemsby by Mr. Knights.

Plusia FE8TUC/E. L. Lynn
;
not common.

„ v-aureum. Gn. (pulciirina, Haw). Denton.
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I'oxocampa pastinum. Tr. Now found, locally abundant, near

Lynn, by Mr. Atraore.

Catocala fraxin i. L. A specimen was found sitting on the

trunk of a tree about two miles from Norwich in

September, 1894, by Dr. E. W. Carlier. His

gratification at the capture of this noble species

was somewhat damped by the information that

two specimens, reared at about the same time, in

Norwich, from foreign pupae, had accidentally

escaped.

Herminia barbalis. L. Denton, Lynn.

,,
cri bra lis. lliib. This fen insect has now been taken

by Mr. Atmore near Lynn.

Herbula cespitaus. W. V. Found in abundance near Hunstanton

by Mr. Atmore.

Ebulea VERBASCAfiis. W.V. Now of general occurrence on heaths

near Lynn.

Spilodes sticticalis. L. Taken at Hunstanton by Mr. Atmore.

Eudorea coarotalis. Z. Denton.

Cram bus kalsellus. W.V. Denton. Taken at light, Lynn.

„ uliginosellus. Z. Denton. Bogs near Lynn.

„ selasellus. Hiib. Near Lynn.

Homceosoma nebulklla. lliib. Denton, Lynn. Among Canlum

nutans.

„ senecionis. Vaughan. Taken at Lynn and Hun-

stanton by Mr. Atmore.

Ephestia artemesiella. Steph. Reared at Lynn, from larvae on

Artemesia maritima, bv Mr. Atmore.

Cryptoblabes B1STRIGA. Haw. Lynn.

Phycis abietella. W.V. Not uncommon near Lynn.

Oncocera ahenella. W.V. Found rather commonly near Swaff-

ham by Mr. Atmore.

Meliphora alveariella. Gn. Denton. Very mischievous in

beehives in the neighbourhood of Lynn.

Halias quercana. W.V. Lynn
;
not rare in the larva state.

Earias ohlorana. L. Frequent at Lynn on Willows.

Tortrix cinnamomeana. Tr. Taken at Merton by Lord W alsing-

ham and Mr Durrant

ipterana. Frol. Common in the larva state near Lynn.

viburnana. W.V. Lynn. Common on all heath lands.
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Dichelia grotiana. Fab. Found at Merton by Lord Walsingham

and Mr. D arrant.

Leptogramma literana. L. Lynn, scarce
;
Denton.

Peronea comariana. Z. Lynn
;
not common.

,,
cristana. W.Y. Taken by Lord Walsingham at Merton.

,, tristana. Hiib. The presence of this species in the

county is now established, the Rev. C. T. Cruttwell

having taken it at Denton.

Penthina carbonana. Dbl. Now confirmed as an inhabitant of

the count}7
,
a specimen having been taken near

Lynn by Mr. Atmore in 1892.

„ sellana. Hiib. Swaffham, not uncommon, Mr. Atmore.

SERicoRis fuligana. Haw. I accidentally came upon the larva

of this species in September, 1888, while looking

for that of another. It was feeding in shoots of

Carduus arvensis, quite commonly, in some waste

ground near the Docks at Lynn. The moths

emerged in the following May.

,,
cespitana. Hiib. Taken near Swaffham by Mr. Atmore.

,, micana. Hiib. Locally abundant near Lynn.

Euchromia purpurana. Haw. Denton
;

also taken near Hun-

stanton by Mr. Atmore.

Eriopsela fractifasciana. Haw. Taken commonly near Swaffham

by Mr. Atmore.

Piitheoohroa rugosana. Hiib. Taken occasionally near Lynn.

Sciaphila nubilana. Hiib. Denton
;

also taken at Merton by

Lord Walsingham.

,,
pascuana. Wlk. (pasivana, Dbld.). Common between

Lynn and Terrington.

Clepsis rusticana. Tr. Lynn.

Phoxopteryx diminutana. Haw. Denton.

Grapholitha nigromaculana. Haw. Taken at Merton by Lord

Walsingham and Mr. Durrant
;
and commonly

near Lynn by Mr. Atmore.

Pcedisca oppressana. Tr. Locally common on Poplars near Lynn.

„ ophthalmicana. Hiib. Denton.

IIalonota nigrioostana. Haw. Denton.

„ tetragon ana. Steph. Taken near Stoke Ferry by

Mr. Atmore.
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IIalonota ravulana. IL-S. Several more taken among Birch

near Lynn by Mr. Atmore.

Coccyx ochsenheimeriana. Z. Lynn
; extremely local. Denton.

JIeusimenk (Hemimenb) fim briana. Merton, taken by Mr. Durrant.

Stiomonota perlepidana. Haw. Abundant near Lynn.

„ reg ian a. Z. Lynn.

„ roseticolana. Z. Lynn. Also taken near Swaffham
by Mr. Atmore, and Merton by Mr. Durrant.

DlCRORAMPIIA 8EQUANA. 1 1 lib. Deiltoi).

,, PLUMRANA. Scop.

„ SATURNANA. Gn.

„ acuminatana. Z. These three species have been

taken by Lord Walsingham at Merton.

Catoptria fulvana. Steph. Merton, Lord Walsingham
;
Denton

;

abundantly near Swaffham by Mr. Atmore.

,, expal lidan a. Haw. Denton j also at Lynn, where

Mr. Atmore has taken it at a gas lamp, and has

reared specimens from lame found in flower-heads

of Sonc/rus arvensi8.

„ citrana. Hiib. Taken near Swaffham by Mr. Atmore.

Tricheris mediana. W.Y. Denton.

Kupcecilia dubitana. Hiib. In the Supplement last published

(1889) 1 remarked that this species had become

abundant around Lynn, frequenting the common
Creepivy-rooted Thistle in waste ground. After

a good deal of search, without success, upon that

plant attention was turned to other composite

plants growing in the same waste ground, and larva}

were found hollowing out the flower-heads of

Crepis tecforum. From these I reared a long

series. Presumably the Thistles afforded better

shelter for the moths.

„ nuncoLA. Curt. Lynn
;

local but not scarce.

„ degreyana. Me L. Denton, Lynn. Mr. Atmore

reared a beautiful series of the second generation

in August and September from larvae found feeding

in young capsules of lAmiria vuhjaris. Lord

Walsingham has reared it from Plantcujo lanceolata.
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Eupcecilia anthemipana. Curt. Much trouble has been taken

by Lord Walsingham to verify this name—even

to the extent of obtaining an examination of the

late Mr. Curtis’s cabinet, which is in Melbourne,

Australia—with the result that it seems impossible,

reliably, to connect the name with the species to

which it has hitherto been referred. Indeed it

appears far more probable that the species now

known as Heydeviana was that reared by Mr. Curtis.

Under these circumstances the present species has

been described by Lord Walsingham under the

name of erigerana. It is widely distributed in

the county, and known to occur in the localities

already stated, at Croxton, and doubtless all over

the Breck district; also at Swaffham and near Lynn.

Xanthosetia ziegana. L. The pretty variety, ferrugana, Haw.,

is abundant at Merton, and has been taken by

Lord Walsingham at Watton.

Argyrolepia subbaujianniana. Wlk. Taken near Swaffham by

Mr. Atmore.

,,
badi ana. Hiib. Denton.

Ochsenheimeria bisontella. Lienig. Lynn, 189S.

Scardia corticella. Curt. Found very commonly, by Mr. Atmore,

upon the trunk and branches of a decaying Oak

tree near Lynn.

,,
arcella. Fab. Denton.

Tinea ferruginella. Hiib. Lynn. Also taken at Thetford by

Lord Walsingham.

„ semifulvella. Haw. Denton.

,,
bistrigella. Haw. Merton.

Lampronia rubiella. Bjerk. Lynn
;
very common in 1898.

Nemophora metaxella Hiib. Locally abundant near Lynn.

Anesychia funerella. Fab. Once at a gas lamp at Lynn.

Cerostoma sequella. L. Denton.

„ vittella. L. Denton.

Harpipteryx scabrella L. Merton. Taken by Lord Walsingham.

Enicostoma lobella. W.Y. Denton.

Exer/ETIa alusella. Stn. The statement put upon record by my
lamented friend, the late Mr. H. T. Stainton, as to
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this species, is now confirmed, Mr. Atmore having
taken two specimens, at light, at Lynn in 1892
and one in 1894.

Depressaria hypericeli-a. Iliib. Denton.

„ vaccinella. Iliib. Denton.

,, ciliella. Stn. Denton.

,, • oranulosella. Stn. Denton.

„ albipunctella. Iliib. Denton.

„ CHiEROPHYLLt. Z. Denton.

,, ULTIMELLA. Stn. Denton.

Psoricoptera oiBCosEi.i.A. Z. Lynn, scarce. One specimen reared

by Mr. Atmore from Oak.

Gelechia (Taciiyptilia) populella. L. Merton, Denton.

,, velooella. biscli. Lynn
;
local. Taken at Merton by

Lord Walsingham.

„ (Dorypuora) morosa. Z. Lynn
;
very local.

» ,, palustrella. Dougl. Taken by the

Rev. C. T. Cruttvvell near Beccles, but on the

Norfolk side.

„ (
Bryotropha) politella. Dougl. Found at Merton

by Mr. Durrant.

,, „ domestica. Haw. Abundant at Merton.

,, ,, 3IMILI& Dougl. Merton, Mr. Durrant.

,, (Teleia) luculella. Iliib. Not uncommon at Lynn.

„ „ FUGITIVELI.A. Z. Denton.

„ (Lita) macui.ea. Haw. Denton.

„ „ FRATERN ELLA. Dougl. Dentoil.

,, ,, tricolorella. Haw. Merton, Lord Walsingham

;

Lynn.

„ „ maculiferella. Mann. Merton, Lynn.

,, (P<ecilia) albiceps. Z. Merton.

„ (Monochroa) tenebrella. Iliib., and its female (known

as fenebrosella). Merton, Denton.

,,
(Anacampsis) t.enioleu.a. Tr. Denton, Lynn, Hun-

stanton
;
frequent, Mr. Atmore.

(Lamprotes) atrella. Haw. Denton, Lynn.

„ (Doryphora) lucidella. Steph. Lynn ; scarce.

„ (Brachmia) lathyri. Stn. Locally common at Lynn
;

Wormegay.
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Gelechia (Pcgcilia) gemmella. L. Lynn, Denton.

„ (Argyritis) pictella. Z. Frequent at Hunstanton,

Mr. Atmore. Lord Walsingham has taken it

commonly at Merton, and with it the (possible)

variety known as Tarquiniella.

Parasia metzneriella. Dough Locally common near Lynn.

(Ecophora trisignella. Z. Denton. Lynn
;

scarce.

„ lunaris. Haw. Denton.

„ tinctella. Tr. Denton, Lynn
;

scarce.

,,
fusco-aurella. Haw. Lynn.

Butalis incongruella. Stn. Hear Lynn
;
not common.

Acrolepia autumnitella. Curt. (pygmceana,
Haw.), Denton.

ZEchmia dentella. Stn. Denton.

Perittia obscuripunctella. Stn. Denton.

Tinagma sericiella. Haw. Denton.

Argyresthia semitestacella. Curt. Denton, Merton.

,,
albistria. Haw. Denton, Merton.

,,
semifusca. Haw. Denton.

,,
mendica. Haw. Denton.

,, curvella. L. Denton, Merton. Mr. Durrant.

,,
conjugella Z. Merton. Mr. Durrant.

,,
arceuthina. Z. Denton.

Gracilaria elongella. L. Denton.

,,
TRINGIPENNELLA. Z. Denton.

Ornix scoticella. Stn. Merton, Mr. Durrant.

,, BETULiE. Stn. Denton.

,,
torquillella. Stn. Denton.

,,
guttea. Haw. Merton, Denton, Lynn.

Coleopiiora fabriciella. Vill. Taken at Merton by Lord

Walsingham and Mr. Durrant; and at Denton by

the Rev. C. T. Cruttwell.

,,
lixella. Z. Found by Mr. Atmore, rather commonly

near Swaffham.

,,
ANATIPENNELLA. Hiib. Deiltoil.

,,
palliatella. Z. Lynn

;
scarce.

„ currucipennella. Fisch. Denton.

„ ONOSMELLA. Z. Lynn
;
not uncommon.

„ THERINELLA. Stn. Deiltoil.

,, laricella. Hub. Denton.
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Coleophora albitarsella. Z. Merton, Lord Walsim-ham.7 o
>> NiGRiCELLA. Steph. Merton, abundant

;
Mr. Durrant,

Denton.

„ m.en iacella. Fab. Denton.

, MURINIPENNELLA. Fisch. Denton.

,, apicella. Stn. Denton.

„ soutariella. Z. Denton.

„ chalcoorammella. Z. Near Lynn, scarce
;

Mr.

Atmore.

Cosmopter yx ORICHALCEA. Stn. Found rather commonly near

Lynn by Mr. Atmore.

Ciiauuodus illigerellus. Hub. Lynn.

Laverna rhamniella. Z. Merton, Mr. Durrant.

Astchxa modestella. Dup. Merton, Mr. Durrant; Denton.

Elachista oleiciienella. Fab. Denton.

„ maqnifioella. Tengs. A beautiful variety of this scarce

species, having the ground colour buff, was taken

at Merton by Mr. Durrant.

„ atricomella. Stn. Denton.

„ lutioomella. Stn. Denton, Lynn
; everywhere common.

„ oiwcuRELi.A. Stn. Denton, Lynn; everywhere common.
IjITHOCOlletis iiortei.la. Fab. Denton.

„ irradiei.la. Scott. Lynn
;
not common.

„ lautelIjA. Z. Lynn.

„ aucupariei.la. Scott. Taken at Merton by Lord

Walsingham.

„ salicicolei.la. Sircom. Denton.

„ spixoi.ella. Dup. Denton.

„ viminetorum. Stn. Denton.

„ scopariella. Fisch. Lynn
;
not common.

,, ulicicolella. Vaughan. Lynn
;
not common.

„ sylvella. Haw. Denton.

,, heegeriella. Z. Denton.

„ EMBERIZ.EPENNELLA. Bouch. Deiltoil.

„ prolichiella. Z. Lynn
;
common.

,, stettinensis. Xicelli. Common near Lynn.

„ sciireberei.la. Fab. Denton.

„ TRisTRiGEi.LA. Haw. Lynn.

,, trifasciella. Haw. Denton.

VOL. VI p p
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Phyllocnistis suffusella. Z. Lynn.

Lyonetia clerckella. L. Denton.

Cemiostoma spartifoliella. Hiib. Denton.

„ laburnella. Heyd. Denton.

Opostega crepusculella. Fisch. Denton, at light.

Bucculatrix cidarella. Fisch. Common at Lynn.

,, ulmella. Mann. Denton.

,,
CRATiEGi. Dup. Denton

;
common at Lynn.

„ boyerella. Dup. Denton.

„ frangulella. Gn. Marshy heaths near Lynn.

Hepticula atricapitella. Haw. Denton.

,, ruficapitella. Haw. Denton.

,, anomaleJjLA. Goe. Merton.

,, PYGMyEELLA. Haw. Denton.

„ subbimaculella. Haw. Denton.

„ floslactella. Haw. Denton.

„ marginecolella. Stn. Denton.

,, aurella. Fab. Denton.

Aciptilia galactodactyla. Hub. Merton, Denton.

Oxyptilus distans. Z. (l.etus, Z.). Found rather common

near Swaffham by Mr. Atmore.
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XXI.

OCCURRENCE OF THE RUFF (MACHETES FUGNAX)

IN WINTER.

Bv W. W. Spelman.

Read 2Slh February, 1899.

On tho lltli of February, 1899, two Ruffs, both males, were killed

out of a Hock of Lapwings feeding in a Wheat-field, at Postwick,

near Norwich, belonging to Mr. Charles Waters, who kindly forwarded

them to me. As the occurrence of this species in the county of

Norfolk, in winter, is probably unprecedented, and the plumage is

peculiar, I have much pleasure in exhibiting them at this meeting

of the Naturalists’ Society. Looking at these two specimens one

is at once struck by the peculiarly light colour of the neck and

breast, only one or two minute dark feathers being as yet in evidence.

Those that we occasionally see late in April or in May, the usual

time of their occurrence, are dark in their neck and breast plumage,

even if not in actual possession of their distinctive “ Ruff.” Stevenson

(B. of N. vol. ii. p. 265) notes the appearance of a Ruff and two

Reeves on the 26th of March, 1852, and mentions it particularly

as a very early date, so that the fact therefore of these two specimens

having been killed so early as the 1 4th of February, leads me to

the belief expressed by Mr. Gurney, that their being so taken is

unprecedented, at least in this county. In the issue of ‘ The Field,’

of the 4th of March, I note with interest the record of a male

Ruffs taken at Weymouth, on the 20th of February, and two others

seen at the same time. The two birds in question will be an

interesting addition to my series of Ruffs and Reeves in breeding

plumage. How far this early appearance of the Ruff may be due

to the wonderfully mild winter I will not venture an opinion.

p p 2
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XXII.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Water-hen’s Xest built with Peacock’s Feathers.—On July 3rd

a Water-hen here brought off a brood of about half a dozen, which

it had hatched in a nest made of the long tail-feathers of Peacocks.

The nest was raised just above the water, being placed on a branch

which dips into it. The feathered ends of the long tail-feathers

were woven into the nest leaving about two-thirds of the quill ends

hanging out and floating on the water
;
smaller tail-feathers and

quills were put in, in just the same way as roots or reeds. The

foundation of the nest was made of roots, the feathers forming the

sides. One of the pair of Water-hens was first seen taking a quill

feather
;
a few days afterwards it took several of the tail-feathers

which happened to he lying on a lawn opposite the hough on which

the nest is built. When this was found out, other tail-feathers

from different parts of the garden were collected and put on the

lawn for the bird to take. When it took them, it picked them up

in its beak, ran down to the water and swam across, holding the

feathered ends, and letting the remainder float at its side. It took

the greater part of the feathers about a week, before the brood was

brought off.—F. Barrington, Pentney.

From the ‘Norwich Mercury’ of November 22nd, 1777.

—

“ Mr. Marsham of Stratton has lately put in practice the advice of

the learned Mr. Evelyn and Dr. Hales with respect to rubbing and

washing the stems of trees to promote their annual increase. This

was done last spring when the buds began to swell
;
when some

ti’ees were washed round from the ground to their tops
;

first with

water and a common shoe-brush till they were quite cleared of the

moss and the dirt
;
then only with a coarse flannel. The washings

were repeated three, four, or five times a week, during all the dry

time of the spring and the fore part of the summer, hut after
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the rains were Irequent, they were only slightly rubbed. Upon
a comparison of these trees with others which were unwashed, the

conjecture of the two great philosophers aforementioned was
confirmed, the former having increased almost double the growth
of the latter. The experiment was made upon several Beech trees

and will probably be succeeded by others, which may produce con-

siderable advantage with respect to rural economy.”—(Jen. Ev. Post,

W. G. Clarke.

Root Tubercles.—The importance of nitrogen to plant-life has

long been known, but, until recently, it had been thought that it

could only be assimilated by plants from its compounds in the soil,

and that the nitrogen of the atmosphere was comparatively useless

to the plant. Mr. Sutton, when President of this Society, gave an

account of the process of nitrification which is carried on in the soil,

resulting in the production of nitrites and nitrates from ammonia-

compounds, by the agency of bacteria, which are specially known
as nitro bacteria. It is from the nitrates that the majority of plants

get their supply of nitrogen. But it lias been noticed that certain

plants (Papilionaren) can flourish in soils from which all traces of

nitrogen compounds have been carefully removed. These plants

have been found to possess gall-like out-growths or tubercles attached

to the roots. Similar structures have been found in intimate

association with the roots of many other species of plants. Those

from the roots of the Kobinia or false Acacia were brought to our

notice by Mr. Bid well. It is thought by many modern botanists

that these tubercles are, indirectly, the means by which (certainly

in the order to which the Kobinia belongs) nitrogen is conveyed to

the tissues of the plant, and there assimilated. The process has

not, I believe, been thoroughly worked out, but the tubercles are

considered to be a fungoid growth, which benefits itself, and assists

its host-plant, by attachment to the roots, being, in fact a case of

symbiosis, such as exists, or is supposed to exist in the connection

between fungus and alga, in the lichen. The fungoid tubercle is

the agency by which the free nitrogen in the atmosphere is conveyed

to the roots in a condition suitable for absorption into the tissues.

As far as I can make out, the details of the process are, at present,

unknown. It is certain that there exists in t lie soil a bacterial

organism which is capable of forming nitrogenous compounds from
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the air, in the presence of non-nitrogenous matter. S. H. Vines says,

“It may be that the development of this organism is specially

favoured by the presence of the tubercular roots of the Papilionaceie

in the soil, and that the nitrogenous substances which it produces

are absorbed by the roots after having undergone nitrification,”

that “ the tubercle eventually becomes disorganised, the gemmules

are then set free, and are doubtless the means by which the fungus

attacks other plants” (Text Book of Bot. p. 713). The whole

subject of nitrification in the soil is an extremely interesting one,

especially to the agriculturist. It is a process of fermentation or

putrefaction, and consists in the reduction or decomposition of the

ammonia compounds into nitrites in the first stage, and these into

nitrates in the second stage. Two forms of Bacteria are concerned

in this operation, the first known as the nitrous bacterium, the

second as the nitric bacterium. It may be that, in the future,

the isolation and cultivation of these special Bacteria, may be

looked on as an important preliminary to the preparation of

inferior soils for agricultural purposes. I allude here to the bac-

terium which can utilise the nitrogen of the atmosphere, because

ordinary nitrification necessitates a supply of organic matter in the

soil, to be acted upon. The importance of these tubercles to

the life of certain plants must be of interest to every botanist.

—

W. A. Nicholson, lion. Sec.

Aculeate Hymenoptera at Tosbock, near Bury St. Edmund’s.

During the season of 1898—the first half of which was very

unfavourable, I added the following to my list of Aculeate-

llymenoptera :
—

Miinesa Shuckardi, Wesm. August 14th, two females.

,, bicolor, Jur. August 13th, four males.

Hoplisus 4-fasciatus, Fab. I took several of both sexes of this

marsh insect in August upon the blooms of Angelica sgloestris.

Cerceris arenaria, Linn. A small colony in a sand-pit, Aug. 13th,

both sexes flying in bright sunshine, 2.30 p.m.

Sphecodes puncticeps, Thoms. September 2nd, one female.

Halictus xanthopus, Kirb. A female, May 18th, on Dutch Clover.

Andrena denticulata, Kirb. A female, August 15th, on Ling.

,, fuscipes, Kirb. A female and four males flying over

Ling, August 13th.
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Nomada solidaginis, Panz. I obtained several of both sexes in

August upon Ragwort and Ling.

Nomada jacobcese, Panz. A female, August 5tli, upon Ragwort.

My list now is:—Ants 10, Fossores 58, Wasps 13, Bees 119:

total 200. It is remarkable that both Nomadas, which I had
yearly searched for, should turn up in this wonderful season.

Another Bee, Epeolus productus, usually scarce, was abundant

everywhere in August.

Other good things I took were : Psen pallipes, Passalrecus

nionilicornis, Sphecodes rubicundus, Andrena cetii, A. afzeliella,

Stelis aterrima and S. phreoptera.

The two common Wasps were fairly abundant, and hatched out

very early. A new interest now attaches to this class, because for

the first time Vespa austriaca has been found to be parasitic upon

V. rufa. Mr. Charles Robson has bred both sexes from a nest,

and this is the most interesting discovery of many years.

The drought of August and September killed many of the better

class of food plants which I generally search. In Coleoptera, the

fine Longicorn saperda carcharias was not uncommon upon Poplars.

I had two specimens, and over twenty were taken by a friend in

North Norfolk upon one tree. I leave the Suffolk Coleoptera as

Mr. Claude Morley’s list is published, and it will be seen how

well the county of Suffolk has been recently worked.

Although I got nothing of the first importance in Diptera, the

following are worth recording : Xanthogramma citrofasciatum,

Chrysogaster splendens, Myopa testacea, Oncomyia atra, Gastrophilus

equi (4 specimens), Gonia ornata, Demoticus frontatus, Miltogramma

punctata, Ulidia erythropthalma and Lucilia cornicina. On
September 24th I took a good Saw-fly, Emphytus serotinus, upon

Bungay common, and a curious Ichneumon upon a window, in

August, Fcenus jaculator. Upon the whole, the season of 1898

may be said to have been an exceptionally good one with me.

—

W. II. Tuck.
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